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ABSTRACT

A branch of the Mangujakids, a minor Turkish tribe, chose to 

settle in Divrigi and its area in central Anatolia, after the battle 

of Manzikert, 1071 A„D. where the Seljuq Alp Arslan defeated the 

Byzantine emperor Romanus Diogenes„

Built 011 a hillside of local san.dstone at a time of great pros

perity, the Ulu Cami or Great Mosque and hospital now overlook the 

modern town. Besides the date of the building, 626/1228-9, the three 
foundation inscriptions record in turn the names of A^imad Shah and his 

wife, both Mangujakids; in addition a separate carving on the north 

portal includes the name of Kay-Qubadh I to whom Â imad Shah owed 

allegiance.

Both buildings have been signed by the same builder Khurshah 

and combine into one rectangular structure under the same roof. The 

mosque with its two monumental portals on the north and west sides, 

shares it southern qfbla wall with the north wall of the hospital, 

the entrance of which is a double archway. All three entrances pre

sent original problems of composition and decoration as well as the 

mifcrab. A large vocabulary of geometric and vegetal motifs has been 

assembled in patterns recalling textiles, wood carvings and manu

script ornament. Some motifs may be traced as far east as Trans- 

oxania and Khurasan and must have travelled west along two roads, one 

by way of the Caucasus and the other through southern AzarbaTjan, 

northern Mesopotamia and the Upper Euphrates.

The vaulting systems and the columns belong more to the Cau

casus tradition of building whereas the plan of the mosque is purely 

Anatolian and that of the hospital follows the Syrian, tradition.
It is the first and last time that such a complex of archi

tectural and decorative features appears in Anatolia befox-e the Mon

gol conquest of 6k1/I2kj>u Although it does not translate into one 

harmonious building yet it still provides the key to the major part of 
Anatolian, architecture and decoration for the next two centuries.
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Chapter One 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

vThe town of Divrigi in the vilayet of Sivas lies m  a rather
remote area of central Turkey. The complexity of its geographical
position (pi. l) may explain the historical circumstances which led
to its existence and the building and preservation of its monuments
in particular the so-called Ulu Cami.

Divrigi stands on the right bank of the £alti Suyu a right
hand tributary of the Euphrates at a height, of approximately 980 m.
As a matter of interest it shares the same latitude as Lisbon, but
its winters are harsh and the town is liable to be isolated by heavy
snow storms; its summers are hot with cool evenings. The easier
roads of access are along, the river beds and naturally the railway
line follows them down the £alti Suyu and. up the Euphrates towards
Erzincan. Erom Divrigi there is a bad track running north to Zara

♦

and south to Malatya; it seems to be all v.that is. left of an access
route to Ordu and the Black Sea through a number of secluded valleys.

vThirty kms. due south of the town, the £a!gan Dag rises to a height 
of 2,722 m. and the whole river system to the north-east and south 
of it draws its supply from the mountain snows which provide perma- .

vnent irrigation for.the rich fields and orchards. If Divrigi were 
to be the centre of a circle with a radius of about 100 kms., Sivas, 
Erzincan, Harput and Malatya would be the ;.only towns standing on its 
circumference; within the circle only Kemah, is worth mentioning for 
its earlier importance in local history..

There is one more geographical feature on the opposite side of 
the river from the main town which requires some explanation. The

t,:u



presence of iron mines within easy reach of Divrigi beyond to-day's 

north-west suburbs., would appear to have been a significant element 

contributing to its existence in a remote area and its subsequent de

velopment into a stronghold and for a short time, a major town.

So far, no mention of this ore has been made except on modern 

maps.^ The mines must have been worked over the centuries for suffi

ciently long a period, and their existence.must have been so well 

known that there wccmocPftTrnood* to mako comment upon thorn. On the 

other hand, their early and perhaps secret exploitation could explain 

some of the importance of Divrigi from Byzantine times onward despite 

its remoteness.

Neither the Persian nor the Roman road system ever incorporatedI
it as a staging point. Its identification with Nicopolis has been 

2discarded ; while its pre-Islaraic existence can be hinted at when

one:considers the foundations of the walls surrounding the citadel,

which overlooks the whole town to the west and the river to the east.

This is likely to have been where the Paulicians under their chief

Karbeas chose to build a new town or rather some kind of fortress in

the ninth century. The first mention of Divrigi appears almost simul-
3taneously in the Arab and Byzantine texts relating to that period.

Le Strange sums up the Paulicians as *a curious sect of Eastern Christ

ians whose Manichaean beliefs caused them to be ruthlessly persecuted

1In his entry for Divrigi (Encyclopedia of Islam, I, 1908, 979-8l),
Cl. Huart mentions mines of iron ore and loadstone which were no 
longer worked.

2CIA III, 53.
^Gi LE STRANGE,- The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, Cambridge,. 1905, 
119.



by the emperors of Constantinople'„ They were a kind of limes popu- 

lation scattered along the dividing line between Byzantium and the 

'Abbasid empire which stretched roughly from the gulf of Alexandretta 

to the Armenian territories round Lake Van. For a time the Paulicians 

fought against the Arabs in spite of the religious persecutions of 

the Orthodox emperors. Eventually they could no longer endure the 

endless persecutions, massacres and confiscations, so they passed over 

to the opposite camp with the blessing of 'Umar ibn-tAbd-Allah al~

Aqla, Amir of Malatya who allowed them to settle in Argaun and Amara, 

Whether it was that their chief Karbeas, at one time a protomandor, 

was too near his new master or that the towns became too small for 

their prospering communities, he felt himself under 110 alternative 

but to move to Divrigi from where he could, at little expense, harass 

the victorious armies of Michael III the Amorian bringing back its trails 
prisoners from his raids on Amida in 856.

The young emperor Michael had taken over from his mother, the 

empress Theodora, the year before and he was determined to pursue the 

new Orthodox policy emphasized by the Declaration of 11 March 8^3*

He completed another successful raid on Samosata in 8.59 aud finally 
in 863 the Byzantine army defeated and killed the Amir of Malatya 

during his daring incursion 011 Sansum. His ally 'Ali-ibn-Ya^iya al~ 

Armani was also killed; it is probable that Karbeas met with the same 

fate and fell together with a great number of Paulicians. His nephew 

Chrysocheiros, once a strategos, took over from him and controlled
Vthe country from Darende to Argaun and Divrigi. He carried raids as 

far as Nicomedia/lzmit, an area he knew well, and also Ephesus. Eventu

ally he and his partisans fell to the relentless attacks of the first 

Macedonian emperor Basil in 872, at which time Divrigi was destroyed



and its population dispersed and the area partly repopulated 
with the Mleh, Armenians from the Taurus.

The capture of Divrigi is a typical example of the successes 

achieved by Basil in regaining the passes into Syria and Mesopotamia 

between 871 and 882 and more over these successes were made all the 

easier by the gradual decline of the *Abbasid Caliphate, which was 

first the 3©suit of a series of rebellions such as those of the Zu££ 

and Zanj, second the growing independence of provincial rulers like 

the Saffarids, the Zaydites and the Tuluhids and third, complex re

ligious controversies.

It is significant that the Paulicians, although settled over 

a large area, do not seem to have left any monuments. They certainly 

lived in a land laid waste by war- but the answer may also lie in 

their kind of Christian heresy. One is wholly dependent on the 

descriptions of their enemies since all their own writings were, 

so far as it is known, destroyed. The Paulicians are said to have 

had no respect for their religious meeting places; more over, there 

was no special religious hierarchy, no cult of the cross, no bap

tism, no Holy Communion, nonetheless there must have been a posi-
2tive side to this heresy which is still unknown.

The next salient event ±1 the history of Anatolia was the battle

^G. LE STRANGE, MAL»Abrr|$:, Tephrike, the capital of the Paulicians, 
a correction corrected", Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
1896, 733-41.

%I. GREGOIRE, "Les sources de l'histoire des Pauliciens", Bulletin 
de 1 'Academic de Belgique, 22, 1938, 93»
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of Manzikert on 26 August 107l/^-633 which completely altered the 

balance of power. It was the starting point of the gradual pene

tration of many Turcoman tribes into Anatolia; there was no longer 

a Byzantine frontier line cushioned by an Armenian population to the 

north-east and the centre of Anatolia; most of them resettled in 

Cilicia. Iconium became Konya the capital of the Seljuqs of the 

Rum, while other lesser tribes gradually settled down and grew in 
strength like the Danishmendids around Malatya. In a smaller way the

Mangujakids occupied and settled in the lands around Erzincan, Kara-
. vhisar, Kemah and D2.vr1.g1 .

t ^  VWithin the Abbasid period, Divrigi and its Paulician population 

stood at the most northern part of the empire. From now on the town 

and the land around it seemed to hide in the southern part of a new 

state. Little is yet known about this small dynasty first established 

in the fort of Kemah on the Euphrates; Munajjim Bashi1 mentions only 

one branch which settled in Erzincan and sponsored the arts. Nizami 

of Ganja dedicated his Makhzan al-Asrar (ca. 117SA.D.) to Eakhr ad-Dm 

Bahram Shah who died in 622/122.5. Eor a very short time before his 
enforced deportation, his son tAla5 ad-Din Da'ud maintained the famous 
Arab man of science 'Abd-al-LafTf. But his reign in Erzincan however 

was curtailed by *AlaJ ad-Din Kay-Qubadh I who took over his land.

There exists another branch of the Mangujakids which may be 

traced through their monuments and their coins in Divrigi. This branch 

wisely maintained a vassal relationship with Konya. Shahanshah's epi- 

taph dated 10 Sha*bah 592/9 July II96 indicates that he was the grand-

^See extract of his Jam:!/ al-duwal published by van BERCHEM, CIA III, 
Appendix I, 101-3»

2CIA III, 57, No. 32



son of the founder of the dynasty* His son Sul ay man Shall II suc
ceeded him and was the father of A îmad Shah who founded the Great 

vMosque at Drvrigi. His wife Turan Malik was responsible for the ad

jacent hospital* Both parts are dated to the same year 626/1228--9- 

The waqf of 64-1/1243 mentions A/mad Shah and his mother Fajimah
i

Khatun. If the two inscriptions on the walls of the citadel dated
q

634/1236-7 and 640/1242-3 are to be relied upon, it is again the 
name of Alpmad Shah which is mentioned for the repairs of the walls.

The first date coincides with the year of the death of Kay-Qubadh I 

and shortly after the latter one, the Seljuqs of ' Rum were defeated 

by the Mongols at the battle of Kose Dag on 26 June 1243- For a time 

the Seljuq dynasty was in fact vassal and shared with the Mongols in 

the pilfering and sacking of towns. In 673/12?6-7 the Il-Khanid 

Abaqa sacked Divrigi himself.

In other instancesminor vassals of the Il-Klianids acquired com

plete independence from their Mongol overlord; this was the case of 

'Ala5 ad-Din Eretna-i-Ja*far. He started his political career as 
governor general in Asia Minor from 728 to 736/1327-8 to 1333-6, then 

governed from Sivas after Abu-Sa'rd’s death in 736/1333} the last of 

the powerful Il-Khanids. With great foresight he realised that the 

true power of the time lay in the hands of the MamTuks of Egypt and 

therefore he verbally submitted to al-Malrk an^Nagir an-Ma^ir ad-Din 

Muhammad in 737/1336-7= He was a learned prince, sufficiently inde

pendent to strike his own coins. His son, like himself, took consider

able care to remain in close touch with the Mamluks. As for his grand

son he was overpowered by the local rulers, the Qaramanids and the 

rising Aq-Qoyunlus allied to Timur the Great. The end of this dynasty
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came when he was killed in 782/1380. It Is probably during this per-
v . 1iod that the Mamluk road system was first carried as far as Divrigi, 

which serves to emphasize even more the possibility of exchanges with 

the south in the fourteenth century.

Almost at the same period another despot rose to power in the 

former lands of the Mangujakids: Burhan ad-Din born into a public

service background, rapidly overtook the Eretnids in 767/1363-6 and 

proclaimed himself Sultan in 782/1380. lie is remembered as a very 

talented poet whose Diwan was rightly famous. He intrigued both for 

and against the Mamluks and the Aq-Qoyunlus and was finally defeated 

and killed about 800/1398, perhaps by the Ottoman BayazTd Yildirim 

'the lightning-flash' during his brief tenure of the region, and be

fore his crushing defeat by Timur near Ankara in 8ok/l^l02„

The Mamluks soon gained control over their northern Turkish out

posts. Proof of this achievement lies in the inscription of one of
2their governors on the tomb of his son dated 89̂ -/l̂ -89 under the reign 

of Qa^it Bay. Another of Divrigi's tomb towers, the so-called Sitte 
Melik, includes a Mamluk epitaph indicating the burial of an other 

governor in 869/l^-6k. Early in the sixteenth century the Ottoman sul

tan SelTm I finally crushed the Mamluks; Divrigi became part of the 

Ottoman empire in 922/1316.

^J. SAUVAGET, La poste aux chevaux dans 1'empire des Mamelouks, 
Paris, 19^1, 38.

2CIA III, 9^, No. 39.
-7CIA III, 69, No. 40. For a list of Mamluk inscriptions In Turkey, 
see my forthcoming paper, Un apercu des Mamelouks en Anatolie, in 
the Proceedings of the fourth International Congress of Turkish art. 
Aix-en-Provence, 1971.
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vAfter examining- the different stages m  the history of Divrigi 

itself, it would seem appropriate at this point, to make a brief sur

vey of the political situation in the neighbouring principalities at 
about the time of the foundation of the Great Mosque and Hospital in 

Divrigi, 626/1228-9. It might throw some light on the more power

ful and well-established rulers able to sponsor the arts and new 

architecture.
^Ala51 ad-Din Kay-Qubadh I, the Seljuq sultan of the Rum, was 

the recognised dominant figure in Anatolia. His realm extended from 

Alanya in 1221 to the vicinity of Silifke on the south coast of the 

Mediterranean next to the kingdom of Lesser Armenia. He had consoli

dated his hold over the shores of the Black Sea from Sinop to Trabi- 

zond by 1229, where Alexis Comnenus no longer paid tribute to the 

Latin kingdom in Constantinople since 12(/f, but instead to the Seljuq 

power. A durable peace was maintained with the emperor Theodorus 

Lascaris inNicaea who in turn was able to keep the Latin crusaders in 

check.^
The situation on the eastern borders became more insecure as 

the Khwarazm-Shah Jalal-ad-din and subsequently the Mongol conquerors 

created chaos in A'zarbaijan and Georgia which then included the terri
tories of Greater Armenia. Queen Tamar of Georgia had reigned supreme 

over these areas from 118 1̂- to 1213, hut under her son the rich kingdom 

had to submit to the raids and pilferings of Jalal-ad-Dmn, who sacked

Tiflis in 1223, took Akhlat in 1229 after two sieges and in a way, 
weakened and prepared the whole area for the Mongol invasion and occupation.

^A.A.VASILIEV, nThe foundation of the empire of Trebizond”, Speculum
1 1, 1936, 3-37.



The siding of the Erzincan Mangujakids with Jalal-ad-DiTn, was 

the excuse for 'Ala5 ad-DTn Kay-Qubadh I to annex this principality 

from its last prince Da5ud Shah almost immediately after he succeeded 

his father in 1225° Erzerum was also annexed for the same reasons 

after the final defeat of the Khwarazm-Shah in 628/1251 at Yassi- 

Chimen west of Erzincan.
V t . ,sThe Mangujakids of Divrigi submitted to Ala ad-Din Kay- 

Qubadh I without offering, it seems, any resistance. A badly carved insc 

ion (ph.̂ f) inserted in the north portal of the Great Mosque under

lines this wise move by Â imad Shah. As will be seen (22,No.2) the in

scription does not appear to have been conceived as an integral part 

of the portal. Despite this apparently submissive attitude, this 

branch of the Mangujakids only survived as an independent entity until 

the middle of the thirteenth century.^

Finally the territories to the soxxth of the Anatolian plateau 

always constituted a more or less fluctuating border with a series 

of small buffer-states under the Artuqids and the more powerful Zangids 
until the Kurd §>ala£-ad~Dih extended his dominions from Egypt and Syria 

into the lands of the three Diyar: Bark, Mudar and Rabi'a. Under

the menace of the Khwarazm-Shah Jalal-ad-Din, his successors rallied 

the Seljuqs of the Rum and their army was the deciding factor in the 
final defeat of Jalal-ad-DTn. Meanwhile to the east of this frontier 
area, the atabeg Badr-ad-Dan Luslu5 of Mosul had benefitted by the 

fall of the Zangid rule and had taken on the titles of al-Mallk ar- 

kafcim. Under his effective control, the whole area formerly under the

Zangids and Mosul itself, prospered in a climate of religious toler- 
2ance. i

]'CIA III, 8 9, No. 5 6. The son of A\xmad Shah §alT],i rebuilt a tower 
of the citadel in 650/12/2 .

^J.LEROY, "La renaissance de I’Eglise syriaque au XII et XIII siecles 
Cahiers de civilisation medievale, l*f, 1971, 1/1-!-o and 2j9-*22«
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Against this historical and political background, it is to be 

wondered what reasons could have justified the buildi?ig of such a sur

prising monument as the Great Mosque and hospital, first during the 

early stages of the thirteenth century A„D. and second, in such a
Vlocation as Divrigi„

That there should be no antecedents in the vicinity of this 

town comes as no surprise after a cursory review of the past events 

in that area, from early Islam upto the battle of Manzikert (1071 A,D,).

The whole region of the Taurus and anti-Taurus as far as Lake Van, 

remained a battlefield between Byzantium and the Arab world with the 

town of Malatya (Map pi. l) as one of the chief prizes. Throughout the 

twelfth century A„D., the Seljuqs of Rum were permanently engaged in 

warfare with their rivals the Danishmends untri 1 117^ A.D. and simultaneously 
with throe successive crusades, one of which even occupied briefly 
Konya in 1190 A.D. Not until the reign of Kay-Qubadh I did the com

bination of absolute power and prosperity allow the arts to flourish 

in Anatolia.
Consequently most ideas and some techniques had to be drawn from

neighbouring lands where some art continuity had been achieved during

various periods of relative peace and prosperity. The Mangujakids of 
VDivrigi on the other hand, were, owing to their wealth, the last Turkic 

tribe to remain autonomous under Kay-Qubadh I. This wealth was due to 

the central position of the town on the north-south trade route and 
the mining of the iron ore which made such a building programme possible. 

This complex construction implied the hiring of more than one team of 

masons, a fact which led to a syncretic style all of its own. In the 

following chapters an attempt will be made to analyse and at the same 

time, for greater clarity, to trace within the same medium, the origin 

of most features in the architecture and decoration. Only then ' 

will it be possible to discuss the multiplicity of problems 

which must have confronted an architect in medieval Anatolia.
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Chapter Two

piNNK'A]'. DESCNIPTTON PI'1 M i  

MONUMENT AND INSCRIPTIONS

General description

The site of the Great Mosque and Hospital in Divrigi lies half

way up the slope of a fairly steep hill facing west (ph.l). The 

large sandstone faced building dominates the town with very few 

houses built above it further up the hill. Most of the habitations 

are grouped well below the level of the mosque and hospital, closer 

to the river, to the west and south of the monument. At the end of 

the nineteenth century the records give a population of .5*600 inhabi
tants over a thousand of which were Christians.'1'In 1972 it is more than 10,000.

The first outline of the composite monument was schematically 

'drawn by van Berchem at the time of the 1907 restoration (ph.2).

By 1934 Gabriel had produced more professional drawings which in

cluded a north-south section of the ensemble.'' Since then a series 

of seven plans and drawings have been made by Ulgen' (pis.2-4). He 
rectifies some of Gabriel's detailed measurements and indicates in 

particular the distortion of the plan of the mosque in the north

west part. He has also added new sections for both parts, but un

fortunately does not include either a north or south elevation for 
the outside walls. The latest repairs were completed in 1970; they 

include an entirely new pitched roof in zinc'over the whole structure

1V. CUINET, Turquie d'Asie, I, 1890, 685-9.

2CIA III, pi. VI.

3MTAJCI, 176 fig. 112, 178 fig. 113, 184 fig. 118.
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with added special treatment for its four salient elements: the

pyramidal stone roof over the mifcrab dome has been refaced, a 

similar but lower one has been added over the tomb chamber, and two 
new large oculi with glass panes let in a maximum of daylight at 
the centre of each building. Furthermore a trench^' was dug out 

of the hill to a depth of almost 6 .00 m, along the east wall to allow 

proper ventilation of the wall. The trench was duly covered with flag

stones; an access door exists on the south side of it. A further six 

plans and elevations were drawn up this year to emphasize the lay

out of all openings and the four elevations, (pis. 5-10)

Exterior
Following the measurements of Gabriel which were checked in situ,

2the structure covers an area of 2,0^-8m (32 x 6k m„)„ This area is

to be divided into two separate units which correspond to their dif

ferent function: a mosque and a hospital. A connection between the

two units is made possible by an opening on the left of the qibla wall.
2A sketch by Gabriel shows a ratio of five to three which stresses 

the greater importance given to the mosque in the structure.
All outside walls are made of local sandstone blocks, those on 

the west elevation being the best dressed. There, a few odd ones have 

been lightly carved with primitive patterns. On the east wall, a 
large decorated window into the mosque contrasts with the two smaller 
ones on its left; their plain outline belongs to the light system 

for the tomb chamber. Alone on the north wall, the almost square

1This trench was brought to my attention by G. Goodwin who very kindly 
lent me his collection of photographs taken in 19&7 .

2MTI II, 175.
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portal, 13 .60 m. high, has been set slightly off centre to the

right (pi.8 ). The west wall shows a series of plain windows so as

not to deter from the lavishness of the two portals into the mosque

and the hospital respectively 8 .̂+ m. and 11.60 m. high (pi.9). In

the south wall, windows more in the shape of slots, allow daylight

into the hospital (pi.8 ).

The minaret rises from the north-west corner of the building

to a present height of 17 .60 m. although this was not the original
1height but only that of the restored minaret under the Ottomans.

The top platform is reached first by a flight of thirteen steps along 

the northern inner wall and second by a spiral staircase within the 

minaret itself with fifty-nine steps. The three courses of stalact

ite corbelling below the platform have weathered badly and the carving 

is barely visible. An almost semi-circular abutment heavily buttresses

the north-west corner of the mosque below the minaret. An inscription
2recorded the addition in the sixteenth century but is no longer 

visible.

Interior
The mosque is divided into twenty-five vault units by four rows 

of massive columns (pi.6). The central axis runs from the north port

al to the qibla wall, and to the left of the south oriented mihrab. 

there are two openings, a door into, the tomb chamber and a window well 

above ground level. Two windows on either side of the west portal 

allow some daylight into the mosque. The only other window has been 

made in the east wall with a sill approximately six metres above the

1CIA III, 8 5, No. 32.



ground level owing to tho rising slope of the hill on the east side 
of the structure (pl.l^i). Of the twenty-five vaults of the mosque 

seven include structural compositions (pls.l8~.9 ) of original design. 
The dome over the mfhrab (ph.76), not a vault, may be noted as an ex

ceptionally sophisticated construction.

The interior plan of the hospital (pi.6) consists of an. en

trance hall (3 5) beyond the portal with a barrel-vaulted room with a 

window on either side of it (30 and +̂0). Beyond this group of three 

rooms, the hospital opens into an almost square central court(j52, 33, 
3*f) leading to an axial iwah (31) flanked to the north by the tomb 
chamber (3 6 ) and to the south by a plain barrel-vaulted room (2 6).

In the middle of the central court (33) is a pool; on the north-south 

axis, two smaller iwahs (28 and 3 8 ) face each other with a pair of 

solid stone carved columns in front of them. The two southern chambers 

have a high light slot in the outside wall.

Just beyond the hall and inside the central court to the right, 

a flight of thirteen steps leads to the first floor of the hospital 

which lies across the whole width of the west facade above the hall 

and its two lateral chambers. An extension towards the east is planned 

in a succession of three rooms which runs over the south iwan and its 

lateral chambers (27, 28, 29). Daylight is provided on the front • 

through three windows and an extra one overlooking the central court.

On the south'side, three slots allow light through the south wall and 

two proper windows overlook the central court. The vaults of the three 

iwans contain structural decoration in the style of those in the mosque 

(ph.7^). The hall and.the first floor ceilings show some decoration 

too. Except for the dome over the tomb chamber (ph.91) and the cen- 

tral part of the first floor ceiling (phJO^f), all the other ceilings



are barrel-vaults.
Although the furniture of both parts of the building is of no 

concern in this context, it has nonetheless been found appropriate 
at this stage to include a list of it for reference sake. The wal

nut carved minbar, dated by an inscription to 638/12 1̂-1 -2 5 ̂  stands 

on its own to the right of the mifrrab; another pulpit in the shape 

of a rough wooden railed platform on four high legs, has been placed 

by column F» A two-flap wooden door with graceful carving closes the 

access to tho tomb chamber. Five modern rough wooden steps lead up

to it. An older looking wooden grill closes the window on the right.
2A series of handsome old rugs and kilims complete the furniture of 

the mosque. In the hospital fragments of three sets of carved shut

ters have been lined up against the wall and would deserve a special 

study.

The inscriptions
The first almost complete record of the inscriptions connected

Vwith the Great Mosque and Hospital of Divrigi was made by van Bercham
3 A-and Edhem . They in turn refer to the spar.se notice by Huart who

acquainted the Societe Asiatique in Paris with the two inscriptions

from the north portal after M.F.Grenard, the French vice-consul in

Sivas had sent him photographic records. Grenard himself, later in 
5

1901, sent a note in which he mentioned a marble facing for the north

1CIA III, 81, No. 49.
2Dr, C.G.ELLIS, on his last visit to the mosque in 1972, has re
corded rare seventeenth century specimens.
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portal, and brought to notice the inscriptions on the hospital and 

west portals.

As for Gabriel, he only makes use of five of the previous in- 
1 •• 2scriptions. Ulgen points out a thuluth inscription painted on the

3right hand side of the minbar; Arel discusses at length the date 

of 626 on the north portal as he records at random,and using in

differently both calendars, the various opinions of his colleagues, 
v ^Finally Sakaoglu reverts to the standard reading of van Berchem.

No other Anatolian building of the thirteenth century is so 

well endowed with foundation inscriptions and each of the three por

tals has a date which is confirmed-by the next one. The variations 

in the naskhi styles of writing should be borne in mind and van Ber- 

chem divides the inscriptions into two types: those following the

Ayyubid style with handsome and firm strokes, and those following 

the Seljuq one, more compressed and irregular. He further suggests 

that the style used in the inscription may help to define the origins 
of the craftsmen used on each carving.

The north portal

1. (a) Amara bi-bina*

(b) Hadh^T al-Mas.jid al-Jami* li-wajh Allah ta*a 

(o) la al-*abd al-mufcta.j ila rafomat Allah Afcmad Shah 

ibn Sulayman Shah 

(d) Khallad Allahmulkihi fT t^r/^T 7kh sanat 

^®^ sitta /wa/^shrin /wa/ ..dtta mi*a

XMTA II, 187-8. 

2vb, v, 93-8. 

3VD, V, 99-123.

^N. SAKAOGLU, Mengucek ogullari, 1971, 182 and 202. 

^CIAIII, 6 , i.
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"In the name of God most High, this congregation mosque was 

ordered to be built by the slave A îmad Shah son of Sul ay man Shah, 

who begs God's mercy; may God perpetuate his reign, in the year

626 ir (1228-9 A.D.)

Inscription band in the doorway niche following the contour 

on five successive panels (a, b, c, d, e). One line of bold Seljuq

naskKl against a band of foliated scroll (50, ph.3)- Published by
1 2  3Huart, van Berchem, and Gabriel.

2. FT ayyam dawlat fTi\ alo./j“' zara/
t S _ ~ /ala al-dunya wa l~Din Kay-Qubadh ibn Kay-Khusru Qasim 

Amir al~MuJminon 

"In the reign of the great sultan Kay-Qubadh son of Kay«Khus.ru, 
the Associate of the Commander of the Faithful."

Very plain Seljuq naskKl on two lines with no decoration on 
the background, carved on a broken slab of stone set in the soffit 

of the star band (52-3, ph.5). Published by Huart, ̂  van Berchem,^ and 

Gabriel.^

3• Allah la llaha ilia huwa al-bay.y al-Qayyum la taJkhudhuIn 
sinat wa la nawm 

"God, there is no God but He, the Living, the Eternal, He is 

immune to slumber and sleep."

1iLb 3 5̂* 
2CIA III, 73, No. 5l.

^ MT A  I I , 87.
LJA, 1901, 3^5.

^CIA III, 75, No. 52.
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Allah la ilaha ilia huwa al~fcayy al-Qayyum la ta*khudhuhu 

"God, there is no God but He, the Living, the Eternal, He is 

immune."

Both inscriptions 3 and k are from the second Sura of the 

Qur3an, verse 236. The Seljuq naskha runs in one line along the top 

of both capitals of the main pilasters of the north portal. The 

shorter inscription is on the left capital. Incompletely published 

by van Bercham. (35phs. 22-3).

3- Bismi Allah bismi Allah 

"in the name of God, in the name of God."
This double inscription is contained in four polygons below 

the hexagon above the doorway. It is in Seljuq naskhT and the right 

one has been written in the wrong order (^9 ) ph.29).

The west portal

1. Awwal man assasa bunyan hadha al-Masjid al-Jaml* al- 

mubarak ibtigha li-mardat Allah ta^la 

al-*abd al-fla^f al~mufctaj jla rafrmat Allah A^mad 

Shah ibn Sulayman Shah ibn Shahanshah nagir Amir 

al-Mu3minin

„ khallad Allah mulkihi wa $a afa qadrah fa afed shuhur 

sanat sitta w a tishrin wa sitta mi*a 

"He who first laid the foundations of this blessed congregation 

mosque hoping to please God Almighty, is the poor slave longing for 

the mercy of God, A^imad Shah son of Sulayman Shah son of Shahanshah 

the Supporter of the Commander of the Faithful. May God perpetuate



his reign and increase his worthiness, in one of the months of 

the year 626 „M (1228-9 A,D„ )

Inscription panel above the patterned lintel of the doorway in

Ayyubid naskhr on three lines with no background decoration. Pub-
1 2 3 rlished by Grenard, van Berchem, and Gabriel (62} ph.>).

2„ On the first band at the top of both the shafts of the 

pilasters, the name of Allah is repeated several times, carved at an 
angle on the left one, and on a horizontal level on the right one, 

in a coarse broad modified kufic (66 , ph„33)»

The hospital portal

Amarat bl *1marat hadhihi al-Dar al-Shifa al~Mubaraka 

ibiigha li-marflat Allah al-Mallka al-VAdlla 

al-Muh1;a;;rilr ila Allah Turan Maiik ibnat al-Ma'lik al-Sa^rd 

}?ak.hr al-DTn Bahrain Shah

taqabbala Allah mlnha AmTn fi ahd shuhur 626 

"In the hope of pleasing God, the virtuous Turan Malik daughter 

of al-Malik al-Sa'id Fakhr al-DTn Bahram Shah ordered the building of 

this Blessed Hospital, may God accept </it7 from her, so be it, in 

one of the months of the year 626 u (1228-9 A.D. )

Inscription panel below the first floor window on three lines 
with no background decoration, in Ayyubid naskhr1 Published by Gren
ard / '1 van Berchem^ and Gabriel^ (8 6, ph„6 ).



The east window

Al~mulk lil~lah al-wabid al-qah.har *amala Ahmad /̂Two words/^ 

"Whose is the Kingdom today? 'God’s, the Ohe, the omnipotent, 

made by A£mad ...'"

One line inscription from Sura A-0, 16, in Ayyubid naskhr on a

background of foliated scroll below the last row of alveoles of the window
X 2 3niche. Published by van Berchem, Gabriel and Mayer (73, ph.7).

Ottoman inscriptions

Van Berchem recorded five inscriptions on the abutment for the 

north-west corner of the mosque and one above the door into the minar- 

et on the roof of the mosque.

1. This inscription called cartouche (a) by van Berchem, has 

disappeared. It contained a quotation from Sura 1, 4-.

2. Cartouche Cc) is difficult to decipher and only 'ik lahu 

lahu al-malik1 may be safely read (ph. 8) and could be part of Sura

17, 13.
"Praise belongs to- God, who has not taken to him a son"

3« Roundel (b) (ph. 8)

Allahumma gallaya *ala Mubammad al-Nabiyya 

al-Umiyya al-Arabiyya al-Makkiyya al-Madaniyya 
al-HKshimiyya al-Qurayshi.yya al-Tuhamiyya 

al-Zamzamiyya wa cala AlihT wa Aghabikr 
"0 God, bless Muhammad, the Illiterate, the Arab, the Meccan, the 

Medinite, the Hashimite, the Quraishite, the Tehamite, the Zemzamite,
5prophet of his family and companions."

1CIA III, 79, No. 43.
2MTA II, CO •

4-0.
4-CIA h i , 83-6.

Cowan very kindly pointed out that generally speaking it is un
usual in the Islamic world to make use of the whole list of epithets.
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4. Roundel (d) is on the north side of the abutment with an 

inscription on three lines"*" (ph.9 ).
FT ayyam dawlat al-Malik

al-Mugaffar Sultan Shah Sulayman ibn al-Malik al-Marb-um 

Sultan Shah SalTm Khan 

nIn the days of the reign of the victorious king, sultan Shah 

Sulayman son of the late king sultan Shah SalTm Khan.”

23. A roundel recorded by van Berchem is no longer extant.

The text on two lines gave the name of the builder responsible for 

the abutment, one IbrahTm son of A]pmad, as well as a date which could 

read as any year between 1323 and 1333.

6. Unfinished inscription on one line above the door of the 

minaret on the roof of the mosque now blocked up and inaccessible.

It is partly hidden by the new zinc roof which stands well above the 

old flat roof level.^
*Amara al-Suljan al-^dil Sultan Sulayman ibn SalTm 

khallada ,/Allah/ rculkah 
’•Ordered by the just sultan Sulayman son of SalTm, may 

perpetuate his kingdom... ”

Interior inscriptions

Hospital: A cartouche at the apex of the main iwah facing west
t-4 , ■ \ 'in plain naskhr 0-31, ph. 10;.

1CIA_III, 84, No. 30.

2CIA III, 84, No. 31.

3CIA III, 83, No. 32.

^CIA III, 80, No. 47.
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camal Khurshah a/T/^Akhlat'i" 

n The work of Khurshah from Akhlat."

It should be noticed that van Berchem and all after M m  have

given the name of Khurremshab to the architect of the building. A 

close look at the inscription does not reveal any mim in the spelling 

and therefore a new reading of the name is suggested to replace the 

previous one, that of Khurshall.

Mosque:
1. A cartouche at the centre of the intrados to the arch join

ing the qlbla wall to column C„ Oil two lines in naskhi, published by
1 2  3 van Berchem, Gabriel and Mayer.

cAmal Khurshah ibn MughTth al-Akhl’ati

"The work of Khurshah, son of MughTth from Akhlat. "

Lack of light made it impossible to take a clear photograph of 

the above inscription, nonetheless van Berchem’s reading of it seems 

reasonable all the more that it tallies with the inscription in the 

hospital.

2. An inscription of two lines on column L in naskhT, unpub

lished (ph.11).
Bismi Allah al-Eajiman al-Ea^Tm tabarak alladhT ja'al /Three words/’' 

wa simia al-masajid li Allah fala tadcu /min du/n Allah 

ajiada gadaq Allah /al-' a^Tm/
"In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate, Blessed

'̂CIA III, 79, No.^6.

2MTA II, 187.

\a, 82-3 .



he who made /Three words/

And mosques are for God thus do not call anyone but Him God 

most Great is truthful."

3. The short unpublished inscription in naskhg on the lower 

part of the shaft of column K (ph. 12), may be transliterated in 

two ways: Either Na.gr Ullah al-khatTb or Nagara Allah al-khajnTb
j

In the first case, Nagr Ullah could be understood as the name of 

the preacher, in the second case, as an invocation to God for His 

help to be bestowed on the preacher whatever his name may be.

"May God help the preacher."

After serious investigations to try to decide between the two

possibilities, two points may be made. First, as far as it is known,

no other inscription inside a mosque with the name of a preacher has

yet come to light and, second, it seems rather improbable that in

view of the Muslim faith, one of its preachers in a remote province%

rather than humbling himself in the eyes of God, should have the
1audacity to sign his name inside His place of worship.

h. Painted inscription in Ottoman naskhi between the minbar 

and the west wall. Unpublished (pi. 13).

Bismi Allah al-Eahman al-Hahim alladhin yaquluna rabbana 

innana amanna fa-ighfir lana dhnubana wa qina *adhab al- 

nar al-gabirina wa*1-gadiqina wa31-qahi tina waJl-munfiqTn 

wa^l-mustaghflrin bi al-asbar gadaq Allah al~»*Ag,:Cm 
"In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate, those who 

say, 'Our Lord, we believe; forgive us our sins and guard us against 

the chastisement of the Fire' - men who are patient, truthful, obedi

ent, expender in alms, imploring God’s pardon at the daybreak. God

The Christian approach to famous preachers and their eeanmons such 
as Bossuet's at the court of Louis XIV, does not apply in the sixth/ 
thirteenth century in Islamic Anatolia.
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1is most truthful."

3. Small painted cartouche above the previous inscription, unpublished, 

/one word/ 1 al-FaqTr Ahmad ibn Muhammad

"/work off the poor A^mad son of Muhammad

The Waqf
An Ottoman copy of a waqf hangs under glass in the hospital (ph.120).

2The text appears to be very similar to that published by van Berchem (ph.121)

where it is written that A^mad Shah and his mother Fajimah Khatun consti

tuted a waqf for both buildings in the middle of the month of Mu/arram 

of the year 641/July 1243« The question arises why the name of Â rniad 

Shah's mother and not that of lis wife Turan Malik should appear on the 

act. It may be suggested that, following the annexation of her father's 

territories in Erzincan after his death,3 Turah Malik, having invested 

most of her resources in the building of the hospital, could not fur

ther endow the building. On the other hand, the Ottoman copy of the 

641/1243 wagf may happen to be the only surviving one of a whole series, 

as it is customary for a religious building in Islam to be endowed 

regularly over a period of time. Consequently there is no reason to 

think that Turan Malik might not have endowed the hospital she built, 

well before the Mongol invasion.

Besides the endowment the text brings to notice a list of various 

people engaged mainly in the life of the mosque and likely to be paid 

from the income of the waqf. They would be the imams, the preachers, 

the muezzins, the readers of the Qur^an in the mosque and the tomb 

chamber, the men in charge of the prayer rugs, the caretaker, the 
cleaner and the accountant. .This waqf was constituted within ten days 
of Kose Dag, 6 Mu^arram 64l A.H. and appears to stress the will of the 
founder and his mother to endow the two buildings for survival.
^Q.ur'van, sura III, 13-6. A.J.AHBEERY, The Koran interpreted, 1933, 47. 
2CIA III, 82-3, 107-10, Appendix III.
3 t-,Turan Malik was the daughter of the Mangujakid Fakhr ad-DTn Bahrain 
Shah who died in 622/1223; his son retained his lands only for a
few months before Kay-Qubadh I annexed them,
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I'h.-ip 1a m * '.['hive

EXTERIOR OP THE BUILDING

A look at the whole structure of the Great Mosque and Hospital 

in Divrigi from the citadel hill (ph.l) reveals the coherence of the 

building despite its dual function, but unfortunately it also brings 

into view the great expause of zinc roofing which now covers it com
pletely and also the, semi-circular mass of the Ottoman stone abut

ment on the north-west corner of the mosque.

Before the description and analysis of the portals and adjacent 

walls, it seems appropriate to try and reconstruct the original appear

ance of the roofing and the minaret. Two series of photographs may 

help toreconstruct the variable outline of the roof; the first series 

was brought together by van Berchem^ and Edhem records in his corres

pondence that the views had all been taken between 10 and 16 August 
2-1906. The second series was presumably taken almost sixty years

3later when Ulgen published them. Both series show the complex re

lief of the whole roof, sometimes higher when it reflects the main 

iwan of the hospital, or lower, when it corresponds to a plain barrel 

vault. A kind of abutment for the pyramidal roof of the mihrab dome 

makes up the roof over vaults 4 and 3. Primitive domes cover vaults 

1 0, 14, 1 3, 19 anh 2 0; they may have been constructed at the time

1CIA III, pis. 34-41.
^Professor Anouar Louca, in charge of the archives of van Berchem in 
the Bibliotheque Municipale et Universitaire in Geneva kindly made 
the above information available.

^VD, V, 93-8.



of tho Ottoman restoration. It is difficult to docido whothor vaults
2k and 25 also, had an outer dome. On the photograph of the western

1 ” 2 elevation no dome is visible behind the parapet. Ulgen's record
confirms this point.

This same photograph gives a good idea of the traditional earth
finish on the roofs of such buildings which often show signs in the
summer of being covered with vegetation. It is customary to renew
the earth lining regularly if not every year. Since baking sun during
hot summers makes the earth contract, the roof develops cracks and
the first winter rains pour through the cracks. To remedy this state
of affairs, the whole monument was covered in a new zinc sheeting
over a timber frame; added gutters now drain off surplus water. The
level of the roof having thus risen, only seven out of the nine top
courses of stone at the back of the north p>rtal are now visible, the
two windows of the mihrab dome look into the dark expanse of the new
attic 'and provide no more daylight. Up to the early 1960s there was

3 * —only one pleated pyramidal roof of stone slabs over the mihrab dome.
In the last restoration another roof of the same type but with flush 
facing has been added over the tomb chamber to replace an octagonal 
slanting tiled roof; it was set on an octagonal drum. Two more roof 
covers of the latter type with higher drums, covered the centre of 
each building, but have also been replaced with two large oculi with 
glass panes.1

On the basis of the minaret of the .'Ala* ad-DTn mosque in Nigde 
dated 620/1223- ,̂ which still retains its original shape, a similar

1CIA III. 3k.
4

2VD, V, ph.10.
"with, two folds to each side of the octagonal pyramid.



one in Divrigi would have had, as in present times, a square base 
rising into an octagon decorated with eight blind arches (ph.l̂ l-); 
in Nigde, the arches are picked out by a band with a wicker-work 
pattern and it is possible that the only ,re-employed carved stone 
below the stalactite balcony of the Divrigi minaret is all that re
mains of such a blind arch pattern (ph.l6.).

.The circular shaft of the minaret would start with an octagonal
or round moulding. As to the visible octagonal transition in Div- 
. v .ngi from the square base to the shaft, this consists of a circle of 

eight pendentives slightly in relief which outlines eight shallow 
arches (ph.l8). Above it there are two courses of stone before a 
plain, moulding and the main part of the shaft.. This seems to have been 
a standard practice in constructing minarets during the Ottoman per
iod as may be noticed both in the free-standing minaret beside the 
Great Mosque in Malatya (ph.1.5), and in the restored minaret of the 
mosque near the school (ph.17) in E§ki Malatya. The pencil-shaped

ttop of the minaret starts at the platform level with an open doorway 
to the spiral staircase, all built of fairly rough blocks of stone.

Whether or not earthquakes or the mere stress of intricate 
vaulting combined with the additional weight of the minaret were re
sponsible for the collapse of the structure and the vaults adjacent 
to it, the fact remains that under Sulayman the Great the cumbersome 
abutment was added to the corner of the mosque; it starts at the 
limit of the last window on the west elevation and rounds the corner 
not in a true circular plan but overlapping more on the north eleva
tion side (pi.5»).

Further restoration must have taken place since it has been 
noticed that one cartouehe and one roundel (25-6) are no longer visible



the abutment although both were recorded and published by van Ber
chem. The present stone facing does not show any disruption and 
the rustication appears to be fairly new.

North portal
The north portal (pi.11, ph.19) rising well above the level of 

the roof to a height of 13*60 m. and its broad front, 12.10 m. wide, 
stands out boldly from the wall especially when seen from the cita
del hill. The outline and size of such a portal comes much closer 
to the traditional eastern pishtaq than the more sober arrangement 
of the west portal into the Great Mosque. Three pairs of totally dif
ferent pillars bring the almost square shape inwards towards the ogee 
arch of the actual doorway. Although the first impression is one of 
great complexity, the portal may be divided quite simply into five 
main frames and the doorway which may be analysed in two parts.

First frame: The first frame consists of an outer shaft placed
slightly in'recess of the whole portal • (ph.21); it comes forwards 
and across the front as it reaches the full height of the portal.
This horizontal part is carved with a row of thirty-two eight-pointed 
stars which project over a recessed plain stone course. The junction 
of the two vertical shafts is not marked by a connecting star but 
by a small roundel filled with a geometrical pattern seen on the capi-

t

tals on the west'portal (ph.33)* Whereas the horizontal part only 
shows the outline of a second row of stars recessed below the first
one, when it comes to the vertical shafts, two rows of stars at right' ■ \
angles run boldly down nine-tenths of the length; they come to a 
conclusion in a stylised fan shape (ph.20). An unfinished beading 
indicates a planned frame which was meant to contain both rows all



the way down each shaft. Every star is linked to the next one by a 
decorated lozenge. In turn a group of four stars and two lozenges ' 
make up a plain star, shaped in recess. All forty-six stars on 
either side have a different pattern within their double outlined 
shape. These patterns belong to the leaf repertoire whether or not 
arranged into arabesques or a figure of eight; some have elaborate 
compositions and others are just indicated by shallow carving.

Second frame: The pair of pillars which shapes the true out
line of the portal stands out from the doorway by about four metres.
The whole portal now rests on a plinth; its sharp edge has been
levelled into a narrow band carved with a leaf meander in parts or 
just with a simplified figure of eight most of which is still unfin
ished. The upper part of the frame is a broad moulding with an inner
recessed flat border line carved out of the same block of stone.

■ ■)
The two vertical parts terminate just under a narrow but visible 
gap in the moulding above a cluster of five unfinished profiled lotus

i .
flowers, on a level with the lower line of the Kay-Qubadh inscription 
(ph.19).

Below this level, the pillar construction bears no relation to 
any other composite assemblage of this nature. It may be tentative
ly submitted that at some stage of the planning, the upper half was 
replaced by the lower half as may be verified by a tracing. As it is 
now, the cluster of pilasters (ph.22) looks rather clumsy and top 
heavy. Whatever may be the case, the upper cluster of five gathered 
pilasters terminates in a narrower and unsatisfactory flower compo
sition. Following the same line of interpretation, the inverted capi
tal which acts as a base is made up of broad chevron moulding which 
follows the contour initiated by the five gathered pilasters. Five



superficial dividing lines fill the hollow parts between the mouldings 
until they join together further down into an interlacing motif with ' 
stylised lotus flowers. A broader chevron element leads to the top 
of the inverted capital which finally spreads out into five sections 
and ends in a large plain band.

A narrower band of the same shape underlines the start of the 
next capital belonging to the lower single shaft pillar. This band 
encloses, between two flat borders, a sinuous line of simple curled 
leaves. It projects over the slightly recessed broad Qur*anic in
scription, which in fact does not take up the whole length. At the 
beginning and end where it would be difficult to pick out an inscript
ion, the calligraphy has been replaced by a closed arabesque of small 
lotus flowers and curled leaves (ph.22). A stylised astragal of lotus 
buds runs below the underlining band of the inscription. The next 
moulding is a horizontal prolongation of an element belonging to the 
geometrical pattern of the third frame; with a lower moulding, it

t

encloses a curled double leaf arabesque. Finally the level of five 
alveoles is reached with an elaborate flower composition in the shape 
of a Y between each of them. Below a garland of buds and blossoms 
follow the contour. The last five small brackets of the capital are 
recessed with alveoles outlined on the ridges. A final moulding leads 
to a rather slender shaft which looks ineffectual after the elabora
tion of the Capital.

The base in both cases does not match up with the rest of the
composition. It consists of one block of stone with the upper corners
cut off at an angle; three five-sided receding steps lead up to a
tore which in turns gives way to the last two receding mouldings. The¥
presence of such a pair of pillars will be dealt with in the discussion 
on the second pair.



Third frame: The third frame, well recessed, also follows a 
rectangular outline and the motif is a treble-stepped angle; it 
faces outwards and joins on to' the next one with a firm 'base line.
Free spaces around the pattern are filled by a continuous link motif 
of long leaves and lotus flowers. The pattern repeats nine times 
across the top, eight times down the left side and nine times down 
the right. Both capitals from the previous frame impinge on the pat
tern which lends it one horizontal moulding (ph.22). The major sculp
ture of the fourth frame half overlaps the central, stepped angle. There 
is no continuity in the pattern round the corners, the angles finish
ing abruptly in a cerrbraetedarm if there is insufficient space, 
whilo tho lowest lino blonds in neatly with tho loaf link pattern be
cause of its more prominent position. This kind of stepped angle forms 
part of a group also to be encountered in the first frame of the west 
portal. Here, however, the treatment is much more elaborate, the whole
design)broader and the moulding well undercut.

»
Fourth frame; The fourth frame can hardly be given a plain title; 

it is the most original composition of sculptured stone to decorate■ I *
any Anatolian portal. In order to clarify such an unusual grouping 
of sculptures, it will be found simpler to deal with it in two stages, 
first the two parallel vertical compositions (pi.12) and second, the 
five sculptures across the top part. Both vertical compositions are 
remarkably alike despite the difficult problem of matching stone shapes 
for carving on either side. The achievement is all the more striking 
that the shapes alter from one group to the next and no two outlines 
are quite the same. A closer analysis allows a more rigorous organi
sation within each group. Starting from the plinth,the first group 
spreads vertically on three levels, then the first pair of roundels



makes a halt before the explosion of the second group; nonetheless 
it may still be_ divided into three parts. The second pair of round
els gives way to the third and last group, again constructed in 
three levels. As a result of these divisions, both vertical compo
sitions may be reduced to three groups o£ sculpture separated from 
one another by a sobering roundel. The two pairs of roundels relay 
the geometric feeling from the outer double-star moulding to the 
inner eight-pointed star-lined arch. The rest of the surface carving 
belongs to the leaf and flower repertoire.

Two further points should be made. The word sculpture has 
been used to stress the emphasis on relief given to these compositions. 
In contrast to this quality, it is noticeable that the elements of 
decoration which fill the outward looking surfaces of each sculpture, 
do not maintain this feeling of depth; on the contrary, they appear 
to want to flatten it out. As a final point, although some of the 
sculptures overlap into the second frame, as in the second and third 
groups, especially on the right, the whole decoration moves towards 
the centre beyond and over the slender pillar and its upper moulding 
which lines the eight-pointed star ornamented arch. As an added 
visual emphasis, the second group detracts from the vertical move
ment of the arch even making it appear broader by taking the fold 
, of the largest leaf beyond the limit of the moulding above the small
er capital Cph.2j).

The lower pair of roundels appears to be the flattest carving
of the whole composition although each one is in relief. The fact
that it occupies the whole width of the frame and has only one level,
accounts for this impression. The geometric pattern is of a rather

4
simple wicker-work style: two thin parallel lines cross in groups



of three to shape a six-pointed star. In the left roundel, the star 
has made way for a stylised lotus flower with two leaves and an upper 
bud (ph.22). On the right roundel the parallel lines run across the 
central composition; furthermore an attempt has been made to include 
elongated leaves in eight places around the centre and a circular 
background pattern is just visible under the wicker-work mesh. The 
basic treatment of such a roundel belongs to the repertoire of terra
cotta patterns which has spread from Transoxiana to Anatolia, whether 
it is enclosed between parallel mouldings or within a roundel. The 
minaret of Jam illustrates the latter case with its varied medallions 
(ph.2*f) and in the mausoleum of Ynsuf ibn Kathrr in Ezarbanjah, 557/ 
1162-3 the pattern is enclosed in a broad rectangular panel above 
the entrance.^ To integrate the roundel into the whole scheme, a 
surrounding band of leaf-and-tendril motif runs around it with an 
outer sinuous line decreasing in width as it reaches higher. The 
band itself emerges from a four-leaf cup shape. A similar treatment 
does not seem to have been so successfully implemented around the left 
roundel.

In the upper pair of roundels, the crescent hooding gives the 
circle a greater relief. The inner leaf and tendril garland follows 
the decreasing shape of the crescent to its lower central part. Every 
hexagonal shape inside the circle is marked out by the crossing of 
small recessed ribs and contains a different flower or leaf compo
sition as well as the central si3&-pointed star. In both cases some

4'

plain wall surface is visible on either side. •

"4r. SAKRE, Denkmaler Persiseher Baukunst, Berlin, 1910, 9-H*



Turning now to the three groups (pi.12), it is worth noticing 
that they are in no way restricted to a framed outline as would be 
the case in any other large decorative composition. They outgrow 
the two columns;, the sense of freedom goes as far as carving the 
lower group so that it gives the impression of lying over a narrower 
frame of crosses and pearls in the background. With the right side 
in a better state of preservation, both sides follow very much the 
same outline. In contrast to the two other groups, the first one 
gives a greater feeling of lightness and space by the choice of out-- 
lines which allow more background to be seen. The two lower ele
ments, a remarkably stylised composition of elongated leaves and 
flowers, combine in four concentric movements, two of which are 
just above plinth level and the next two one on top of the other.
In the lower crescent, six visible trilobed recesses look like the 
nearest carving possible to a lam-alif pattern, although they do
not seem to have been consciously planned in that way. (ph.llj?) The semi»
circular canopy to the~-central f 1 ower contains two 'types of patterns, 
ono is tho recurrent loaf and bud thomo and tho othor, although rnoant 
to be small rounded leaves., resembles the scales of some exotic ani
mal. On account of lack of space, the two long stems to the elon
gated leaves on either side of the canopy have taken on a very an- 

>gular and spindly shape.. A small ribbed vase with a splayed foot 
stands on the apex of the canopy as the link with the last element 
of this group. Three separate parts emerge from the vase; the cen
tral element with an ornate ring leads to the cup-shaped base of 
the first roundel, and the two stalks develop into the two halves 
of a flower. These spread out with an added curled-in leaf and meet 
again at tho outor limit of tho base to the first roundol. Although
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less well integrated than the two lower elements, the split flower 
has been carved with the greatest care for detail in the treatment 
of the sepals and stamens.

The two pairs of roundels limit the second group. It is by 
far the most elaborate of the thfdb arid ejipaftds iffiplieilly b§yaftd 
the limits normally to be ejected. It may be divided into two parts. 
The top part only contains the one sculpture of a highly stylised 
flower and the base of its stalk may have been intended as a small 
vase but appears unfinished. The flower itself consists of two 
lateral petals and a central bud well set together' and three pairs 
of enclosing leaves with extensive volutes and fine carving. There 
is more apparent grace in the left flower vjhich just comes into con
tact with the enlarged bud below it. Both flowers are approximately 
the same size, both touching lightly on the lower part of the second 
roundel with the two tips of their upper leaves. The total height 
coincides almost exactly with the width of the main inscription on 
the portal.

The lower part of the second group spreads out in two directions. 
On one side it completely swings over the central arch, on the other 
it reaches towards the second frame; this is especially noticeable 
on the right side (ph.23). There is a more symmetrical approach to 
the wliole composition on the left side. Two double lobed leaves with 
curled ends almost escape from the top of the first roundel. Between 
their stalks, a small ornate bud rises and gives way to two broad 
leaves and volutes, the tips of which meet again in two broadened 
shapes. At this stage, a larger and strikingly convex bud reaches 
as far as the upper flower of this ensemble already described. A 
row of pearl motif lines its top. The left bud overshadows two innocuous



leaves in the background. The right one is larger, without leaves 
and set more to the right because of the overstretching of the 
giant leaf (ph.22).

It is to be wondered why such extreme fantasy occurs at this 
level of the portal and what significance if any is to be attached 
to so unpredictable an effusion. On both sides, the point of de
parture for the two giant leaf sculptures is the top of the capital' 
to the inner frame of the portal which functions in the manner of 
a vase. A stem rises from it along the rib and then curls down in
to a compact leaf over the eight-pointed star band. From its stem, 
a small volute turns in towards the first roundel. As to the two 
giant leaves themselves, it could be submitted that the effect in
tended was that of a wind-blown banner. In neither case does the 
leaf connect up with any part, of the general composition. On the 
right its point of emergence is made up of a sinuous line with two 
notches at the base, then it curls on to the broad surface of the 
leaf. The stem of the left giant leaf resembles the narrow base of 
a palm tree (ph.22). Neither truly relates to the overblown leaf to 
which they lead. The originality of the design consists in having 
been almost literally as it were blown into shape, each leaf folds 
and falls over into the sculptured frame, and the fold which is par
allel to the line of the ribbed arch bends at right angles beyond it 
The leaf then becomes two inward curling large volutes without any 
flower, leaf or tendril infillings and is thus in contrast with the 
main body. The whole of the carving is done in a minimum of four 
levels especially noticeable on the two volutes which display an 
almost art nouveau character perhaps due to its unfinished condition 
At this particular stage, it seems as though the carvers, despite



their incredible skill, a fact already remarked upon, could not 
quite meet the challenge of what must have been too large a block 
of stone. Similar to the decoration of the right hand of the 
mifrrab panel, the right giant leaf overreaches and does not fit in 
with the rest of the floral composition, it could be suggested 
that beyond a certain stage of extreme fantasy the carver rould no 
longer compete with the general scheme of the planner. The proposed 
plan was presumably too ambitious; it was never tackled again in 
any other building. ■ On all later monuments of the period, there 
is .no comparable attempt and within twenty years the whole style 
settled down to an almost codified set of motifs examplified in the 
well-known medreses of Sivas and Erzerum.

The third and last group above the.second roundel also con
sists of three elements. First, two leaves emerge and spread out 
from the top of the roundel with longer stalk's on the left side.
In both cases, the outer leaf reaches into the third frame, but the 
carving of the inner leaf has been reduced to a smaller size. Two 
much smaller leaves rise from the lower part of the main ones, and 
in a graceful curve they swing back to join together below a crescent 
knot which marks the start of another pair of beautifully carved 
leaves. They spread apart to allow enough space for a bud, then they 
swing back, become narrower and terminate in a curled element; two 
added ornate triangles finish the enclosing movement and twist into 
a knot which gives way to the third element of this last group, set 
out on two levels. The lower one is a version of the bud and flower 
type, thinner in the stem and looped on either side of the central 
frame of the bud. From the tip of this frame, two spreading angular 
and shallow carved leaves set another frame for the upper level of



the last element, which joins the horizontal group of five sculpt
ured elements at the top of the portal. Unfortunately parts of the 
left'half are unfinished as well as the inner carving of the right 
end sculpture. These have been roughly etched into a geometrical 
pattern made up of two diagonal crosses joining into a square; the 

intervals are filled,as far as can be seen, with a leaf and tendril 
pattern.

On either side of the terminating ribbed arch, two plain sur
faces of dressed stone clearly stand out from the rest of the 
sculptures. The surfaces end in a salient line, the right line at 
a lower level than the left one. It may be suggested that, once 
carved, these two spaces would have been filled with the linking ele
ments joining the five horizontal sculptures together. As it is, 
these elements stand side by side unconnected, unlike both vertical 
compositions, but rather similar to the lotus flowers over the mih- 
■rab. ■ The three central flowers are in fact lotuses and the two outer 
six-pointed stars recall the two pairs of roundels but here they 
are framed by two split leaves which meet round the top. The star 
■v itself is lined out by a mesh of small ribs, enclosing buds and leaf 
motifs. The middle of each of the six sides takes on an angular shape 

The carving of the flowers on either side of the central lotus 
flower relates to the large buds of the two vertical compositions 
with the addition of three pairs of outlined broad leaves, a corolla 
of throe olomento and the central part of tho flower carved into yet

4
another flower pattern. As to the central lotus flowor (ph.25)» skil 

fully made up of two separate stones, it crowns the ribbed arch of 

the doorway creating the same visual impact as the cable twist on the 

east window (ph. 39)» although it is closer in spirit to the stucco



central ornament of certain mihrabs examplified by the khangah of 
Shaykh Khurasan in the Nakhchivah area"'" or to the stucco palmettes
in the mosque of Qurva at the apex of the arches of the zone of trans—

2 .ition to the dome. On the north portal of the Great Mosque in Div

rigi the lotus flower decorates emphatically the culminating point 
of the whole composition, rests comfortably at its summit and spreads 
forth its wholesome set of petals. Each of their undulating sur
faces is carved in its central part with interlacing leaves and ten
drils. The remaining undecorated surface acts as a plain broad 
frame around the carving. The heart of the lotus flower itself con
sists of an almost fussy arrangement of fully carved leaves with 
curled tips.

Despite the luxuriance of the fourth frame which spills over 
the limits assigned to it by the two first pillars, a progressive 
rhythmical feeling may be detected through the analysis of the bal
anced grouping in the carved compositions and in the precise placing

I
of the four roundels, two on the vertical parts of the frame and two 
on the horizontal part. If joined together by an imaginary line 
they stress the contour-of the arch shape (pi.11). Turning to the 
compositions'between the roundels which go by groups of three super
posed elements, it is possible to reduce their outline to three 
standard patterns of arabesque allowing for the excessive projections 
in each'composition (pi.12). Based on a double spiral each arabesque 
consists of the circumvolutions of two entwined spirals on three suc.- 
cessive levels. In addition, every vegetal element of sufficient 
width may contain, a subsidiary spiral design which would emphasize 
even more the geometrical lay-out. Finally, the two vertical panels 
may have some connection with a tree—of—life design although the

^L.S.BRETANISKY, Zodchestvo Azerbaidzhana XII-XV vv., Moscow, 1966, 
123, ph.39. J

^R.HILLENBRAND, "Sal.iuq monuments in Iran", I, Oriental Art, NS, 18,
2, 1972, 69, pi.9.



links between each part are rather haphazard. A more striking 
point is the alternating movement of enclosing and enfolding of 
buds, leaves and lotus flowers. This dual movement gives a con
tinuing rhythmical quality to this exuberant composition, never 
to be repeated.

Fifth frame: The ribbed arch which contains the fifth frame,
broadens towards its apex and receives added emphasis in its lower 
part by the addition of a capital on either side which transforms 
it into an engaged column. On the right, half of the column and 
the base have disappeared; on the left, most of the column has been 
worn.away although the slender base' stands out visibly on four sides; 
two successive and receding layers above the base have hardly been 
carved out of the protruding stone. As noticed earlier, the upper 
part of the two capitals is used as a point of departure for a large 
leaf which spreads over the star frame, lining the ribbed arch. Both 
leaves are held in position by a modern metal retaining band which 
prevents them from breaking off from their frail stem of stone. Each 
capital consists of five levels; a double ring at the base supports 
a row of small muqarnas which in turn supports the next wider band 
of inverted triangles,the carved ones coinciding with overlapping 
elements. A double line marks the separation with the next row of 
elongated triangles in pairs. Their pointed angles underline the 
shape of the capital to tho largest band which is made of a regular 
arched pattern enclosing finely sculpted loaves in recess. Tho small 
arches are in fact the lower part of bent leaves in relief. This type 
of capital plays no supporting role in the traditional sense but only 
relieves the plain line of the ribbing and gives it an added emphasis. 
The plain moulding is resumed above the two giant leaves.



The fifth frame of large eight-pointed stars (ph.26) strengthens 
the arch feeling as it is enclosed by the moulding of the arch. Allow
ance being made for the overlapping leaves, the possible number of 
stars amounts to thirty, fifteen on either side of the apex; each pair 
of opposite points almost touches the next pair of the following star. 
The space between the eight points has been carved with great intricacy. 
Elongated lozenges join the points two by two and create in effect a 
series of five-branched stars on either side of the general axis of 
the frame. Two■ pairs of leaves in opposition fill the ribbed outline 
of the lozenges; in some, the background has not been completely carved 
out and there remains a regular pattern of carving holes. The space 
enclosed between the two points of a star and the two sides of a loz
enge' each contains parts of two circles which form the background to 
each large star. The main circle consists of a wide band dotted with 
small scales whereas the second one is only a small superimposed rib 
with a- round leaf element in the middle of every space. Finally the 
two elongated small triangles beyond the outer part of the large circle 
each have a double leaf with a curled tip. Every one of the eight 
points in the large stars has a carved bud composition within its 
double-moulded outline. The octagon, recessed three times towards the 
centre, encloses a composition of leaves and palmettes which varies 
. from one star to the other, and here again, the background is still 
dotted with carving holes.

Some extra decoration occasionally lines the star band in such
recessed spaces as along the vertical sides of the inscription and
the two bands above it. The outer part of the band towards the apex

of the moulding is lined by what may bo justifiably termed an ace of
*

spades, enclosed in recessed small pointed arches. The base stone of



the stair band on.either side is carved with two trefoils each con
taining a lotus flower which is more recognizeable on the left side

j'
than on the right.

Doorway, first part: The rectangular door frame below the in
scription and within the two vertical bands of stars, has been con
ceived as a far stronger and heavier moulding than that of the ribbed 
arch. Although without capitals, the vertical elements may be inter
preted as semi-yengaged columns through the well-shaped bases of al
most equal width as the implied columns. A roughly carved broader 
stone acts as an extra plinth, identical in height with the base stone 
of the star band but without any carving. The lower part of the base 
is outlined by a horizontal double cable with two twists at either 
end, and above it, a recessed band contains a row of twelve beads 
limited by a tore. From this level the base is carved into a broad 
vase shape coming in towards the neck and then slightly flairing out 
again. The lower part of the shaft carved into four lobes, rests on 
the rim of the vase. Indian influence^ has been put forward to ex
plain these vase-shaped tores, but there is no reason to deny a 
much closer origin for such forms; it may be found on portals and 
door frames of churches in north-east Turkey as early as the eleventh 
century and may be seen in a simple form in the cathedral of Ani, 
989-IOOI (ph.27), or in the monasteries of the Tao region, (ph.28)

The broad moulding turns inwards at right angles to frame the

1MTA II, 182; VD, V, 106.
2D.WINFIELD, "Some early medieval figure sculpture from north-east 
Turkey", Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 31, 19&8, 
pis. 29b, 31a*



side panels of the entrance as well as the door panel. A possible 

interpretation of the three panels carved in a continuous pattern 

may be drawn from the east window (ph.3 9) where the plaiting of 
three smooth cables at sharp angles makes up the shafts on either 

side of the window. In the case of the north portal* the verti
cal bevelled cables are no longer contiguous (69) but spaced out 

and, with their horizontal elements, they mark out rectangular and 

star-shaped sx^aces containing carved lotus flowers, leaves and buds, 

some of them only in a sketched form (ph.19). Similar four-pointed 

stars with slightly bent extremities are found in the mlferab iwan 

of the Hatuniyo. medrese in Mardin, dated to the second half of the 

twelfth century.* This type of cable pattern naturally suggests 
wood-carving and the comparison is to be expected since the same 

craftsman could apply his skill to stone as well as to wood-carving/ 

The sharp angles of the edges indicates the breaking off and dis

placing of the vertical movement to one side at each new level.

The visible profile of both, side panels has also been carefully 

carved to carry through the pattern thus giving them a truly three- 

dimensional treatment. On both side panels, added relief consists 

of a slender vertical composition emerging from a small vase in a

naturalistic if incongruous manner; it hardly recalls a tree-of- 
3life. As to the cable pattern, only two further examples are known 

in Kayseri, both dated later: in the portal lateral niches of the

XAM II, 322, pi.19b.

2ia, 27.
3G. OKEY, "Le motif de l'arbre de la vie dans l'art seljoucide 
d'Anatolie11, Belleten, 33, 1968, 23-36.
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Huand medrese and I-Iaci Kilig medrese, dated 635/1237-8 and 6^7/
12^9-50.1

The door opening is vertically framed by a neatly carved band 
which also encloses the hexagon above the door; the top angle slants 
inwards and is lined by^two”outer grooves. The lintel space between 
the top of the door and the decorated hexagon is filled with a series 
of neatly fitted polygons each containing one of the two words of the 
bismi Allah (ph.29), but to conform with symmetry, the order of the 
wording on the right side has been reversed, the Allah coming first.
The Allahs are enclosed in four-sided elements as opposed to five 
in the case of the bismi, on a background of arabesque, and the 
writing is similar to that of the top inscription of the north portal.

IThe three remaining spaces are filled in by elongated triangles with 
double-leaf patterns.

A continuous wide garland of double-lobed inter-twining leaves 
with buds, frames the hexagonal composition above the door opening.

IWithin the hexagon, an original composition of ribbed lines crossing 
each other recalls the stylo of wood carving as soon on minbars more frequent
ly than on stone carving. The central element is star-shaped with 
an elongated lower vertical part. A closer study of the composition 
reveals a background of two diagonally crossed bands. Thus the pat
tern shows no apparent symmetry and a hypothetical repeat would be 
even more complex than the elaborate star patterns usually found on 
wood. The various enclaves within the ribbing and the low-relief 
outlines contain leaf and bud decoration akin to the hexagonal band

^G. ONEY, "Kayseri Haci Kili9 Cami ve Medresesi", Belleten, 30, 
1966, phs. l^a-b.



decoration, and a rather attractive small, regular leaf motif fills 
the elongated branch of the central star.

Doorway, second part: The upper half of the doorway (ph.30),
closing in gradually, is separated from the lower panels by a thick 
moulding as wide as the frame which terminates in the shape of a 
vase. The lining above it consists of a more slender slightly re
cessed moulding which in turn is lined by a narrow band shaped in a 
loosely plaited rope pattern similar to that on north-eastern Turk-

4'
1 ' ish monuments. This band also frames the vertical sides of the

monumental inscription. Against a background of wide leaves and 
lotus flowers in arabesque composition, the broad naskhi inscription 
runs across a space which follows the contour of the doorway. The 
frame is bevelled with two narrow grooves on either side, a treat
ment which serves to stress the importance of the text it contains.
No common measure is to be found between this inscription and the 
very plain one placed on one flat ston§ slab slightly higher. Usually, 
an Islamic'inscription is carved on a level surface with little or 
no frame and is seldom required to follow a three-dimensional con- 
.tour as on the north portal. For the viewer to make sense of such 
an arrangement, tho inscription must bo followed through each plane 
on which it appears, from right to left, in order to comprehend it 
(ph.3).

The enclosing movement of the doorway becomes more obvious 
(ph.30) from the top level of the inscription upwards as the niche

1MIAVE, 105, pi.97.



effect is emphasized; its profile may even suggest the success
ive overlapping levels of an implied capital, consisting, as it 
does, of four superimposed bands. The lowest one, slightly concave, 
is made up of a pattern of lotus flowers interspaced with arched 
leaves; the next unfinished band is narrower with a aig&ag of 
hollowed-out leavesi Three levels of carving make up the two last 
bands. The top one recalls the rope carvings across the whole face 
of the mibrab panel (US'), with, a more involved leaf-and-flower 
composition in the intervals. The heavily" carved flowers of the 
bottom row alternately rest over the base line or under it, the 
start of the stem coinciding with an angle pointing downwards. A 
garland of elongated, stylised leaves links one angle to the next. 
Every second angle is surrounded by a carved crescent knot with a 
beaded outline and floral reliefs. Garlands and knots decorate 
the surface of a double thick moulding interspaced by a concave
rectangular band with sharp edges. It is possibly meant to recall

#the double moulding below the main inscription band. Fragments of 
this composition are also unfinished.

At its narrowest part, the final stage of 'the doorway niche 
comprises four vertical forward angles pointing down, one on either 
side of the two central ones. Each outer side of the angles com
bines to make up an. unusually rigid type of muqarnas alveole with 
diamond-shaped sides. The three triangular background spaces at the 
base of the muqarnas have been carved with the kind of motif al
ready noticed on the crescent shape of the lowest composition in 
the fourth frame (39). As to the roof-like space above the muqarnas, 
this is just wide enough to contain two large rosettes carved in high 
relief which consequently form hanging projections above the doorway
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in an unusual manner. Both are carved out of a separate block of 

stone as may be detected by viewing the complex from immediately be™ 

low. At a distance, the two blocks of stone are hidden, except for 

the rosettes, by the plain inscription carved out on an almost tri

angular slab of stone (ph.4). A vertical break can be seen in the 

right part cf it and no floral decoration relieves the plainness of 

’̂ e naskba writing. It gives the impression of being a hurried addi
tion composed to manifest the new allegiance of the Mangii jakids of 

Divrigi to the Seljuqs of Hum, an example not followed by the 

Kemali branch of the family.

Each rosette projects downwards on eight angle muqarnas (ph.30) and 

the bases of the eight points of the star gather on the eight sides 

of the rosette which itself contains a geometrical pattern of double 

crossing linos. In both cases, the final projection consists of an 
extra central circle. Although similar rosettes in such a position 

are unknown in other contemporary buildings, within the Great Mosque 
of Divrigi there exists a model on a reduced scale of twelve rosettes 

at the centre of vault twenty-three just on the inner side of the north portal. 

Single rosettes which give an impression of hanging in mid-air have 
also been noticed inside the mosque in vault six. This type in turn 

has been traced to earlier or contemporary examples belonging to 

the Armenian form of ceiling ornamentation (106).

On either side of the final stage of the doorway niche the 

space, limited by the star band, is filled by a handsome arabesque 

which appears to have been interrupted, or disrupted, by the inclusion 
of the inscription slab. The abrupt stop is markedly more visible on 

the left where the extremity of an elongated leaf carving is rather 

obviously missing. It could be suggested that the triangular stone



of the inscription might conceal on its reverse the continuation 
of the same decoration. An additional point in favour of such a 
possibility is the fact that the crack on the right hand side of 
the inscription could have been the result of some mishandling dur
ing the unforeseen need to remove and replace the slab. An examina
tion of the inner face of it would confirm or contradict this hypo
thesis.

Within its rectangular frame, the north portal is by far the 
most spectacular and original composition in thirteenth century 
Anatolian stone carving. It suggests that a completely free hand 
was given to the craftsmen in charge of both composition and exe
cution, The high degree of skill reveals a great knowledge in plan
ning the possibilities of stone volumes placed in certain positions 
in readiness for sculpting. The complexities of such a creation as 
that of the fourth band or the deeply recessed doorway which rises 
to 9.70 m. in narrowing tiers, were never undertaken again, although 
single carvings in isolated positions do indeed decorate various 
portals in Sivas and Erzerum.^

The west portal
Of the three portals the west one, a second entrance into 

the Great Mosque, has been heavily restored in its lower part although 
it is neither higher, 8.40 m., nor wider, 6.00 m., than the two others. 
The collapse of the thirteenth century minaret and the adjacent vaults 
must have also affected the west portal. The earliest photographic

"''The Cifte minareli medrese in Sivas and that of Erzerum, the 
Yakutiye medrese in Erzerum, the Gok medrese in Sivas amongst 
other examples.



record shows ‘ that both sides of the portal had been consolidated

at their base by seven rough courses of undecorated stone; only

the fourth course on the left included one carved stone belonging
2presumably at some earlier stage to the original plinth.

When Gabriel made his plans in the early 1930s the whole portal 

had acquired a more elegant appearance. The two massive re-inforce- 

ments of the base had been replaced by only five courses of stone 

including the plinth which recesses in a series of six horizontal 

mouldings. An attempt had been made at carving the top part of this 

new base without much success. Other restorations included the new 

spherical ornament at the centre of the fifth frame (3a)} and a 

round pattern in the third frame (3a) was .reset slightly more to 

the right of the frame.(pi.13)j

Such a rectangular portal follows the general style of entrances

to religious buildings in the Islamic world of that time (ph.3-1); it
is usually meant to emphasize the entrance to the place of worship.
The top part of the portal over the outer frame of decoration has 
been altered and made higher by three courses of stone. A star and 

crescent emblem crowns the whole structure although this later addi

tion is not in keeping with the rest of the portal. These extra courses 

bring the portal up to the same level as the top of the restored walls

on either side of it. Unlike the two other portals or indeed that

of the 'AlaJ ad-Din mosque in Nigde (ph.3-0 ike west portal does not 

soar above roof level like the customary pishfaq. The restraint in 

its size relates in no way to the profusion of motifs in the seven

X CIA i n y  pi. ^6„
2 Today this stone stands inside the north door.



successive frames which surround the entrance,, The entrance area 

recedes by about 83 cms, from the front of the columns to the door 

itself. The portal stands away from the outer wall by no more than 

one metre. The lower part of the sevenframes, invisible as they are 

to-day behind the strengthening mouldings, have to be mentally 

reconstructed in order to recreate the full impact of the elevation

(pi.13).
The outer part of the firstframe (1c) is a far more successful in

terpretation of the three plaited cables than those which shape the 

small pillars of the east window (68). It stretches to the top angle 

of the portal where it splits into three parts. The inner part is a 

vertical two.-lobed leaf and the two other parts bend back at right 
angles to restart the horizontal pattern (la) of the first frame 

which it had interrupted. This horizontal band is made up of chevrons 
alternating with semi-circles surrounded by a small circular element 

along a base line which is shaped into a niche below the apex of each 

semi-circle and chevron. Any free space above the pattern is filled 

by a pair of leaves and stems. In a simpler form, the pattern has 

already been used around the entrance of the Maris tan hu’ri In Aleppo be

fore 117A A.D.^The vertical part of the frame (lb) is filled by a 

sequence of elongated split leaves shaped in figures of eight with 
a bud hanging down In the middle of the lower part of the eight.

The inner border of the first frame (id) consists of three straight- 

forward mouldings, one of which also terminates at the top in a 

vertical two-lobed leaf facing inwards towards the centre (la).



In the second frame, located in a cavetto, an elongated two- 

lobed leaf meander runs around the portal without any interruption; 

it is characterised by a slight backward curl at the tip of the leaf.

In the next receding level, the inevitable star partern in 

wicker-work style spreads out into a broad third frame. These geo

metrical combinations vary so much that a new pattern seems to appear 

every time. In the same way as in the east window and on the citadel 
mosque of Divrigi (ph.32), the pattern has been calculated in such a 

way so as to cause'the star repeat to be cut in half along the border 

lines. The inner border line is made up of two recessed mouldings.

The fourth frame runs into a broader band across the top 

(^a) which includes a pattern in two parts: it is made up of two
concentric circles with an inverted T bar across the middle which 
■ becomes a part of the motif running along above the circles. Only 

this second motive is carried down both sides of the portal (̂ -b). To 

add to'the complexity of this design, the inner side of the frame is
I

lined by a series of small leaves connected by elongated loops.

The fifth frame falls into two parts: the vertical mouldings

and the larger horizontal band which derives from them. The two 

outer mouldings end in a vertical two-lobed leaf as in the first and 

second frames. The inner mouldings spread out into two groups of 

.three large stars with stepped sides. Each encloses two crossed 

double-lobed leaves with a smaller leaf below. The space between 

the crosses is also filled with another leaf. Between the two groups 

ox cresses a central cabochon projects forwards. On van Berchem's 

photograph'1' only a break was noticeable and the cabochon must have



boon recurved during the 1907 restoration. From an early stago in
Islamic decoration, this pattern of crosses has often enhanced the
flanks of many a brick minaret or tomb tower as far east as Khurasan.
The spandrels of the mibrab in the Namazga mosque in Bukhara, 1119,

1illustrates this point.
The sixth frame is also wider in its horizontal band and equally 

divided into two parts by a separately carved stone with a bold styl
ised leaf pattern with asymmetrical lay-out. Its pointed upper por
tion fills the centre of a crescent shaped motif. This part encroaches 
on the fifth band just below the cabochon. The main pattern similar 
to a feathered bud is repeated seven times on the left and six times 
on the right; the two vertical parts of this frame are filled with 
the meander of a double two-lobed leaf pattern.

The two spandrels to the entrance niche cover the space between 
the sixth and seventh frames. This standard shape may be seen either 
over a-mibrab or a doorway; it offers an opportunity for a variety 
of decorative treatments such as arabesques, star patterns, roundels 
or even the simplest brick or stucco geometrical patterns well exempli
fied in Bukhara in two of its most famous buildings: the tomb of
Isma'ilthe Samanid and the Magoki Attari mosque, respectively tenth

2and twelfth centuries. Ultimately all quasi-geometrical patterns 
derive from early textile motifs and are translated into another mater
ial or even decorated manuscript of any given creed. In the west 
portal the pattern resembles a cross-stitch pattern; every second 
motif is a lozenge which is side-stepped on every second diagonal^



the other motif has two alternating elements made up of a small 

lotus flower and a square-filled leaf pattern.

In a further recess, the seventh and last frame made up of a 
two-crossed leaf motif no longer keeps to the rectangular outline 

of the other six frames. The central part of the top conforms to 

the shape of an omega with a flattened outer moulding. The inner 

moulding is shaped into the point of an ogee arch which rides across 

the seventh frame and joins the base of the central element in the 

sixth frame. This arched portion of the omega encompasses the semi- 
circle of a broad band carved with two chains of leaf and bud de

coration which meet in the centre. The bases of the semi-circular 

bands transfer its vertical momentum slightly outwards yet within 

the seventh frame. The whole entrance niche and doorway is enclosed 

by this double omega-arched frame.

The inner arch could be identified with that of a squinch
1arch in the zone of transition of a dome construction. The two 

adjacent walls below such a construction are suggested here by the 

two sides A'A and AAn of the right angle A ’AA11. The transition 

from this angular base to the arch itself will be filled by three 

levels of decoration which will fit inside the narrowing shape up to 

the apex of the arch.
The first level consists of four triangular concave arched 

elements based on the angle A'AA". Above it, the final niche is 

made up of two levels in different plans which come forward

1It is essential in the case of this demonstration, to refer to 
the outline of the portal on plate 13 and to the photograph 33-



one above the other in the shape of a double-lobed leaf fanning 

out to lead up to the central sphere just below'the intrados of . 

the arch.
From this description, it therefore follows that such 

a structure must have a completely different type of framing arch.

Other portals may have added flat decorated roundels set above or 

just beyond the spandrel of the arch itself. Here the roundels are 

within the frame and go in pairs of spheres incrustated with in

tricate geometrical patterns. They act like pauses to emphasize the 

base of the niche and the level of the four corners of the founda

tion inscription (ph.3). The transition from the angle (A* A A1), 

to the inscription born by the lintel, is carried out by two transi

tional levels of skilfully orientated triangles. panel below the 
lintel, made up of four interlocking stones, forcefully exampli- 

fies the virtuosity of both planner and carver. No two decorations 

inside adjoining flower shapes are alike, although the basic motif 

is the double-lobed leaf, which is already part of the rustic re

pertoire used on the portal of the citadel mosque (ph.3 2).

The doorway itself is lined by plain dressed stone, with the 

exception of two muqarnas imposts imitating the profile of capi

tals although the columns themselves do not exist. This device is 

often used to relieve the abrupt angles of the doorway. As to the 

two complete columns on either side of the entrance area, their 

forward position allows enough space between the door jambs and 

their shafts for two small recesses. Their base sharesthe same stone

1For a clear definition of squinch arches, see D. JONES and G. MICHELL, 
•'Squinches and pendentives: problems and definitinns” , AAEP I, 1972,
9-23.



as the base of the columns. Their two wall sides are decorated 

with panels of figure-of-eight bands containing hanging buds and 
leaves. These panels are framed either by. a cross-and-star band 
or by- a lozenge-and-dot band, both well-known from brick and stucco . 

decoration on earlier Islamic buildings. The top of the recess be

comes a niche designed to be carved on two slightly different levels 

(ph.33)* In the right one the top alveole is narrower although in 
both cases the apex of the ogee is crowned by a moon crescent, a 
motif also used in metalwork and manuscripts in the thirteenth cen
tury.

The circular shaft of each column is carved out of one block 

of stone, each showing a totally different pattern. The left shaft 

is enriched by a composition of sinuous lozenges containing figures 

of eight double-lobed leaves and their extra small ornaments; the 

general effect recalls the decoration of the lintel and to a certain 

extent similar. work ±1 the Hospital of Kay-Ka*us I in Sivas, dated 

61^/1217-8 (ph.3^). On the right column a' more placid pattern 
acts like a'simple mesh of two split leaves and their stems inter

woven, in nine successive tiers. In both cases towards the base, 

two or three horizontal ornate bands bring the pattern to a stop.

At the top of the shafts, in both cases too, the decoration is divided 

into two bands. On the left the general pattern of the column ex

tends into the lower band so as to act as a divider between repeated 
thick angular carvings of Allah. These are written in an unusual 
style of kufic and are placed father haphazardly at various angles.

The, band above it has either been defaced or worn down by hard weather

ing. On the right shaft the lower of the two bands contains a 

horizontal full leaf arabesque not unlike a similar



example in the mibrab of Dunaysir (ph.82)„ Allah is repeated above 

it in the same style of kufic but this time neatly spaced with a 

leaf pattern between each word.
The elongated capitals (ph.33) take up almost as much verti

cal space as the rest of the columns. The transitional base ring, 

in a herring bone pattern, marks the transfer from one type of 

carving to a new treatment. Basically planned to give a four-sided 

feeling, the capitals are turned into octagons by extra angle panels, 

on the two portions below and above the two spherical incrustations. 

Each of these include a different geometrical composition surrounded 

by an emphatically moulded frame,, The salient element of the intricate 

lower octagon is a rev; of hanging leaves. .Between this row and each 

sphere, an enlarged leaf takes up the whole panel of a square si.de. 

These leaves hang like fringes on a piece of material and relate in 
no way to the upward lift of a Corinthian acanthus leaf. Once more, 

metalwork decoration comes to mind."1" Above the spheres, the four 

visible panels contain new sets of variations of leaf motifs. On 

the left the top of the capital spreads out in a straight diagonal; 
the right capital includes an added step. Many preliminary carving 

holes indicate unfinished work.

Both outer sides of the west portal slant back towards the 

wall at a slight angle to constitute two panels, which may be divided 
into two parts. In the upper part, the general impression is one of a 

rhythmical fringe'composition, a shedding of leaves in lines of three 

to four motifs. An unfinished band frames each panel with the ex

ception of the lower niche side. In parts the band has received

BAERETT, Islamic metalwork in the British Museum, London 19^9, 
a brass ewer, No. 12, Mosul, 629/123?-



some leaf carving. In places, carving holes point to unfinished 
work.'*'

The lower parts of the side panels are' made up of a muqarnas

niche seemingly to emphasize the bird carving below it (phs.36-7 ).

Each niche consists of five rows of alveoles approximately at the

same level as the foundation inscription. On the right'panel the

double-headed falcon, perhaps perching on a stick, has no opposite

number, in contrast with the other double-headed falcon on the left,
2carved in the same position with a double tail. This left falcon's

companion on the adjacent wall has been carved on only half the

prepared stone and the other half might have been intended for another
carving of the same "type. This single-headed bird has no upstanding

ears or crest and could indeed represent a well-known local predator,
■ 3the red kite...... In all three carvings the bird motif is not only

framed but also involved n  more or less stylised foliage whether 
on the same level or in recess.

I—Animal representation and in particular that of birds, has a 

long tradition both in totemic societies and in the well-settled

These holes recall the children's game of linking up numbered dots 
to obtain a final picture. This hole technique is common to all 
stone carvers for releasing small fragments of stone.

2Only half of the double tail is still in situ. It does however 
show clearly on Gabriel's photograph. MTA II, phs. 70, 72.

3 .^Milvus milvus, with deeply forked tail and long angular wings with 
a wing span of 1.20 m. *Abd ar-Raziq recalls the description of 
the kings of falcons, the Derbendia, and the Roumea, in Ibn al-. 
Monjail. A£lMAD *ABD AR-EAZIQ, "La chasse aux faucons d'apres 
ceramiques du Musee du Cairo", Annales Islamologiques, 9, 1970, 
109-21,
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world of antiquity., The noble quality attached to a bird of prey

such as a falcon or an eagle, makes it a choice emblem for a

sovereign; the imperial eagles in the Roman and Byzantine empires

are standard examples. Closer parallels to Divrigi may be found 
1 vin Konya, in Nigde on the castle and on the later mausoleum of

2 3Hudavent 712/1-312 and on many later tombstones. At this stage of
research it is rather difficult to explain a connection with the

world of Sufism and it seems as well for the time being to keep to_ _  ^
the early interpretation of van Berchem who saw in these falcons
the essential weapon of medieval hunt, since he noticed the paresence

of bells hanging from their beaks„
One of the closest examples in style if not in stone, is to

be found on a large plate from western Iran and now in the Museum
5fur Islamische Kunst in Berlin, Although the falcon has only one 

head, its crest and beak are very similar, so are the long legs and 
the fanned-out tail with a ring at the top of it. The tips of the 

wings also end up in some kind of foliated motif; the bare areas 

on either side of the head are filled with undefined patterns in 
the same way as in Divrigi where no space is left deliberately un

carved.
It may be suggested that beyond their purely decorative value 

the falcons could be meant to stress the importance of a town where

„ CARRE, Soldschukische Kleinkunst, Leipzig, 1909, 7 , ■ pi. 3- 
2 •• vG. ONEY, "Nigde Hudavent Hatun turbesi figurlii kabartmalari", Belleten 
31, 1967, 1^3-3^, phs. 9 b-c, 12a.
^G. ONEY, "Tombstones in the Seljuk tradition with bird, double
headed eagle, falcon and lion figures in Anatolia1', Vakiflar Derglsi
viii, 1969, 292-301.

/j. ^CIA III, 76.

LANE, Early Is!amic pottery, London 19^7, pl/l-7c„



such a monument would stand to bear witnes.s to the prestige of 
its sovereign. Later monuments in Sivas and Erzerum do include

v .smaller animal representation but never again falcons. In Drvrigr 

although their place on the wall of the Great Mosque is emphasized 

by the muqarnas niches, the carvings themselves are not immediately 

visible. This may prove to be the starting point of some reticence 

in emphatic animal representatinn on religious or other buildings.

In its austere succession of seven enclosing frames,the west 

portal contrasts strongly with the north portal, although they both 

are entrances to the same mosque. Without being the qibla portal, 

it has nonetheless succeeded in gathering within its outline a 
complex variety of patterns in use in the thirteenth century from 

the purely geometric to the excessively involved. It has been noticed 

that the patterns proceeding from textile motifs have a north

eastern origin. As to the more vegetal elements, a clue.to this type 

of ornamentation may be given by the unusual calligraphy used in the 

inscription of the name of Allah at the top of both shafts of the en

trance columns. The alif takes root on the right and ends up facing 

the opposite direction. The script slants to the left along its base 

line and a definite angularity characterises the writing. Nothing 

similar exists in the other inscriptions of the building, and its 
carver may have belonged to a different community from the others 

and would not have been trained in carving Arabic letters. The fact 
that only word Allah is carved shows that only a simple task 

could be given to whoever had to decorate this part of the column.

• It is indeed very tempting to draw a parallel with estranghela, 

the Syriac writing as used in its second version which is thicker



1 Vand squarer. South of Divrigi the Hekim Han, north-west of Malatya

on the road to Sivas, has a trilingual inscription in Arabic, Armen- 
2lan and Syriac. The commentary mentions the use of estranghela 

for the Syriac inscription of 1218. Malatya was the see of a bishop

ric and its important cathedral must have been the centre for the 

Jacobite community well-connected with the rest of the Syriac speak
ing world. During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, over twenty 

five monuments were restored or built for and by this Christian church. 

There must thus have been at this time an important group of crafts- 

■ men available in the whole area from Malatya to Mosul in which re

gion the only Christian monument in good repair to survive is at Mar 
Behnam. In the monastery, motifs comparable to those used in the 

'inner niches of the portal may be seen by the door into one of the
k 'rooms. Not unnaturally, the Islamic buildings of the same area 

of JazTra include the same types of motifs as will be seen later in 

connection with the mibrab of the mosque.

The east window
4The whole of the east wall runs along the same higher level 

in a straight line without any interruption in the plan and a rather 
roughly dressed stone masonry makes up the major part of it except 

for two portions (ph.3 8). First the area which coincides with the 

tomb chamber has been refaced and two vexy small windows slotted 

into the wall. Second, on the right of it, a far more elaborate win

dow, although flush with the wall, rises to a height of ten metres

1 %J. LEROY,,Les manuscripts syriaques a peintures, Paris, 196^, 107.
This style was started in the monastery of Qartamih in the Tur- 
Abdin in the tenth century.

2DAK, No . 18, 63-6.
■3 ,P.- KAWERAU, Dio Jakobitischo Klrche :i.m %o:i.taltor der syrn.schen
Renaissance.' Idee und Wirk.llchko.il, Berlin, I960, lÔ Pl-.

^C. PREUSSER, Norrtmcsoootamische Baudenkmaler altchristlicher und 
islamischer Zeit, Leipzig, 1911. ph.8. :
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we3.1 above the roof line. This roof line which coincides with a 

real wall between the tomb'chamber and the window has, on the 

right of the window, been built up to the same 3.evel with three re
lieving arches in order to reinforce vault 11. The arches are an

1addition since Gabriel's photograph, so are the new gutters which 

drain the rain properly on to the new paving covering the modern 

ventilation cellar. Inside, the covered part of the east wall has 

been lined by nine new courses of roughly dressed stone. From the 
level of the north portal a steep flight of large new steps leads 

up to the paved area; only thirteen steps mark the change of level 

on the south side.

The east window with its elaborate decoration has been care

fully integrated into the east wall. It is five courses higher 

than the adjacent wall and on both sides, at the top, a slight ser

pentine motif finishes off the wall decoration beyond the moulding
of the outer frame. This motif did not exist at the beginning of

2the restoration in 1906 and must have been added shortly after. The 

decoration of the window may be divided into three parts: the double 

frame, the spandrels and pillars and the window niche (ph.39).

The double frame: Two successive bands enclose the window

panel. The pattern of the outer band combines two separate elements.
(pl.l3).' The first one consists of a series of connecting trilobed

omega shapes. This motif may be seen in stucco in the Great Mosque 
3in QazvTn as early as 307/11135 and is also used later on the upper

1MTA II, phs. 63, 2.

2CIA III, ph.33.

i v 5 pk.303.
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w 1part of the Radkan tornb tower in Khurasan„ A nearer parallel 
vto Divrigi is that carved in a stone frieze of the portal leading

2into the sanctuary of the mashhad al-ipusayn in Aleppo,, The 

rendering of the trilobed omega form is broader but it still be™ 

longs to the same mode of expression.

The second element is related to the repertoire of floriated 

decoration based on stylised vegetal motifs. It is akin to the 
style of the tympanum in the mijg.rab inside the mosque. Many vari
ations exist, especially in Syria and JazTra carved in either wood 

3or stone and occurs visually in such manuscripts as the Kitab al-
k 5Dir^yak, Mosul 59.5/1199» Sarre records two remarkably carved wood 

panels in this very style from the tomb tower of Shaykli Malymud in 

Ak^ehir dated 122^a It is significant that although the motif is 

repeated with a certain regularity, the quality of the composition 

is such that it avoids all monotony,, Within a few decades these 

motifs loose all suppleness and spontaneity in the way they are as

sembled, singled out or used separately in a repetitious way as may 

be seen both in Sivas and Erzerum.
The inner frame, of the same width as the outer one, includes 

one of the many patterns of the wicker-work type. Each segment of 

braid consists of two ribs and the pattern has been planned so that

Purvey, IV, ph. 3Al-7a} 680/1281.

^J. SAUVAGET, ’’Deux sanetuaires shiites d'Alep”, Syria 9 i 1928, 228. 

SAUVAGET, Les monument ayyoubides do Damas, 1938-^-8.

FARES, Le l.ivre de la. thoriaque, Cairo, 1953 ■>

SARRE, Seldschukische Kleinkunst, Leipzig 1909} 35} ph.30.



the star repeat is cut in half along the vertical borders/

A less sophisticated example of the vast geometrical repertoire
2of wicker-work patterns is to be seen on the citadel mosque 

to the right of the entrance doorway (ph. 4o)„ In the case of 
the doorway the dominant stars have twelve points instead of the 

eight in the east window* It is quite likely thatthe narrow band 

between the two frames was intended to be carved with a pattern 

not unlike the plait or the arabesque on the same panel of the 

citadel mosque.

The spandrels and pillars: The outline of the two spandrels

above the muqarnas niche belongs to a group of decorafinn known
not only in Khurasan and 7\zarbaTjah but also in Aleppo and Konya,

3made of brick, stone or marble. Whereas in the Rabat -a. S.haraf 

the central twist in the cable pattern is halfway down the dividing 

line between the two spandrels, in the case of both the east window 

of Divrigi and the mihrab of the ^ahiriya medrese (probably 1217 A.D. 

ph.A-l) in the outskirts of Aleppo, the twist is at the centre of 

the apex line. The same treatment occurs on both sides of the 

doorway of the 'Ala5 ad-DTn mosque in Konya, dated 617/1220-1 , 

and on later ti.e.clresec of the capital. Although in stone, the whole 

feeling of the east window cable pattern is nearer to the treat
ment in brick owing to its higher relief made of two parallel 
thick mouldings with a shallow groove on either side.

The originality of such cable spandrcms consists in the two

‘The same device is also used on the west portal. 

2CIA III, 37, No. 32, 376/1180-1 .

^A. GODARD, "Khora.sau", ‘Athar-e-Iran, IV, 23, ph. 17®
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vertical double twists just above the capitals of the pillars.

These capitals have been barely outlined by the carver and are in

tended almost certainly to receive a similar treatment to that of 

other capitals such as those on the portal of the citadel mosque 

(ph.32) or the Sitte Melik tomb tower in Divrigi dated 392/1193-6^ 
(ph.42), As to the design of the shaft, this imitates the plait

ing at sharp angles of three smooth cables. Such a design may be 

seen in the Kizilloren Han on the road from Konya to Bey^ehir as 

early as 603/1207. It was repeated a few years later in the Saded- 

din Han north of Konya in 633/1233-6.^

The base of the pillars appear to be unfinished in the same 

way as the capitals. The identical lobed outline also occurs at a
4 *slightly earlier date in the citadel mosque in Erzerum.

The window niche: None of the above features are visible on
 .................. —  ..........■—  S

the north window panel of the *Ala ad-ECn mosque in Nigde (ph.43) 

as the whole decorative treatment displays a less enterprising atti- 

tude on the part of the carver six years before the east window in 

Divrigi. In fact tho two windows have littlo moro than tho muqamao 
niche in common, a feature which draws attention to the opening below 

it.
Whereas in Nigde the triangle of muqarnas simply consists of

III, 63, No. 37." “ V...... ....... ...............
2DAK, No. 9, ph.33.
^DAK, No. 28, ph.l83.
4R/’ARIK, “Erzerum 'da iki'Cami", Vakiflar Dergisi, VIII, 1969, 
149-36, ph.3.

5“̂ Damascus, i, 11-.



Vfour rows of ornate alveoles, in Divrigi tho triangle has been 

treated in a far more elaborate manner with each row of alveoles 

divided from the next by a double groove, the total of rows being 

eleven* Sitte .Melik (ph.42), Mama Hatun in Tercan, early twelfth 
century (ph.44), Nigde, and even the mausoleum of Khalifet Ghazi 

in Amasya, 622/1223, have an average of four rows of alveoles in 

their respective doorways and window. In the east window, the carv

ing seems nearer in feeling to brick treatment, which cannot go be

yond a certain intricacy in its modelling. Carrying on a more east

ern brick tradition, the nearest prototypes of muqarnas triangles
„  1are in Maragha and Nakhchivan.

vThe greater complexity of the muqarnas triangle m  Divrigi 

comes closer to the entrance of the hospital of Kay-Ka‘us I in 

Sivas (ph.43) which in turn originates from the great Syrian tradi
tion with its recent Ayyubid renaissance; it is best examplified 

in the Maristan NurT of Damascus built in stone before 1174.

The bottom row of the muqarnas triangle is decorated by eight 

small blind arches with a stepped outline; the upper row of decor

ation of the lintel to the window, has alveoles also in the shape 

of these arches. This original motif may be regarded as a stylistic 

link between the Anatolian buildings mentioned up to this point. It 
has also been noticed inside the wall of the mausoleum of Mama Hatun in

Tercan and below the frieze of the mashhad al-^usayn in Aleppo. Two
vof these motifs are to be seen in the window of Nigde and m.the 

1A. GODARD, "Notes cornplementaires sur les tombeaux de MaraghaV 
Athar-e-Iran, 1936, 123-60. The Gunbad-e Kabud, 393/1196-7, the 
Se Gunbad in Rezaiyeh, 360/1184-3•
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Sitte Melik in Divrigi where the low relief of the carving shows up

twice in the bottom row and finally just above this row it appears

in the shaping of the next two alveoles. In a slightly different

manner the same motif occurs in the east window of the Great Mosque 
vof Dxvrxgx.

The last but most strilling element of the window niche takes

up almost one-sixth of its height. It is a large decorated band

across the whole width of the niche between the inscription and the
last two rows of muqarnas before the window opening. No such intri-

vcate pattern is to be seen either xn Nigde where the band, xn a sxmx- 

lar position, is much narrower and of a simpler pattern, or in the 

portal or side niches of the Hospital in Sivas. Even in the Iluand 

medrese in Kayseri, 635/1237-8, the band of the portal niche is very 

narrow. It would also be difficult to connect the profuse decor of 

the east window with the more austere carving of northern Syria, 

but a coarse forerunner may be that inside the flat tympanum above 

the entrance to the round tomb tower in Maragha, 56,3/1167-8 (ph.lf6).

A broad brick outline emphasizes a pattern of five-pointed stars, 

octagons and hour-glass shapes. If a nisba is any criterion, it 
should be remembered that the father of the man who built the citadel 

mosque in Divrigi, 576/1180-1, came from Maragha. Significantly it 

is the broad outline, standing out more than the shape it encloses, 

that is the main pattern and not the stars and octagons. On the con

trary, in the east window niche, the outline strikes a visual balance 

with the ornate geometrical shapes and, to a certain extent, loses the 
impact which the outline had in Maragha. The fact that all other 

comparable geometric bands are narrower, 03? have been dispensed with, 

would seem to indicate that the latest attempt in the east window was



not used again*

By the thirteenth century AID* the use of a few rows of alveoles 

to emphasize some architectural feature, had become standard de- 

coration,, It would be a long list indeed and one which would have 

to include many brick minarets and tomb towers from Khurasan to 
eastern Anatolia, suffice it to give examples in stone* A band of 

muqarnas linos the top of the octagonal wall of Sitte Melik (phcil-2) *
VThe top part of the inner walls in Sultan Han near Kayseri and Ag~ 

zikara Han near Aksaray, are treated in the same manner'} As to the 

east window, the lintel across the top of it has three rows of al

veoles with a blank space at each end; the pattern is carried down 

both sides of the window with an extra row of alveoles on the out

side o The ultimate frame round three sides cf the window is made up 

of a small double-crossed meander which echoes a broader one on the 
west portalo It should be noticed that the window opening has been
lengthened by one course of stone since the publication of-the monu- 

2ment by Gabriel in order to connect the window in a neat manner with 

the new paving along the east wall.

Looking at the window as a whole it cannot be said to display 
the same homogeneous character as may be seen in other contemporary 

decorated entrances or windows. Although the more elaborate choice 

and rendering of patterns combined in the lay-out should create an 

outstanding composition, the sheer variety of the motifs detracts 
from a feeling of unity more readily achieved in the simple boldness 

of such doorways as that of Maragha (ph. -̂6) or in the uniform style
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structure of the entrance to the Hospital in Sivas (ph.33)«

The question arises as to why there should he a decorated open™ 

ing on the east side of the mosque and whether it was intended as a 

doorway or a window,, When considering the east wall from within, it 

stands in almost complete darkness except for its north-east corner 

where it joins the gibla wall and has an openingB Without this open

ing that part of the mosque would receive very little daylight from 

the small oculi in the dome above the nritirab., There are no wind

ows through the north wall and only four on the west wall each measur

ing 2 c20 x 1„3 cm„ (93)« If If were not for the modern central glass 
pitched roof over tbe centre of the mosque, there would be very little 
light indeed for a building measuring l,l30 m0 . It therefore does 

not seem unreasonable to assume that the eastern opening could have 

been planned to allow in more daylight„ The fact that the sill is 

3*80 mc above the inside ground level of the mosque is readily ex

plained by the slope of the hill (pl.l3). had the declivity of the 

ground been less important the opening would have been closer to the 

inside ground levelp A similar window on the north wall of the 'Ala5 

ad-DXn mosque in Nigde illuminates this point (pl.l3).

One more feature inside the mosque by the window 011 the east wall 

has made it possible to call it a door in preference to a window,, It 

consists of the remains of a platform made of wooden beams on the same 

level as the window sill (ph.7+7). A maqsura in this position would 
have allowed the local ruler private access to worship in the mosque« 

Only nine beams of the maqsura are still in place, outlining the area 

which coincides with the corner vault one of the mosque,. The two 

main beams are coarsely set into the capital of column A (pi.6,19) and



the two walls facing it. One wooden column with a rough stone base 
relieves the strain put on the longer side of the platform. If it 
really is a maqsura, .its appearance seems ‘very plain and little in 
keeping with the whole conception of the mosque. There is no reason 
to assume that poplar timber would have been more acceptable than 
the high quality Walnut of the minbarp It could also be suggested 
that the maqsura was built at a later date but,if so, it is doubtful 
whether the construction of a private platform would have been justi
fied at a time when no local dynasty of any importance existed any 

1more.
Eventually the remains of a wooden platform in the.mosque 

could be explained by the fact that at some time in the nineteenth 
century the mosque was used as a barn. By having direct access to 
the barn from the east side, nearer to the fields on the eastern 
slopes of the hill, the farmers avoided going round to the main front 
portals and such a platform as the one inside, a very plain construct
ion, would have made the handling of ariy stored material far easier. 
The farmers in fact used the window as a door.

The confusion between the two possibilities of interpretation 
probably arose from the special treatment given to the window on the 
outer east wall. To all intents and purposes, it does look like a 
portal. Only when'the parallel is drawn again with Nigde (pl.l4, 
ph.̂ -3) can it be realized that in the thirteenth century such a treat
ment for windows was not unusual and the decorative treatments given

1CIA_III} 89, No. 36 \ 'The last mention of a ruler of the Mangujakid 
family dates back to 630/1232—3 on &n inscription set in the walls of 
the Divrigi citadel.

2V. CUINET.' Turquie.drAsie, I, 1890, 687.•I
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to the windows of the *Alas ad-DTn mosque in Konya are examples in 

yet another style.
Finally turning to the inscription (25 , ph.7) with the

incomplete name of the builder just below'the muqarnas triangle, 

it is worth noticing that this type of calligraphy existed as early 

as 592/1195-6, on the Sitte Melik tomb. Since the east window is

the only ornate opening in the whole building without a date, Gab-
1 . .riel suggested one for it. similar to that on the wooden mmbar in

side the mosque and dated 638/1240-1. As noticed earlier, such 

calligraphy is fairly constant throughout the period and is no final 

proof for a later dating than the three portals of the building. In

the world of Islam, furthermore, religious buildings are brought to
2completion as quickly as possible.

The hospital portal

The hospital portal of Divrigi dominates the whole western

elevation although it stands well on the right of it. By comparing
3 4the 1906 photographs and those from Gabriel's publication, it

appears that the hospital portal has needed little restoration ex

cept for the replacement of certain stones above the plinth level 

and the resetting of the stone-coping in recess behind the top of 

the arch, with the addition of a moulding for the parapet (pi. 1.5,
ph.48).

1MTA II, 188.   ' '
2
IL, 23.
^CIA III, phs. 24 and 27.



In describing such a portal, a division into vertical and 
horizontal frames no longer truly applies since the totally dif
ferent shape of the portal requires a new descriptive method. In 
the present instance, a soaring double archway encloses a magnified 
rectangular door panel. The rectangle is not the containing frame, 
but is being contained. The main structure of the portal stands 
away from the outer wall by approximately 1.80 m. and the depth of 
the doorway measures 2.90 m.; at its-widest point it is 4.75 m. 
at the level of the most forward stone of the plinth which is one 
course of stone high and this underlines the horizontal limits of 
the whole projecting portal as in the north portal of the Great Mosque.

The double archway: Above the plinth, a grooved moulding

recedes towards a "concave band carved with unfinished lotus flowers 

in sequence with semi-circle bands enclosing a lam-alif pattern.

The remaining space is filled with a leaf-and-bud composition. A 
harrow moulding overshadowed by a much larger one limits the whole 
decorated band, runs with its confining mouldings round the outer 
part of the portal and also vertically on both outer sides slightly 
beyond the line of junction between the outer wall and the projection 
of the portal; it finally stops at the top level of the giant capi
tal in the shape of a large alveole (phs. 49-50)•

Alternating elongated leaves enclosing lotus flowers fill the 
next band above the large moulding. The decor in relief has been 
finished but the background still remains a complex of small holes 
which indicates the unfinished state of the carving. From the level 
of this pattern to the giant capitals, on either vertical side of 
thg portal, the overall width of the structure is constant. The
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outlined bases of the archway rest 011 a last band of a loose double- 

roioc pattern encompassed by a lower astragal motif and a narrow upper 

row of beads. The pattern itself is more closely related to the less 

involved Armenian intertwining compositions than to the limitless 

wicker-work geometrical rhythms on mausoleum, wood panels or 
other stone portals. Here, the double rope pattern is shaped into 

a horizontal central line of alternating simple stars and crosses 

(ph.5 1).

At this point, the general outline of the portal may be summed 

up as two four- point arches which spring from clusters of pilasters 

with the inner narrower arch receding within the frontal one (ph«A8)„ 

The facing of the outer arch is broader and more elaborate. Out
wardly, beyond the two clusters of pilasters, a double pilaster, 

half engaged, rises from a plain spread base; the lack of further 

carving gives it a clumsy appearance. The double pilaster starts with 

two elements above the base which consist of a cube with a small 
faceted tore above it, both slightly wider than the shaft. The double 

pilaster then links together what appears to be a sequence of dis

parate although striking features (ph.51). first the lowest feature 

consists of a large rounded complex with a central bud and two en

veloping leaves, all starting from a group of double crossing stems. 

Just above it, what appears to be a head (ph0 2̂.) hides the double pil 

aster which again becomes visible for a short span, when one half 

turns into the stem of a wide leaf which eventually hides both shafts 

The carving is more advanced on the right-hand leaf, its successive 

levels lead to the top part from which the double pilaster reappears 

and ascends until both shafts knot together at a right angle; the 

better carved specimen example is that on the left side.
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After reaching the edge of the front panel, each shaft spans 
out at a slight angle upward only to rejoin along a horizontal line 
in the shape of two small double arches. The inverted cone thus en-I
compassed becomes the point of departure for the giant angle capi
tals which spread upwards in five tiers (ph.58). Two lines of 
faceted mouldings make way for a large loose chevron line limited 
by a smaller moulding on both sides. The next two tiers become 
wider through the vertical fanning out forward of narrow almost leaf
like panels with pointed tops. On the first level, these panels 
are filled with loosely crossed rope patterns and, on the second 
level, each panel is wider, split into two and separated from the 
next by a Y recessed shape. The main carving seems an attempt to 
represent some broad-shaped letter on a background of fine leaves.
The final level consists of true alveoles inserted in a double 
arched outline and cushioned by a moulded ohevron. Two more mouldings 
enclose the slightly receding top band which consists of an unfinished 
pattern of bold lo'tus flowers and enlarged leaves with curled tips. 
Beyond the last moulding, the coping of the capital recedes in an 
abrupt concave sweep to the width of the front panel. The whole back
ground to the double pilaster and the large added features is plain 
dressed stone except for the vertical space between the double pilaster 
and the first cluster. This space contains an elaborate composition 
of buds and leaves which reaches higher on the right, and on the left
shows a prepared overlapping stone. These two last features might*
suggest the possible carving'of the whole surface of dressed stone 
in a similar manner all the way up' (ph.^D.

The most outstanding part of this composite decoration is the 
large leaves-and-bud ornament which takes up the whole width of the



frontal panel up to the arched portal. Both rounded ornaments are 

surmounted by a plaited head (ph.52). Similar human representations 

have been noticed above the entrance facing the courtyard of the 

hospital of I<hy-Kaaus 1 in Sivas, dated 1217- - 8  (phs. 53-^). These 

heads in Siv&s afd carved sut 6f oh§ blsek 6f stone within §. noundel 

representing the sun on the left and the moon on the right. Four 

stars mark the corners of the stone. The figure on the left appears 

to'have a crown and., one long curl, whereas that on the right has two 
visible plaits. Although the top of that head has been defaced, there 
seems to be no room for a crown of any kind. The calligraphy on the 

left’ carving between the stylised rays of the sun and the head could 

read as the Islamic creed.

Another slightly later example of the use of such heads is to

be seen on the portal of the 'Ala* ad-DIn mosque in Nigde (ph.31)
I

dated 1223. Both the outlines of the heads have been destroyed and 

only the plaits survive. No roundel surrounds them although two separ

ate ones may be seen further below. In Divrigi (phs.51-2) the roundel 

is far more important than the head above it. On‘the right both 
plaits rido tho uppor part of tho roundod unfinished loaf. The top
part of bho head is also unfinishod and tho batto.rod fno-o givoa no

1further indication of its significance.
It has been suggested that the turbaned profile on the left ends \'

2in a floating veil above the ring of gathered hair. The supposed 

veil is more likely to be a leaf which enfolds its shape to the left

X .. . . . . . .  . . . .  ,G.ONEY, MSun and moon rosettes in the shape of human heads m  Ana
tolian Seljuk architecture", Anatolica, III, 1970, 195-203. The 
author mentions one more sun rosette in the Ilgin tomb tower of Shaykh 
Bedreddin in Ak^ehir.. dated 662/1263.

21m ™



of the head since it cannot do so to the right. Furthermore, it

may be compared with the finished leaf on the right side of the

portal where it is also placed to the left of the head. Neither in 
.v . .v .Nxgdenor Dxvrxgx xs there any calligraphy as noticed in Sivas.

Turning again to the arch springing from the two front panels, 

the two outer bands (ph.57) of the arch come slightly forward, and 

this movement is most noticeable from the side. The outer pattern 

recalls the chevron motif of the west portal (55) which acts as a 
frame for the more or less complete lotus flowers; it terminates 
above the last moulding of the giant capita].. The second inner band 

has a more complex pattern based on the same outline with a narrower 

irregular chevron. The sharpness of the chevron varies according to 

a rhythm of three to one. This last one, which is larger, contains 

a small lotus flower. The whole band ends rather abruptly at the 

level of the moulding crowning the alveoles of the giant capitals.

Clearly visible from the profile of mouldings of the hospital 

portal (pi.15) is the fact that each of the two clusters of pilasters 

on either side of the doorway is made up of a central shaft partly 

engaged and flanked by five separate slender pilasters set apart by 

recessed angles. A deeper recess is fitted between the two clusters. 

The bases of the pilasters (ph.5l)> in the shape of inverted capitals 

similar to those of the double pilaster but shorter, are linked to
gether by small upturned muqarnas niches. In the angle above them, 

a double pattern of upright triangles leaves enough space for small 

vegetal motifs; in the left recess, between the two clusters, a 

craftsman has outlined two confronted heads which could have been 

sketches for the two human heads on the front of the portal ^ (ph.55)



Each shaft also starts with two successive elements made up of a 
cube and a small faceted tore. This is repeated in reverse order 
below the large lotus flower capitals. Approximately midway between 
the bases of the pilasters and the flower capitals, an extra con
tinuous band of d§eea?atian the plain vorticaii-ty q£ both
clusters. The upper part of the band swells out beyond the shaft 
into a looped composition of small lotus flowers, leaves and buds; 
a flatter geometrical interlaced pattern runs below it in a broad 
band. Such details would have been easier to appreciate on a flat 
surface. Similar decoration also features on the pilasters lining 
the windows above the portal of the cathedral in Tortosa (ph.58).

The capitals across the two clusters of pilasters bear no' 
resemblance to any others in the whole building, and here again 
the intricacies of their pattern would have shown up better if they 
had been carved on a flat surface. The deep six-sided recess be
tween the two clusters has meant that the central lotus flower in 
a row of fivê  has had to be compressed* into an almost unrecognizable 
shape (ph.59).' The two outer flowers on either side of it unfold 
their petals"to the full width of a semi-circle. Their enveloping 
movement around each cluster is given added force by a sharp verti
cal fold down 'the middle of the lotus and thus brings forward the 
whole flower above the recessed angles between the pilasters. This 
kind of projection creates the same effect already noticed on the 
giant leaves of the north portal. (4-1).

The heteroclite transition from the shafts to the lotus flowers 
brings'together elements already noticed in the other'doorways.' The 
upper cube of each shaft acts as a platform for a small vase with 
a‘ splayed foot', a pear-shaped body and a larger everted neck. The



common stem of two long leaves parts at the level of the rim.
1When the tips of two leaves from two consecutive vases meet they 

become the short stem of one of the large lotus flowers. Thus the 

elongated leaves from a succession of roughly horizontal brackets, 

which in turn frame a series of three-dimensional hexagons below 

them. Each hexagon is made up of three elongated lozenges inclined 

inwards at the middle which outlines a recessed three—pointed star. 

Intricate leaf-and-bud motifs fill the background of the lotus 

flowers and the vases. Immediately above the capital area, each 

cluster of five pilasters noiv becomes plain mouldings along the same 

lines which ultimately emphasize the two arches of the portal.
The two most forward mouldings act as a frame for the last 

decorated inner band of the front arch (ph„57)> which is carved with 

ail inverted pattern of unfinished broad pointed leaves or flowers.

All other eight mouldings, whether visible from the front or not, 

swell out i nto a double bulbous ring shape, roughly at the same dist
ance from the apex of the arch, at the middle of the intrades of each 

arch. The innermost moulding between the two clusters is the only 

one to take on the shape of a circle at the centre of the intrados, 

and can only be seen from immediately underneath.

The springing level of the inner arch is stressed by two large 

roundels. The greater part of the carving stands well away from the 

arch as may be ascertained by viewing it side ways from the first 

floor window; it also reveals the great care taken over the carving 

of three curled leaves right at the side of the roundel in a position 

not visible from below. A crescent-shaped frame identical to those 

on the roundels of the north portal surrounds the upper part, slightly

'^Except for the two recesses and the last pilaster to the far left.



overshadowing the central decoration. The pattern consists of an 
eight-pointed star made up of plain bands with a small central rib. 

Both roundels are similar in shape and pattern.

The window and door panel: Turning to the large door panel

(ph.48), its striking size extends to'a width of 4.00 m. within 
the double arch of the portal. Four-fifths of its height is slightly- 

recessed inside a double rectangular frame; the upper fifth assumes 
the shape of a tympanum. Although at first such a half-moon shape 

seems unusual, reference to Islamic and Christian doorways and blind 

arches reveals the long tradition of such decorated tympana, flanked 
with pilasters. Many^examples exist in fact and have been recorded 

from Egypt to Syria and Anatolia,and also from Iran, Armenia and 

Georgia in a variety -of building materials.
_  1The two tympana from the 'AIT mosque in Bawxt now in Cairo

are early examples of this style; nearer in time, the blind arches 

on the'two Kharraqan towers in Kzarbaijah,-, dated 1039 and 1067, alsoI
have flat tympana. Even closer examples may be found in two Armen

ian monasteries in the Soviet Union. They both exhibit the same type 

of tympanum with a motif of five-pointed stars wbich are less common 

than stars with six or eight points. In the example from Haritchavank 
in the province of Artik, dated 1224, the two rows of stars point up

in the same direction. In Saghmonavank, on the other hand, in the
■3province of Achtarak, extended from 1215 to 1235j the two rows of 

stars point in opposite directions, which is also the case in the

1J. STRZYGOWSKI, Amida, 1910, 153, pis. 75 and 155, pi.77.
2D. STRONACH and T. CUYLER YOUNG Jnr., "Three octagonal tomb towers 
from Iran", Iran, 4, 1966, 1-20, phs. 7a, 8b, 16.



present instance for the four rows in the Hospital portal. In addi
tion, a smaller star of the same pattern has been carved inside the 
main one. The stars stand out on the same kind of background as those 
of the,two monasteries, which consists of diagonal lozenges and pen
tagons.

As already indicated, the main part of the entrance panel below the 

tympanum stands slightly recessed in lwo frames: one with a flat border on
the same level as the tympanum and the other deeply grooved inside the first 
one. Inside the broad limits of-this rectangular outline, it is not so 

.much the carved column over the middle of the window or the second 

pair of roundels, which attract the eye, but the whole uncarved shape 

of a flat angular stepped arch (ph. 1,5). The question arises as to 

whether it was meant to remain uncarved or in the event did not re

ceive the decoration for which the dressed stone was intended. There 

are unfortunately no indications, as to the answer. The upper part of 
the arch acts as a frame for the first floor window, which will bo 

considered later in the context of the whole portal. (̂  I ).

The base of the column, which amounts to one third'of its 
heighti overlaps the window sill and reaches the concave face of the 
grooved rectangular frame well above the window (ph.60). The compo
sition of th^ base is dominated by two large leaves with tips joining 
up to form a small stylised flower enclosed by two more leaves with 
curled ends. Eventually their separate stems coincide with the top 
part of an''arabesque which fits, vertically, in recess, between the 
two larger leaves. The lower part of the base is a less successful 
piece of carving made up of two split leaves with curled ends on either 
side of the centre with added vegetal motifs around them. In addi-

i
tion, and slightly recessed from the front of the base, a broad leaf



juts out towards the left side of tho window, carvod with smaller 

leaf patterns; tho right hand one has broken off. Finally, above 
the top level of these leaves, the window frame advances towards tho 

column in a sequence of stylised curled leaves.
As to the octagonal shaft of the column, this is carved into 

eight facets, in each case divided horizontally into three upright
Isections. In the bottom and top sections, an ogee arch contains a 

leaf and bud carving; the central section consists of two pentagons

on either side of a lozenge in high relief, lined at both ends by a
-

circular-band of eight elongated hexagons riding on the dividing 

line between two facets. The shaft itself is a rotating member' be

tween the levels of its two outer tores. The top tore, which lies at 

the same height as the window frame, makes way for a broad tore- 

shaped capital with large six-pointed stars outlined in relief.

By two successive tores, the top one being much larger, the

capital joins the grooved face of the main frame. It may be worth
«

noticing that only the rotating shaft Is carved on all sides. This 
does not apply to the back of the base which has only been squared off.

Two vertical panels fill the top corners of the main frame and

half a' roundel on either side of the window encroaches on them (ph.
60). Only in the top part of each panel does the decoration flow and 
harmonize successfully. The lower parts convey an impression of con

fusion as if the master-drawing had been misunderstood„ The sinuous 

linear composition does not appear to add up to any known pattern and 
flat disjointed elements, similar to those on the mihrab, relate in 

no way to any kind of geometrical motif or misinterpreted Arabic 
letter. Both lower parts reproduce the same composition without 

reversing it in a single instance. As to the decoration of the two



roundels,this is far more skilfully executed. Based on a six- 

pointed star, it has been completely carved with flowers, leaves 

and buds. Although not absolutely identical, both roundels give 
the same feeling of profuseness.

The final entrance frame appears unfinished judging by the 

roughly assembled blocks of stone above the arch of the door (ph.

6),although a closer examination of the lower part of the square 
panel of octagons indica.tes a duly completed carving, which may 

suggest that the original door was a larger one than that which to

day survives,, Nine large moulded octagons in the square panel are 

spaced out by four smaller ones with the addition of horizontal 

and vertical hour-glass shapes to decorate the remaining spaces.

Each large octagon is filled with a geometrical star pattern of 

lines which gives its shape to tho central rosette: six more half

rosettes are spaced around the outer part. As to the smaller octagons, 

the central six-pointed star leads out to six small flowers all 
slightly different. Along the outer sides of the square panel there 

is only room for half a small octagon also filled with three variable 

leaves. The three lino inscription, is inserted above the square panel

(24).

In the two vertical broad bands which rise on either side of 

the door, the square panel and the inscription., a thick cable follows 

an angular meandering course to the top of the inscription where both 

halves meet. Here again, no parallel has been found with Arabic 

writing or any regular motif of decoratinn (pi.15). This cable 

only appears to act as a variable frame or link for the seven sculpted 

compositions in both vertical bands. Most of them are unfinished 

against a pierced background. A telluric crack runs down the right



side and,on the whole, the upper part is nearer completion than 

the lower one. On both sides, the outlines of the heart-shaped 

sculpture suggests a florescence similar to that, completed on the 

north portal, whereas the other sketched-out shapes create an im

pression of symmetry although fundamentally none are alike. The 

two rounded sculptures coincide with the middle row of the square 

panel and the cable turns at a sharp angle across it with an extra 

vertical notch. The outer circle band is plain whereas the inner 

one consists of a'beaded pattern. The concave centre is'filled with 

the usual inter-twining vegetal composition.

Although on tho'door panel the juxtaposition of hoieroclito 

elements belonging to- the geometric and vegetal repertoire, does not 

strictly harmonize, nonetheless, a feeling of unity is given to the 

whole portal by its double-arched frame. Nowhere else in Anatolia 

or the Upper Erphates, has such an arch form been used as an outerl
shape for a portal.

By the thirteenth century, doorways into important buildings
I

such as mosques and medreses are given special emphasis through a

magnified rectangular portal or even a pishtaq, either flush with

the outer wall, as in the east window, or standing out like a massive

tower. This point is illustrated by many caravanserais of the first
1half of the thirteenth century. The arching of the doorway is con

tained within the rectangle.and, more often than not, a muqarnas niche 

replaces the tympanum. Even when a tympanum is included, no more than 

a pair of pilasters completes the doorway without giving it any special



feeling of depth, as in the main entrance to the Great Mosque of 

Dunaysir (ph06l)„ It is the muqarnas niche which gives depth, not 

the pilasters„

At this point it may he asked whether the arched entrances of

traditional Christian buildings would come nearer to creating this

feeling of depth,, Neither in Qalat-Seman in northern Syria dating (ph„62)

back to the end of the fifth c e n t u r y n o r  in Byzantine Daphri near
2Athens, six centuries later, may any feeling of modelling be noticed*

3 7Even in such examples as Parma cathedral' or San Michele in Pavia

(ph06y) both twelfth century, the receding arch portal does not

come away from the wall* In Provence Pomancsque churches, like
5Saint Gilles du Gard of the end of the twelfth century, as well as 

in San Marco in Venice, it is the whole facade of tho entrance which 

moves forward and not the arched portal *

It has often been suggested^ that the presence in the Middle 

East of western builders and masons during the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries must have had some impact on building conceptions and or

namentation of the neighbouring areas. From the time of the first 

crusade in 1097 to the fall of Acre and the abandonment of Tortosa 

in 1297, from the kingdom of Jerusalem to the county of Edessa,

:lc r a , plJlO,.

2A d BON et F„ C HA POUTTII HR, En Grece, 1978, pi.25*

3CRA, pl„l70a.
7CRA, pi.l70b„
qCPA, pi.76a.

^R0MEYEE-PIEFSTAHL, Parnassus III, 193̂ -, Persian influence in Sol,iuk 
art, 27, and D„ KUBAN, "The mosque and hospital at Divrigi and the 
origin of Anatolian Turkish archilectureAnatolica, II, 1968, 122-
9.
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west European practices coexisted with a long standing tradition of

stone building from the earliest antiquity right up to the Ayyubid

renaissance. Suffice it to say that the buildings of the Crusaders

were sufficiently appreciated to justify the transfer of the whole

portal of Saint Andrew in Acre to the tomb of Qala*un. in Cairo by

his son the Mamluk al~Ashraf Khalil (689/1290-693/129^ (ph.64).
In this examplej the series of receding arches and columns in the

doorway create a definite feeling of depth but again the frontal arch

is caught up in a square panel above it and hardly overlaps the

doorway. In the case of the portal into the cathedral of Tortosa,^

(ph.3 8), two double-arched mouldings with a central recess, spring

from two pilasters on either side of the door. A further outer pair
of mouldings follows the shape of the arch and, just above the level

of the capital, turns at right angles for a short length, rather

like the moulding over the windows and entrances of early Syrian

churches. In Tortosa, only this last pair of mouldings curves out

away from the face of the wall. Almost the same effect is produced
3above the doorway into the church of Tigran Honentz in Ani.

It therefore seems that even in the later development of the 

European Gothic portals no portal is ever a free arched composition 

without some enclosing device above it of an angular nature. The 

hospital portal in Divrigi appears to be unique in'tfeat it makes use 
of and elaborates on the double archway and arch of earlier models. 

The ultimate transformation lies in the visual conversion of the

1CCCK1 97 and MCRJ, pi.33, ph.163.
2MCRJ, PI. 1 90, 110.492.

3AMA, pi. 123.



two outer vertical flat panels into a bizarre broad corner pillar 

with a square angle over which the giant capitals ride astride 

(ph.49). The outer vertical limit of this unusual pillar is drawn 
out by the lgm-alif and semi-circle band pattern (7 6  ) which does

stop at the level of the giant capital. The outer arched movement 

springs from this level and similarly to the Tortosa portal, the 

last arched moulding curves tangibly forward.

It may be argued that the roof-coping behind and above the 
last arching movement adds up to a rectangle, but in fact it is 

no more than a protection for the deep iscesses between the two 

arches and also between the Inner arch and the tympanum (ph.50).

It may even be possible that this whole coping^ was an addition of 

the Ottoman restoration. A closer inspection of the four carved 

vertical mouldings reveals an extremely regular pattern of over

stylised lotus flowers and heavily ribbed elongated leaves; in 

addition, all stems inter-twine too obviously instead of receding 
into the background as on other carvings in Divrigi; the same 

observation may be applied to the curled tips and nodules. The 

ridged edges of the motifs, the lack of contrasting levels and 

the monotonous regularity of the pattern help to suggest a later 

date than that applicable to the rest of the building. Early Otto

man carving in the Green Mosque of Bursa, dated 1424, may serve
2to implement these remarks.

One further supposition is prorrpted by the bareness of the 
two flanks of the angular pillar; the well-dressed stone might 

have been prepared to receive the same kind of elaborate star band 

as the inside of the arch on the north portal (ph.26).

The two lower small, five-sided platforms which narrow the width 
of the portal towards the arch have, also received a small right- 
angled moulded contour and both ends are limited by two engaged 
columns with an arabesque of lotus flowers and leaves.

^S.K.YETKIN, h 1 architecture turque en Turquie, Paris, 1962. (ph.*54)



The door into the hospital is framed by a large recessed 

rectangular panel; a star decorated tympanum joins 011 to the top 

of the frame. In this composition two unusual features require 

some explanation as to their mere existence and the way they re

late to the rest of the decoration.

The first one consists of an imposing free-standing column 

(8 î- ) in front of the first floor window. It attracts attention 
not only by its strange position which takes up one third of the 

window space, but also by its very size. This in turn might sug

gest another purpose than a purely decorative one. After careful

analysis of the measurements, it becomes apparent that the very
1

height of this strange-looking column has been used as a basic 

unit from which to construct the whole portal. It is sufficient

to say at this stage that the column is placed in such a way as to

make up the central section of the total height of the portal, with
twice its length. 011 either side of it.'*’

A second feature, almost as unexpected as the first, consists 

in the first floor window. Such a feature in Islamic architecture 

sets a new series ofproblems since it is not customary to add a win

dow within the frame of a portal. Even if there were a first floor
pbehind the entrance wall as in medreses and caravanserais'" the 

general tendency would be not to stress it by any opening; the 

door itself is.a negligible quantity, usually veiy small in relation

A further use of this unit of measurement will be discussed in 
the conclusion. Such mullioned windows appear in an II.~kh.anid 
manuscript of the first half of the ’lAth century A.D. in a 
Shahnameh of the Freer Callery, Washington, No. t-b-21.

2 It would indeed be foolish to add another opening above the 
entrance door in a caravanserai, which often plays the part of 
a small fortress. . . .
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to the portal, and all that matters is the size of the frame around 

and above the door* The onlooker must be in no doubt as to the im

portance of the entrance whatever the humble size of the threshold. 

Exceptions to this rule appear later as exemplified in the

A^mad Ghazi medrese ,1375-AH in Pe^in near Milas^ or in the Ak medrese,
2 *(1401 A.D.) where the window is not above the entrance but be

comes a separate arched loggia on either side of the portal. It

may be therefore inferred that a window such as that in the hospital 
vportal of Divrigi is not of Islamic inspiration.

In northern Syria many early Christian, churches have on the 

west elevation one or several windows above the entrance doorway in 

order to allow more daylight into the nave, as for example in the 

church of Qalb-Loze (ca. 500 A . D . T h e  same disposition of wind

ows is also found in'early Armenian basilicas such as that of Kasakh, 
fifth centUry A.D., at Aparan hear Erevan.Here the upper window ho 

longer follows the shape of a relief arch which was the case in 

Syria, but becomes an elongated vertical opening well above the en

trance. No larger arch system encloses both window and door in either

case. (There might sometimes be a small porch over the door as in
5Zibini, seventh century, north of Kars, where a relief arch window 

is included under a general arch with pillars to the ground,) By 

the end of the tenth century A.D. inAni, the Cathedral has on. both west

S.K.YETKIN, L 1architecture turque en Turquie, Paris, 1962, ph.52.

2mta i, ph. 53............... ....... ‘......  '
^ECBA, ph.^fa. 
ifAMA, ph.9.

^AMA, ph.ifif.
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and north elevations (ph.2 7) the same elongated window with a

very low relief frame well above the entrance door. A slight

moulding in the shape of a blind arcade encloses both window and

door. .In the monastery of Horomos, near Ani, the church of

Saint John has a window above the whole arched doorway^.

Although early Romanesque churches in Europe owed a great deal

to Middle-Eastern architecture, the building Crusaders in turn,
brought to the eastern shores of the Mediterranean the use of

series of receding pilasters for doorways and that of a kind of
light inlet above the doorway. The oell-de-boeuf in the trefoiled

arch above the entrance to the church of Saint Andrew in Acre is
a case in point (ph.64)^ so is the rose window in the Zecharia

2chapel of the A1 Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem. In the same town the 

windows above the entrance to the Holy Sepulchre, 11^9, and those 

of the church of Saint Anne, only a few years later, do not relate

in any way to their entrances. The arched movement above each of
4 23them belongs to either the window or the door.

On the other hand, by the middle of the thirteenth century,
in the ancient kingdom of Greater Armenia the arched entrance of

i|.the gavit to Hovhannavank, 12.50 (ph. 65), has a large arched window place 

squarely above the doorway, and of equal width with a central column.

Later still, in 1266, the window above the arched doorway of the 

monastery of Gauzasser (ph.66), although without a central column, is con
tained by a voluminous moulded rectangular frame, in design not

1MA, ph.128.

2MCRJ, pi.115, No. 333..

^CCCK, 7 , 13. 
hAMA, ph.191*

5AAP, 99, ph.79.



unlike the plain frame of the door panel in the hospital portal of
. v .Xhvrxgi.

From this chronological list of windows above west doors of
. vchurches it would appear that the example of Divrrgi is unique m  

that both door and window with the added column, are enclosed under 

the same double arch system and that moreover the tympanum is above 

the window and not above the door as in most churches. Although a 

prototype the hospital portal was never really imitated and only a 

few of its elements were picked up in the last two examples in 

Armenia. No real imitation may be found either in Anatolia or in 

the Upper Euphrates.

Besides the hospital and west portals, the west elevation (pi.9) 

also includes on each side of the west portal a buttress 7 .5 0 ro* 
high by 0 .8 0 m. which appears to be too narrow in width to retain 

the wall efficiently. Both buttresses are an integral part of the 

well-dressed facing of the wall, and in turn they are flanked by a 

pair of plain windows (1 .1 0 x 0 .7 0 m-) which in no way detract from 

the west portal.
The hospital side of the elevation rises from almost 8.00 m. 

at the mosque level, to over 10 m. by an additional eight courses of 

stone. This extra height is required by the hospital first floor.

Apart from the window in the portal, two ground-floor and two first- 

floor windows are the only openings on the west side of the hospital. 

They too are unobtrusive and smaller than those belonging to the 

mosque.

The level of the terrace along the west elevation slopes down, 

towards the north end of the mosque and a cursory look at the height 

of the window sills above ground level to the left of the west portal



shows that they start a course of stone higher than those on the 

right of the portal. Furthermore, it has been noticed that only 

thirteen steps are needed to gain access to the east elevation 

paving from the south side of thebuilding, whereas twenty-seven 

steps are required from the north side. This will be reflected in 

the difference of levels in the mosque and the hospital.

The south elevation is the only one not to have any major 

opening with suitable decoration. Only six windows haphazardly 

scattered on an irregularly faced wall relieve the unadorned ex

panse. They are two courses of stone high by half that size in width. 

Here and there a few rough carvings have been scattered by the work

men restoring the fabric of the wall. Such a wall is more in keeping 

with the Islamic treatment of elevations which do not have an entrance 

into the building. It is seldom possible to enjoy visually a walk 

around a mosque of the thirteenth century. On the contrary, a 

church, be it Armenian or Syriac, would offer a variety of decorative 

compositions made to relieve the monotony of a well-dressed face; 

this point may be illustrated by the church of Saint Gregory Tigran 

Honentz in Ani (ph.6?.).



Chapter Four 

INTERIOR OF THE MOSQUE AND HOSPITAL

The plan of the monument falls into two parts totally separ

ate in conception but harmonized by the builders into one compact 

rectangular building: the mosque and the hospital. For the pur

pose of analysing the structure it is convenient to take each part 

separately,describe it, trace its origins to previous structures 

where possible and finally discuss the combination of the two juxta

posed princely foundations; both were built to the glory of God 

but only the mosque incorporates a mi^rab.

The Mosque
2The mosque covers a rectangular surface of 1,1^0 m.

(38 x J>0 m.) (pi. 6 ) and is divided into a system of twenty-five 

vaults numbered 1 to 25 by sixteen columns marked A to Q. The main

axis runs from the highest portal on the narrower north elevation
1to the ml for a b along the middle of the central arsle which is wider 

than the two lateral ones on either side of it (9 .5 0 m. as opposed 

to f̂.75 m, ). The intricate decoration of the vaulting system 

strongly emphasizes the corrplexities of the ceiling structure which 

culminates In the mihrab twelve-ribbed dome. This dome rests on four 

squinch arches (ph.75) which carry the whole load. At the north end 

of the mosque vaults 18 and 23 also show great complexity. The en

trance door and north portal are not in the axis of the mlhrab al~
2though the centre of vault 23 appears to be axial. The whole struct

ure of the north portal, off-centred to the west, encroaches on this

^The word ’aisle' is used here in preference to 'nave' (which 
carries a different architectural and religious connotation).

2Seen from outside the north portal'is in the middle of the north ele
vation if allowance is made for the shape of the original minaret (31



vault by the two semi-circular piers needed to support the very

tall portal (ph., 68).

A closer inspection of the plan (pi.6 ) reveals fundamental

disturbances in the shape of the western half of the mosque. The

columns, heavily encased in stone, have shifted slightly and this

in turn has led to an irregular plan of the vaults above them.

These are certainly not true rectangles and amongst them only

vaults 4 and 9 still have an elaborate vaulting system. On the

other hand, in the eastern half of the mosque, most vaults have

been carefully organized except for vaults 21 and 22. Vault 16

is rather sober, by comparison. Only column B in this half of the
mosque has been encased in stone presumably to stabilize the load

of the miferab dome. A series of reinforcing arches lines the in-

trados of the arches resting on all encased columns.

A second axis to the mosque may be drawn from the west portal

through the central part below vault 19. This vault like vault 8

is new and its centre does not coincide with the central part of

the threshold of the west portal which stands more to the south.

Judging by the section drawn by Gabriel^ there must have been an

ablution fountain in the central area, but to-day the level of the
2latest paving has completely hidden any possible trace of it. The

former paving may still be seen at the two entrances of the mosque
3with its large irregular stone flags. The base of each column

1MTA II, fig.112.
2This new paving was being laid at the time of the plan drawn up by 
Ulgen (VD V , pl.l) and of Ga Goodwin's photographs.

3 - 2Within the north door it covers an area of 11.40 m. and within
the west door an area of 6 .70 m .2 a step of 36 cm. in the
first and 26 cm. in the second instance.
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has been enclosed by the new paving and the correct height of each 

column must be deduced by allowing for the change of level in the 

paving and the gradual slant of the rock foundation of the whole 

building (95*-6)o

Columns
The seven visible columns (pis. 19-20) are made up of seven 

blocks of stone and their octagonal base in each instance stands 
on a larger square plinth more or less deeply set in the paving.

None of the seven capitals or bases are alike and the octagonal 

shafts terminate at top and bottom in a wider tore preceded by a 

more slender moulding except in the case of column F. The mouldings 

were intended to be carved but only the shafts in N and 0 have been 
given a decorative treatment: a checkered band in N and a row of

beads in 0.

All seven capitals are virtually square with angles softened 

by the triangular outline of a small muqarnas niche on three levels 

except for capital N where no alveoles fill the empty space. The 

areas between the niches are all carved, except for A, mainly with 

eldded niches in F, K, 0, a small circle in E, a diagonal cross
moulding in J and a chevron in N. As to the bases, each facet of 

the octagon contains a small arch-shaped carving facing up or down 

with or without a notch to emphasize the apex of the arch; the 

exception is K where the decoration has not been completed. In F 

the pattern is on two levels with well-shaped portions of eight 

pillars between the levels. The base of column J (ph.69) has a most 

successful cable pattern with a bold loop at the top of each facet 

before the start of the shaft mouldings.

Such ornate free-standing columns cannot be attributed to either



eastern or Syrian’ influences and the fact that elements such as 

corner mugarnas niches on capitals, thick tores at top and bottom

of shafts, octagonal bases on a square-plinth, already existed in
2 . 3monasteries, points to an Armenian origin. Suffice

k
it to mention the gavit of the monastery of Sanahin dated ll8l A„D,

5and that of Makaravarik dated 120?. All shafts are cylindrical, 

be it those on the first floor surrounding the sah.11 of the Great 

Mosque in Diyarbakir or examples in Armenia. The plain faceted 

octagonal shaft still remains an original feature of the columns 

in the mosque.

Plan

The lay-out of such a mosque as that of Divrigi is often 

qualified by the word basilical , presumably on the ground of 

several rows of columns which give the building an elongated shape 

and contrast with the ■Arab type mosque such as the Great Mosque 

inDiyarbakir. Nevertheless if one is to apply strictly the meaning 

of ■ basilica - an oblong hall with a doub’le colonnade and an apse- 

none of the earlier mosques, which usually come into this category, 

fulfills the definition. The Great Mosque in Niksar (11V5A f O  has five 

aisles, so have Kayseri (113,5-^0) together with the Ku'Ltik mosque 

(1210-1A.D.) in the same town, while the Great Mosque in Ak^ehir
Vhas six aisles. Furthermore in the Great Mosque of Divrigi the wrdth 

of the central aisle is twice the size of a lateral one, each aisle

■̂ It may be submitted that Syrian capitals were also carved with 
muqarnas niches (Damascus III, 3.8-9) figs.23"3l) but it seems that 
if they are to be compared with those in Divrigi or Armenian mon
asteries they look rather too frail and subdued to be considered 
as definite antecedents for Divrigi,

2From the eleventh century, a kind of narthex no longer based on the 
cross-in^square plan of churches with massive piers or clusters of 
pillars, but requiring free-standing columns ,

■^Byzantine church architecture has very litt3.e if anything to do with 
the various components of the present building.

7AAP, , No„ 19.



is divided by r. line of four columns, every column carries in part 

a different vault and this system cannot be said to moke up a 

colonnade of the kind known ii early Christian architecture. The 

added width of the central aisle is no doubt meant to emphasize the 

mifrrab as may also be seen in the Kiiliik mosque in Kayseri. Finally 

the mifrrab niche can hardly be compared to the apse of a basilica 

particularly when the special dome which crowns the miftrab is taken 
into account. Any dome in a Christian church stands between the nave 
and the apse, not over the latter part.

The transformation from the Arab type of mosque to what may 

be called the Anatolian mosque"'" seems to have been governed by 

climatic and practical conditions. When the sajjn or courtyard had 
to be eliminated because of rain or snow, the covered part of the 

mosque facing the miljrab was lengthened. This elongation of the 

ground plan would have made the building too massive had the various 

series of side aisles not been trimmed back to even out the whole 

space. This explains why in southern Turkey and adjacent to the 

Syrian border there still exists for climatic reasons the Arab■ 

type of mosque inDlyarbakir and Dunaysir. The early mosque in divas, 

eleventh-twelfth century, again conforms to the Arab plan but with 

no trace of a courtyard; exceptionally its roof is completely flat 

without the usual myrrab dome but this seems due to some later re

storation, since the principle of that type of dome was brought into 
Anatolia early on from Persia.

By the thirteenth century in most examples the Anatolian



mosque consists of a hall of columns with a mifcrab dome. The

columns may he re-used Byzantine ones or wooden ones when the

material is available, or again they may be carved out of fresh

blocks of stone. As to the domes, they are usually built of stone
2but there exist the occasional examples of brick or wooden domes .

The Great Mosque in Divrigi shows the same departure from the Arab 

plan. Its nearest and earlier parallel can be found on the citadel 

hill of the same town and further afield in the *AlaJ ad-Din mosque 

in Nigde. The citadel mosque is dated to 376/1180-1 and consists 

of three aisles divided by two rows of three columns each; only 

the two lateral ais3.es show traces of two rows of domes. The cAla* 

ad-DTn mosque, dated to 620/3.223, like the previous mosque, has been 

defined as basilical because of its three aisles but the three domes 

along the qibla wall under3_ine the whole length of that wall and 

not solely the central part of it. Moreover the piers do not con

stitute two colonnades for the very reasons already mentioned.

Unlike its predecessors with five aisles in Kayseri and Niksar, 

which seem to have been designed by less experienced craftsmen, the 

Great Mosque of Divrigi strikes a note of unity as it must have
€ f-I J  tr i * "V"been conceived, as indeed was the Ala ad-Dm mosque in Nigde, as 

one unit. The whole lay-out shows great enterprise if not a defiance 

of structural building rul.es of the time with its large number of 

columns and twenty-five vaults. The fact that nine out of sixteen 

columns have had to be encased in a stone sheath tends to show up the 

miscal.culatinn of stress precisely in that part of the mosque without

'̂ G06NEY, Ankara1 da Turk devri yapi3.ari , Ankara 1971, 209, for a 
list of mosques with wood columns.

^C.F.KITER, HA wooden dome in Turkey", Oriental art, NS 13, 2,
1969, H3-3.
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extra reinforcement* Along the qibla wall the structure of the 

hospital acts as a buttress, the hill does the same for the east 

wall, the two inner piers play a double part in holding together 

the northern vaults and the north portal. The Ottoman, restorers^, 

fully understood the problem of thrust when they heavily buttressed 

the north-west corner of the mosque with its minaret* They also 

added two slender abutments on either sido of the west portal, but 

these hardly seem sufficient to holdback anything more than the 

portal itself. They also lined the inside of the wall with a series 

of six irregular blind arches (97 ). Even in the lAlas ad-Drn
V .mosque in Nigde which only consists of fifteen vaults on eight 

squat piers, the last restorers felt it necessary to add heavy but

tresses to the southern and western outer walls.

Vaults

Whereas the standard Graeco-Roman columns carry flat roofs - 

and the same applies to the wooden columns of the Arab type mosque
Vthe columns in Divrigi serve a completely different purpose. Their 

robust structure allows for a new system of vaulting and opens up 

possibilities for more sophisticated cupolas. The vaults are made 

of interlocking stones, often tufa which is lighter than sandstone, 

carved so skilfully that gravity pulls them together.^ Fallen 

vaults of a similar type but simpler are those of the Manuchihr 

mosque in Ani built before 1120 (ph.70). The break shows how much 

more of the blocks of stone are enclosed above the vault than is 

visible from the ground, and consequently such structures are more

1 J. BALTRUSAXTIS, L 1 ogive et I'Armenle, Paris, 1936,23, fig. 13.
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likely to withstand earthquakes.

No other mosque creates such a sense of unity combined with 

such a variety in detail. Whereas in the Great Mosques of Silvan 

and Dunaysir the main focus is on the dome and the milyrab below', 

in the Great Mosque of Divrigi the eye is led almost unwittingly 

from the columns to the vaults; these produce a succession of im

pacts which in turn reach a climax in the symbolic dome over the 

mifcrab. The study of comparative material for this vaulting system 

with its strong and ornate columns, leads back to the gavit~*~ which 

by the early part of the thirteenth century was standard in all 

monastic complexes. Four free-standing columns delimit the central 

part of the hall with its cupola for light. The arches for the eight 

surrounding vaults spring from the columns and terminate directly 

in the four main walls or depend on columns either free-standing or 
half-engaged as in the monastery of Sanahin where the gavit was 

built in ll8l.
In the buildings of the Crusaders in Syria and Palestine

Corbels mark the springing of such arches on the main walls. This
is in fact what has happened in the Great Mosque (pi. 26 ). The

first four along the east wall come closer in inspiration to the
2examples seen in the castle of Tortosa (ph.71), so do the two 

corbels on either side of the mlforab. The last four corbels on 

the north wall convey a sense of greater stress in their massive 

outline. The builder might have found it necessary to reinforce 

these springings as an added support to the two piers of the north 

portal, (pi. 2 6, Nos. 7-10)-

The first one dates back to IQ38 in Horomos vank near Ani; 
it is usually located in front of the church and at the same time 
attached to it and chiefly used as a meeting place during the 
Islamic period.

2MCRJ, pi.183, No. 357.



The lay-out of the mosque may be better understood if it is 

considered as a glorified gavit which would not only include the 

usual central part but would also be extended by one vault on all 

sides. From a traditional three times three system, the plan be

comes a five times five system. This extension has also been called 
1an ambulatory but such a term may only be used when tawaf is 

required in the sense of a procession around a sacred place such 

as the Qa'ba in Mecca. This practice does not apply in the normal 

use of a mosque. Thus the double-plan gavit has been designed to 
.create enough space in front of the qibla wall.

The second problem solved by the use of a gavit plan is that 

of daylight inside the building. It is difficult to-day to re

constitute the original central cupola which normally crowns the
2gav.it. It might have had an opening since Gabriel indicates an 

ablution fountain below it. The newly repaired octagonal skylight 

rests on the extrados of four arches springing from columns F G K L 

and on their cross-beams. Its drum is covered by a gently sloping 

glass pyramid. Other daylight sources consist of the east window 

( 65) and the four windows in the west wall ( pl.l6). Only a closer 

study of the shapes points to their remodelling with the addition 

of hinges for shutters presumably as part of the Ottoman restoration 

rough stone masonry blockstp almost half their height. An added 

opening well above windows ’a'and 1b ' is hardly visible; these two 

windows at the north end of the west wall still have some carved
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decoration within the recessed niche well above their newer opening.

Wo such carving survives above the two other windows. These open

ings in c and d may be entirely new ones required by the odd placing 

of the piers to the six reinforcing arches along the whole length 

of the inner west wall. A cursory look at the ground plan will show 

the erratic spacing of these arches and piers.

In spite of the relatively small amount of daylight allowed 

into the mosque and therefore the difficulty of distinguishing 

any vaults clearly,it is intriguing to notice that such elaborate 

vaults have been built iito the fabric of the mosque; they appeal’ 

more as a determined challenge to space and gravity than as a straight 
answer to a simple roofing and decorative problem. In his survey‘d 

Mnatsakanyan lays out two series of patterned vaults; the first 

one exemplifies the treatment of a square space (ph.7 2) and the 

second series that of a rectangular space (ph.73). In Divrigi all 

vaults are rectangules (pis.17-18) and they seem to combine the more 

intricate patterns of the square series with added innovations beyond 
these more regular geometric models. The best preserved vaults are 

numbers 1, 2 ? 6 and 7 which all fall into one group. Each compo

sition centres round a star, a cross, a circle or an octagon from 

which radiate a complex mesh of ridges and mouldings. The apparent 

skill consists in reducing the overall length of the rectangle to 

a smaller one as in vault ^ or to a square as in vault 6. (ph.7*0 The remain 

ing areas at either end are turned into halfadorned shapes or various 

combinations of triangles.

^AAP, 111, pis. 9 3, 112, pi,9 .̂
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It is worth noticing that the above description draws on a 

vocabulary alien to the field of three-dimensional geometry, for 

the onlooker, space has been reduced to a flat surface most evident 

in vaults 2 and 4. It requires even more careful examination to 

discover that the central motif of vault 6 - a stylised lotus (ph.7^) - is 

suspended in space; a similar treatment is accorded to the decora

tive part of the keystone in vault 25 (fig.l8 ). Moreover geometrical 

and vegetal details of the same relief technique are detectable in 

all vaults of this group. The central rosettes in vaults 1 and 7 have 

been carved in relief so has the swastika pattern in the central cross 
of vault The' same type of rosettes were carved in the severy of 

a vault of Makaravahk, before 1207.^ Four stylised lotuses add a 

spreading-out effect to the cross pattern in vault 6 and in vault 2 

the same four lotus flowers, placed separately further down the 

branches of the more elongated cross, draw in the lines towards the 

centre as they face towards it. In vault 7» the four flowers alter

nate with four pairs of smaller more elaborate ones.

With its massive ribbing, vault 18 stands on its own in the 

way it conveys a true feeling of drawing-in space and leads up to 

vault 2 3, which is really part of the monumental north portal, since 

it receives the top part of its two massive piers (ph. 68). They do not stand 
equidistant from the central axis leading from the centre of the 

miforab dome to the centre of vault 25. Structurally there is no 

visible explanation for this slight shift of the portal to the west.

As often happens outside Europe, symmetry is not a fundamental law 

for craftsmen and one should not attach too great an importance to

1AAP, fig.55-



it in this kind of enquiry. The central part of vault 25 con

sists of three rows of five cubes deeply carved into the shape of 
a four-pointed star with a round centre^ this centre is in turn 

cut into a smaller four-pointed star. As in the other vaults al

ready described, a cross-vaulting system is used and the ridges 

are emphasised either by the heavy ribbing in vault 18 or just 
underlined by an added decorative carving in the shape of a torch 
as in vault 7 -

It should be noticed that rectangular vaultings produce more 

stress than square ones when the thrust is equally distributed, a 

fact which may account for the collapse of a number of vaults in the 

Great Mosque. It is a tragedy that these vaults no longer have 

their original stone construction. It is to be wondered whether 

they ever were finished or had collapsed beyond repair after earth

quakes. A closer examination of the remaining original vaults shows 
traces of repair in the mortar joins which originally could not have 

looked as rough as the current ones. Other unexpected details con

sist of dark painted decoratinn in vaults 1 and 7. It could have 

been some decoration added by the Ottoman restorers^ On the other 

hand, these patterns fit in neatly with the general scheme in each

case aid could have been conceived as a substitute for the low re

lief carving which was not even started. The octagons, circles aid 

arabesques are drawn very much in the spirit of the day.

The Mijirab Dome

By the thirteenth century domes are a well-established 

architectural feature in western Asia. In Anatolia, there are two

"''They also added a whole quotation from the Qur?ah (28 ) on the
wall between the minbar aid the western wall.



imported traditions In the construction of domes: one is the
long-standing tradition of the stone martyrium taken over in early 
Islam by structures such as the Dome of the Rock, and the other is 

the Sasahid stone-built dome subsequently made of brick in such 

buildings as the tomb of San jar in Merv datable to around 1160 

or the famous mosques of the Jibal under the Great Seljuqs. There 

are two main elements which vary from one dome to the next. First 

the zone of transition between the normally square chamber where 

the dome may adopt one of a variety of systems from the squinch or 

corner arch to several types of pendentives. Second, the curvature 

of the dome may have an even surface with or without a pattern or 

else a ribbing which may be either structural or purely decorative.

In the case cf the Great Mosque in Divrigi, the transition 

(ph.7 5) from the twelve-sided drum beneath the dome to the square 

chamber, is achieved at each corner by means of a pair of inter

secting arches transfering the load to four points. The arches form 
part of the wall structure but it is not possible to determine to 

what extent they function independently of the wall. The inner space 

between the intersecting arches is filled with a muqarnas composition 

made up of five tiers of alveoles which have not received their final 

carved decoration. The two lateral spaces only have simple low re

lief carving in the shape of a stepped blind arch of the type al

ready noticed in the east window (7 0 ).

The squinch arches in the ^Ala* ' ad*-*DTn mosque in Nigde (ph. 77) 

give a clearer idea of the final effect to be had from this kind of 

work. The difference in the latter building lies in the fact that 

the totality of the squinch arch is structural whereas in Divrigi 

the arch carries the whole load. The corner arch in Silvan operates
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Vin the same way as in Divrigi (ph., 78).

Whereas the springing of the arch may be a plain triangular
* Voverlapping element of brick in the Jibal,in Drvrigi it is care

fully carved in the shape of a small muqarnas niche. Between each 

corner arch a smaller flat arch fills the space above the mihrab 

(ph.75) and the wall opposite. Both these arches are outlined by 

a stepped arch and include a window.'1' On the east and west sides 

of the domed chamber no such windows exist and only an. arched out

line has been carved. Furthermore above all four arches an eight- 

pointed ocuius marks the centre of each wall.

The novelty of such a dome (ph.7 6 ) consists in its handsome 

ribbing of twelve elements which gre carried right down to the base 

of the drum when possible or to the apices of the corner arches.

Each rib consists of two parts. The upper part emerges from a lightly 

outlined circle at the apex of the dome and is made up of a treble 

moulding with slanting sides. The space between each rib is filled 

by one block of stone which becomes wider as the dome spreads. The 

angle shaped by the points of departure of two ribs contains the 

remains of a painted arabesque.

A dividing line, horizontal and recessed, marks a clear1 separa

tion between the true ribbing and its prolongation in the lower part 

of the dome. At this point the dome would, in plan, resemble a 

twelve-petal flower.

Belov; this section the ribbing turns into an. elongated. capital 

with four narrowing Igyers of alveoles finally limited by another 

horizontal broad painted band. The widening area between the capitals 

is emphatically recessed; at the top it slants in abruptly like a 

roofing element as it follows the widening of the link stone between 

the upper ribs. These twelve areas are filled with polygonal hollowed

1Originally these two windows would have allowed some daylight to 
filter through into î he ml^rab^ dome; now they arc only dark holes 
looking through the newly' built attic.
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shapes each with a neatly carved frame. Unfortunately it is diffi

cult to reconstruct accurately the area contained between these two 

horizontal levels.
Under the lower horizontal band (ph.75), four capitals come 

to rest on the apices of the four corner arches. The remaining eight 

capitals become semi-engaged pillars with four-sided shafts. The 

broad base of the columns, thinning down to a point through narrow

ing levels of alveoles, is limited by the sides of the corner and 

window arches.
Such engaged pillars are used at an early stage in Islamic 

architecture to support as well as to decorate the zone of transi

tion in a domed structure. Some of the earlier examples in brick go 

back to the early years of the tenth century as exemplified in the 

well-known tomb of the Sarnanid in Bukhara; between each arch of the 

octagon a rounded brick pillar supports the central part of every 
second division of the sixteen-sided base of the dome itself. The 

mausoleum of Arab-Ata near Tim, dated 978^ (ph.79)j contains eight 

slender pillars in its zone of transition, each one reaching half

way down each angle. Only their alveole-shaped capitals, which look 

like spears, bear some of the load from the dome. Eight massive 

pillars in the drum of the Georgian church of Gengelli Koy, twelfth 
century, in the province of Kars (ph»80), support the dome and size
able windows between them give abundant'light to the church. A 

further example may be seen in the mashhad ad<~.Dikka in Aleppo where 

the sides of the squinch arches are sculpted into the shape of a 
pillar. . It should be remarked that, by comparing the zone of

transition in the'mijrab dome of Divrigi with the above examples, no



other buildings contain such lavish treatment for the dome.

Painted fragments have already been noticed in the vaults 

and inside the dome between two ribs. By emphasizing them, the 

painted lines create a star effect at the centre of the dome. Such 

painting also accents the second horizontal line, the outer parts 

of the arches, the stars and polygonal shapes.

The question now arises as to whether these shapes were meant 
to simulate the windows of the drum which exist in such Syrian build

ings as the medrese ar~Rukniya dated 621/122^— 9 1 in Damascus.^ As
to the ribbed dome, the best example available both in type and in

2terms of distance, is in Tercan, the mausoleum of Mama Hatun. The 

dome inside it only has eight ribs of a narrower kind but as in 

Divrigi they are structural. Finally it should be noticed that most 

of the prepared stone in the lower part of the dome has not received 

any special decoration which would probably have been of the type 

also found in the alveoles of the zone of transition in the Great 

Mosque in Silvan (ph.7 8).

The Mijirab

The least finished part of the whole building is without doubt 

the miforab (ph„8l). It takes up the entire width of the qibla wall 
crowned by the dome. At both ends of the miforab the more recent re

inforcement of the columns and the intrados of the arches has meant 

that the corbel from which the left arch springs has been embedded 

in the added stone lining; only its profile is visible. Before 

repairs the whole volume of the milyrab must have come forward by

qDamascus III, 20-6, figs. 37-8. 

2MIAVE, pl/i-3, ph. 131.



about 0.70 m. Its total width is slightly over 9*00 m. and its 

height approximately the same if one includes the large band of 

motifs above the framed structure. The mijirab niche is half the 

total height and about a quarter of the width.

In the thirteenth century such a vast composition is by no 

means unusual. Even in the ninth century in Qairawan the mifcrab 
panel (248/862) of the Great Mosque fills up the whole bay under 
the dome. The same principle is adopted in several mosques of the 
Almoravids in north Africa. The mi^ralo panel in the Great Mosque of 

Dunaysir 601/1204 (ph.82) overpowers the whole building. This effect 

does not apply so much in the case of 'the (Ala3 ad-Din mosque in 
Nigde (ph.83) where some of the width of the mifcrab bay has had to 

be relinquished to the stone minbar, so that both mijirab and minbar 

are included under the same dome. In the case of the milyrab bay 

of the Great Mosque in Erzerum, the arching for the dome outlines 

the space available on the qibla wall and consequently prevents the 

monumental mifcrab from filling the upper part of that bay, although
Vthe treatment of the stone facing is similar to that of Divrigi; 

in both cases, they are unfinished.

In the Great Mosque, four areas of the mi>irab only have been 

partly decorated. They consist of a proportion of the mi/rab niche, 

the high relief sculpture which acts as a link between the niche 

and the gigantic torches which mark both ends of the bay half-way 

up the panel. The last element, only carved in parts, lies across 

the top of the whole panel just below the zone of transition. In 

its deepest section, the mifcrab niche is recessed by about 1 .5 0 m., 

which allows the five successive surrounding frames to be brought 

forward in a series of bold projections. Only the first frame next
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to the niche and the outer one are absolutely flat. The second frame 

juts out almost at right angles; the third frame is almost half

moon shaped and the fourth has a slightly sinuous curve. The mul

tiple framing of the mifcrab niche occurs in the thirteenth century 

mosques already mentioned but never in so bold a style as in Div

rigi. One of the usual characteristics of the outer frame is to 
create a slightly encasing effect. Exceptionally in the Great Mosque 

the huge torches mark the limits sufficiently by overlapping from 

the fifth frame into the fourth to make the encasing an unnecessary 

refinement. Such dramatic sculpture has no parallel in earlier mosque 

and its three-dimensional quality makes it unique.

Each torch rises majestically from a corbel similar to those 

on the east wall (pi. 26) and spreads out into three concave reed- 

ings; these come to an end in the shape of three small alveoles 

surmounted by three small arches. If a line is drawn at that level 

across the miforab, it would run along the top of the sculptures in 

the second and top frames of the mlfrrab niche. The actual capital
section of the torch spreads out slightly more, repeating the lower

composition, but in three tiers; the top arches in the left torch 

are marked at their apices by a kind of flame-like carving.

Erom this area, a bold medallion juts out like a flower into 

the fourth frame. The left one, in addition to a background of arab

esques, contains what appears to be the world mulk in the wrong let

ter order (ph. 8 f̂). The pLaiting of the lam is not unusual in stucco

inscriptions of the thirteenth century in the Upper Euphrates.

A robust chevron moulding in the shape of a capital M marks 

the division with the two stylised lotus medallions which in turn 

give way to a group of three mouldings. Each of these mouldings



spreads out into a cluster of a further three mouldings. This part 

of the carving and the thick platform which is settled on it, is 

one course of stone higher on the left. Both platforms have a 

pair of four tier niches at their hase to crown the elongated space 

between the three lower mouldings. The purpose of this pair of 

torches is far from clear* and it may be that there is an explanation 

which is not of a functional value; the level of the top platform 

seems too far out of reach for any traditional lighting device to 

be placed there as a regular practice.

The second group of carved decoration spreads across the second 

and third frames and makes use of their moulded profiles: first

the sharp angle enhances the forward movement of the stylised flower, 

and second, the half-circle moulding allows the two leaves to branch 

out more gently. The left group seems to have been interpreted by a 

better craftsman, than the right one. It could also be that the amount 

of- protruding stone for carving was insufficient in the first place 

when the whole course of stone was placed in situ. When the time 

came to carve the right side, the workman had to contend with a smaller 

block than on the left side; he attempted some kind of symmetrical

oonposition but could not recreate the same elegance. When Gabriel

photographed the mihrab^ the wooden minbar stood against the right 

part of the third frame thus hiding the less successful carving;
2a small niche had been cut out of the outer flank of that frame.

This explains the white plaster patch now visible.

The mihrab niche is the third area of the mifcrab panel to 

have received appropriate decoration. By the thirteenth century it

1MTA II, ph.72.
2 tA rectangular niche still exists in the lAla* ad-DTn mosque in 
Nigde carved out of the inner flank of the stone minbar, MTA I, ph.36.
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is usually crowned by a pair of spandrels which contains standard 

motifs of roundels and geometric patterns such as those in Nigde.

Here the prepared stone surface is bare, but the intrados of the 

arch itself stands out in three successive levels and encloses the 

concave tympanum in its span (pi.2 2). In contemporary niiforabs this 

part may be flat, or not exist at all, in which case the whole miforab 

niche culminates in a muqarnas composition. The rectangular area 

below the tympanum is often lined by a pair of columns which en- 

closes the recessed niche and its varioud geometric patterns. In
VDivrigi, the standard treatment of the columns has been set aside, 

although the profile shows clearly three sharp flutings where the 

columns should appear. These projections have been absorbed by the 

exuberance of the carving in the upper half of the recess and on its 

sides, where the whole composition may have been intended to overlap 
into the outer frames. As it now meets the eye, the space has been 

divided into three horizontal large bands, two of which have been com

pleted. There is only an outline moulding for the last one; the upper 

limit undulates like a rope^ and the lower one, 0 .7 5 hi above ground 

level, lies on what would normally be the top of the column bases.

Close inspection of the two higher bands reveals two recess- 

ings in the successive stone courses, and the second one shows up 

across the whole face of the mlfcrab panel. One more reminder of 

the standard column composition is the first recessing which could 

be assimilated to the base of the capitals, now optically flattened 

out by the geometrical rhythm of the composition (pi.22). The pat

tern is repeated with slight variations in the second band, the lotus

1 , . . . . .    ,MIAVE, ph.^If, in the Mama Hatun mausoleum.
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is no longer the dominant theme as it was in the first band and the 

conventional calligraphic knot replaces it. Similar knots exist 

in more or less angular shapes, in the inscriptions on the minaret of Jam 

as well as the stucco mifcrab in Sinjar^ (637-57/1239-59). In the Qara
Serai of Mosul the knot becomes a purely decorative motif in its

2 vown right m  a narrow band on a wall such as it is m  Divrigi. Even

within the top band, unfinished areas show up in the background

slightly left of the central part, and the final intricacies of the

lotus flowers may be guessed at by referring to the completed ones

at either end.

The only completed part of the mifcrab decoration is the con

cave tympanum (pi.22). It consists of three tree-of-life compo

sitions based on the stylised lotus motif theme with two smaller 

motifs between them. Towards i ts apex, two diagonal lines resembling 

thick down-strokes do not connect with the rest of the tympanum. It 

could be that once again the carving was left unfinished. This does 

not detract from the balance and effortless spacing which leaves 
enough background for the shallow relief arabesque to develop, 

especially in the lower part. The converging movement towards the 

apex reduces the three dimensional effect without hampering the 

rhythm. This decor relates to the sculpture of the hospital and 

north portals and,in the same way, distracts the eye rather than calls 

for mental concentration and meditation as would do a purely geo

metrical patterning.

A similar treatment of the tympanum area exists in the Zangid

^Reise III, 12.

2Rajse III, pi.97.
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monuments of Mosul. At an early stage in the Great Mosque built be*™ 

tween 566 and 568^ (ph.85) the tympanum of the miferab already con

tains in essence the profuse decoration without as yet the more re

fined control over the variations in the levels. This stage is 
reached during the long rule of Badr ad~DTn Lu*Lus, who died in 6.57/ 

1259 j and before the Mongol onslaught. The free-standing mifyrab 

which used to be in the courtyard of the same mosque, now in the 

National Museum in Baghdad (ph.86), illustrates a more evolved style 

in this kind of virtuosity: in its double tympanum, the top one

contains a central tree-of-life but the lateral ones have been omitted 

and by this stage the arabesque tends to outrule other themes. Such 

stone carving does not only occur in Muslim buildings and it seems

that the same craftsmen may have gone from an Islamic site to a
2Christian one as J.M.Fiey submits quite plausible as for instance 

from the mausoleum of *Awn ad-Din in Mosul in 12̂ -8 to the monastery 

of Mar Behnam, further to the south-east near Karakush.

There is one last element of carving which rises vertically 

from the middle of the frame of the miforab niche across the first 

and second frames; towards the top of the second frame this element 
splits open in the shape of a V and folds downwards to form an M.

So far no parallels are available. It is easier to suggest how the 

frames might have been decorated by drawing comparison from the 

mifcrabs in Nigde and Dunaysir (ph.82-3); the frames are filled 
with geometrical star patterns strongly resembling wicker-work, and 
both have flat profiles. By contrast, the profile of the mifcrab

^Reise III, ph.5. 

2AC, 597-8.
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V:i.n Divrigi moves gradually forwards from its centre to the sides 

and,* like the portals, would allow vast relief sculptures as al

ready indicated both by tlio gigantic torches and by the lotus 

flowers and leaves.
Incomplete as it is, the broad band across the top of the 

inijixab panel still attracts notice (ph.75) i it consists of only 

five outlined elements, another six would be required to complete 

the composition. Two different motifs follow each other, both in 

turn take up the space of an equilateral triangle alternately 

facing upwards and downwards* From a distance their outlines look 

very stylised; magnified, their shapes may relate to two variant 

interpretations of the lotus flower. The core of the central- vase

shaped lotus contains a tight pattern of small six-pointed stars; 
the two other completed ones consist of only one multi-pointed

star not unlike the simpler star on the stone carving of the capital
qat the entrance of the mausoleum of Mama Hatun in Tercan ' (ph.k^). The top 

cluster of petals can only be guessed at while the background around 

the plant has not been carved although the bases of the lotus flowers 

have received enough shallow carving to underline an intricate series 

of arabesques.

The three existing lotus flowers illustrate the successive 

stages of carving on the stone surface„ The whole background of the 

flower on the right has been carved out completely and only the out

line of the lotus shows up; in the two other cases and especially 

in the central lotus, the skilful modelling of the surface empha

sizes the change of levels and the intricacies of the stylised flower.

1MIAV]1, pli„ ] 22.
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It shows a certain similarity with the sculptures on the north 
portal, but these nn̂ iralo lotus flowers are wholly original.

Such decorative additions to the mi lira b panel are not un

usual especially over stucco mlhrabs. Probably the two most renowned

are the mij:rah of al-Affoal (487/1094) in the mosque of Ibn Tulun
1 m 2in Cairo and that of the JJaydarTya mosque in Qasvln dating back

to the first half of the twelfth century. The difference between

the first and the second exanple consists in the placing of the

band; in the earlier composition the band is enclosed within the

frame of the ydhr'ab and in the later one it is set above and across

the whole width of the qibla wall. In Hamadau,the mlforab of the

mausoleum known as the 'Alaviyah also has a band of the latter

type, but its proportions are unsatisfactory; it is too high for

its width. In JaziTa too, some examples may be found, as in the

corner stone miforab of the Awn ad-Dm mausoleum m  Mosul which

was built before the Mongol conquest. The corner band runs across

the whole width of the outer frame of the mlforab.

In the Upper Euphrates, there does not appear to be any mlforab

decorated in such a way wliich could predate Divrigi. There is a

handsome but probably later one in foign-Kayfa built by the local

Artuld.ds (ph.87). In all the earlier examples, the division of the

band alters from one miforab to the other. In the mifo.rab of al—

Affoal the core of each flower motif contains a different geometrical

1K.A.C.CRESWELL, Cairo Mosques I, 1949-93, no.21.
^Survey IV, ph.313b0 

^SurveyIV, ph..330.
4Poise 11, ph. 13 6.



pattern and the whole level of the stucco panel is constant. Be** 

cause of the poor state of repair of the ̂ aydariya mosque, the 

assumption is that the same number of nine full motifs was repeated 

with added exuberance, and the apogee was reached in Divrigi with 

its probable eleven flower motifs. The style then became more 
stereotyped*** and disappeared subsequent to the fall of the II—

Khani ds.
In the same way as a variety of sources has been remarked upon 

for the portals and the east window, it could be equally stated that 

similar diversity has been combined into the heterogenous decorative 

vocabulary of the mosque. Many architectural examples ± l a variety 
of building materials share the same practical and decorative 

characteristics and have been used here as comparative material in 

spite of the great distances which more often than not separate them, 

be it Cairo or Ani, Bukhara or Konya. Further attention will be 

given to this point after the analysis of the hospital.

The hospital

Although this part of the building is sometimes referred to 
as a medrese its foundation inscription ( 2A ) makes it unquestion

ably a hospital, al~Par al-Shifa, a house'of healing. This Arabic 

word has been used here in preference to the Persian equivalent, 

maristan, contracted from bimaristan and Herzfeld gives a concise 

survey of the origins of this Iranian institution and recalls, as 
he quotes MaqrTzr, the foundation of the first maristan in Damascus

***The mijirab of Oljeytii Khudabanda in the Great Mosque in Isfahan 
710/1310 and the mitral) of the mosque of Marand 731/^330 illustrate - 
the more mechanical side of the composition.

2CIA III, 77, No. 4^.
3Damascus I, 2-3•
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by al-Walid in 88/707c Nearer in time, the Zangids and in parti

cular Nur ad-.Dr n , who died in 969/ U 7 6, founded ni/ristans in 

Damascus and Aleppo. This royal custom of building and endowing 

hospices was also followed by the kings of Armenia, such as Thoros

I (1100-1129) and later Leo III (1198-1219) and his daughter in
1Sis, the p.resent day Kozan. By the thirteenth century, the tradi

tion was well established and the lay-out of the building followed 

an almost standard pattern very similar to the plan of contemporary 

medreses with three iwans, looking on to a courtyard, the largest one

in the middle facing the entrance0 Already the maristan Nurr in
2Damascus shows the same lay-out in the middle of the twelfth cen

tury. No hospital ajjpears to have survived in Anatolia before the 
vbuilding in Divrigi, with the exception of the hospital of Kay-

g ij.Ka us I in Sivas which is on a monumental scale dated 61^/1217-8.

It consists of a large courtyard with only one axial iwan and an 

impressive number of rooms looking out on it. The central room on 

the south side contains the tomb of the sultan who died in 6l6/1219.

A small number of modreses predate the hospital in Divrigi and re

late to it in some of their features. They have been included in 

two catalogues of medreses and hospitals in Anatolia! They are 

the Yagibasan medrese in Niksar^, dated to 552/1157~8 by an in
scription on the tomb of Melik Ghazi with a dome over the central

1 rV. Torkomian, "Un coup d ’oeil sur l'histoire de la medecine en 
Armeno-Cilicie11, Revue des Etudes armeniennes, 6 , 1926, 3-9-26.
2 r Damascus I, 6.
^VlTA II, lh-7.
ACIA III, 6-7, No.1.
5K, ERDMANN, "Vorosmanische Medresen und Imarets vom Medresentyp 
in Anatolien11, Studies in Islamic art and architecture in honour 
of Professor K.A.C .Greswe.l.t, Cairo, 3-969, 62, and M„ sUzEN, 
Se3pmklular ve Beylikler devri , Istanbul, 3-972.

6MTA II, 12>*f, and AM II, 26-9.



courtyard and only two iwans; the remaining two sides are lined 

with small rooms. Another example stands on the west hank of 

the lake Egridir; Atab eg Mubariz ad-DTn Ertokush built a medrese 

in 621/122^, re-using some Byzantine material. The building, like 

the hospital in Sivas, contains only one iwan and a mausoleum 

was added to it later. The plan shows four free-standing columns 
which link up with the central dome.

VIn the hospital of Divrigi the same addition of four columns 

(pi. 21) to the plan also makes it possible to roof over what in 

Syria is an open courtyard. It is logical- that not too big a court

yard should be covered to withstand the Anatolian winters; such an 

addition does not alter the basic ground plan (pis.9-6). The 

position of each pair of columns is governed by the width of the 

two side iwans 29 and 39, which both have a depth of 3..50 In- 
turn the distance between the two pairs is twice the width, of the 

main iwan 31, 7.60 m„ deep. Six side rooms open on the central court. 
There is an absolute symmetry on both sides of a line drawn from

3the centre of the main iwan to the middle of the entrance portalt 

The consideration obviously given to calculating the balance and 

the distribution of the various rooms and iwans indicates the kind 
of planning which could only come from an expert. His conception 

is for the hospital to stand on its own and, in fact, it does not 
relate in any way to the Great Mosque, although the same man has 

given his signature to both buildings. Yet there exists a rough 

passage from the tomb chamber into the mosque through the qibla 
wall. This is an ad hoc arrangement with its clumsy wooden steps 
down into the mosque and the coarse grill, across the . .■

There are two steps down from the central court into the hall, 
and only one from the hall out.
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window. Judging from the two flaps of the wooden door, this open

ing could have been part of the Ottoman restoration, while the 

window looks too rustic and ill-proportioned to he original (ph.88).

The tomb chamber itself with one opening into the mosque was already
1indicated on van Berchem's sketch and on Gabriel's plan, although 

it was placed below vault No. 1; both openings are in fact under

vault No. 2. Between the time of van. Berchem's plan and Gabriel's,

some of the doors were blocked up. In the final restoration these 
were reopened; this is the case for rooms 27 and 37 as well as for 

the tomb chamber. The door of room opens nearer to the entrance 

end of the court. The west window in room 30 was not drawn. All

these changes have been recorded by Vigen on his 1962 plan, and

finally the 1972 plan has not taken into consideration any specific 
level of the ground floor so as to be able to include all windows 

whatever their height and the tombs as well. These are arranged in 

three different groups in 3 6, 38 and 28 and are all oriented east-
west. The two in iwan. 28 and the seven in iwan 38 are anonymous.

Out of the fifteen in the tomb chamber (ph.89) only four have been 

labelled recently. The notices read as follows:

-1- Melike Fatime Hanim, Suleyman £ah#i n  e s i ,Ahmet £a*in annesi. 

«2« ^ifa Yardirmce yaptiran, Ahmet ^ahsin esi Melike Turan Hanim. 

^3- Suleyman £ah bin £ahin^ah.
Cami yaptiran Ahmet Sah*in Suleyman ^ah.

In the first row of plastered tombs lie the wife of Sulaymah Shah

II and their daughter-in-law, the founder of the Hospital. Next to
his wife in the second row is buried Sulayman Shah II in a tomb with 

stucco swastika decorations on its side; and in the same row next
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to him his son Afrmad Shah, the sponsor of the Great Mosque; his 

tomb is covered with hexagonal copper oxide glazed tiles with over- 

glaze lustre painting (ph„9 0); the decoration consists of the 

name of Allah, on half the tile^ on the edges or on the whole
tile with cither a simple line for a border or a lotus leaf scroll.

The rectangular main body of each tomb is roofed by a tent-like 
shape and usually covered by a bright green rayon cloth. The bare 

g r o u n d }  still apparent in 19715 has now been cemented in and as a re« 

suit the chamber looks less derelict.

Although no conical stone roof appears over the tomb chamber 

in the earlier photographs, but only a tiled octagonal low pitched 

roof, it seems reasonable to assume that a dome and its stone 
cover existed originally since three of the original four squinch 

arches are still in place and the fourth lies 011 the floor of the 

hospital. Thus the restorers took a wise course when they recon

structed the cupola (pli,9l) with its design of eleven concentric 

circles similar to the vault above the central part of the first floor 
■(ph.lD^OThe start of the two squinch arches above the east wall 
fans out into a semi-circle; ' at that stage

the stones for the arch link up and a plaited border runs along its 
top. Close inspection of the cupola indicates the re-use of older 

stones. Its double tore is closely akin to those of other con

temporary domes."*" One other architectural feature of the tomb chamber 

may raise a doubt as to the original function of the chamber; it

is seen in the arch which alters the rectangular shape by contract-
£?ing it into a square so that the dome could be built (ph.9 2) "(pi- 6 ).

1The mausoleum of Mama Hatun in Tercan.
2J.M,Rogers kindly brought to my attention the possible change of 
purpose of the tomb chamber from its original conception.
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From the time the Turks began to settle in Anatolia, the
J

normal burial monument for a prince or a high ranking official

was a tomb tower made either of brick or stone according to what
]craftsmen were available, whether Persian, Syrian or local* To

wards the second half of the twelfth century some tombs were 

beginning to be included in the mosque precinct, as in the ‘Ala5 

ad-Din mosque in Konya or in the hospital in Sivas* In Divrigi

the Amir Shahanshah, son of Sulayman I was the last one of that
2dynasty to be buried extra muros. His son and grandson arc both 

interred in the tomb chamber of the hospital*

The central court
Except for this tomb chamber all five others on the ground 

floor1 have functional barrel vaults* Yet the central court and its 
three iwans unite into a powerful and original architectural com- 

position. Two main problems seem to have faced the builder; first, 

such a coherent plan required a central opening for daylight with 
the addition of a lateral window, and second, the first floor on 
the south and west sides of the building should not in any way dis

rupt the unity of the central court. The two problems were solved 

in the unifying effect achieved by the vaulting system.

This consists of a lofty gothic vault which takes in the
whole length of the central court, covering an area of approximately 

272 ni (12 x 6 m*) The vault rests on a series of four arches: two are 
outlined by the main iwan at one end and the west wall, at the

^The Mangujakid tomb towers made of brick or stone in Kernah, E„I(D. tlNAL, 
"Monuments salguqides de Kernali'', Revue dcs etudes islamiques, 19^7» 
published in 1968, 1T9-7 2*

2CIA III, 6^-9, Nos.36-8 *
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other, and the two other arches spring. from the two pairs of 

columns hi and SU at the centre of the hall, A magnified octagonal 

skylight, newly rebuilt, rests on the apex of these two arches, 

as well as on the sides of the vault and the four corner-cross 

beams in true Syrian style (ph„9;l)« in this context the gavit plan (99, 

ii) is once more apparent with four free-standing columns and a 

central oculus.1

The central skylight is matched on. the paving level by a cen-
2tral ablution pool, Gabriel's photographic record shows that some 

earth and elements of a rough paving covered the ground of the court 
and only a faint outline of the pool was visible. Nevertheless 

there must have been enough fragments left to be able to reconstruct 

the octagonal pool and its square stone shape flush with the ground 
level (ph.9 3)* ^wo spouts similar in shape to the drain outlets of 

the roof would make possible the filling of the pool, while two 

rectangular overflows on the east side of it would drain the water 

into the square-shaped channel around the pool into a spiral out.].et 
connected with a channel under the paving. This channel carries the 
water out of the building and two octagonal inspection holes have 
been included in the paving, one in the court and the other in the 

hall.

To preserve and even reinforce the sense of unity in the 

hospital, the capitals of columns RS and TU mark the point of depart

ure for the springing of the two lateral arches and therefore only

The plan around the gavi b itself has been altered slightly to suit 
the different purpose of the building.

2MTA II, pi.123, i.



their height have required separate adjustment. In the case of 

columns R and S the arch is lower in order to support the first 

floor on the south side of the hospital (pi. 7 ). On the other hand, 
such a support is not required for the linking arch between columns 
T and U and it can thus rise without restriction in a lofty curve 

to the full height of the building. Furthermore it makes the vault** 

ing system of the iwan 3$ behind it, completely visible from the 

court (ph.93).
As in the Great Mosque, the square plinths below the bases of 

the columns are more or less embedded in the new paving and in the 

case of column S it has completely disappeared although still slightly 

visible on Gabriel’s photograph. There is no standard height for the 

columns and the arches appear to have been skilfully adjusted regard

less of the lack of consistency in overall measurements. It is quite 

possible that the purpose of such plinths would have been to mane 

minor adjustments in the height of the columns.
On the north side nearest to the mosque, columns U and T re

call those in the mosque itself. They share the same tore mouldings 
at both ends of an octagonal shaft'and the corners of the square 
capitals have also been turned into small muqarnas niches; although 

column T is the same height (ca. 9m.), column U is 0.30 m. higher.

At this point all other features differ from those of the mosque 

columns. The bases are shorter and square with potential inverted 

muqarnas niches across the angles to make them into an octagon to 

match the shaft. The cable moulding design on the capital in U is 

the most powerful of all in its bold intertwining. Below, the tore 

has been skilfully outlined into a sinuous pattern. The capital in 

column T although less intricate, also has a new decorative element



in the shape of a moon crescent. A carved festoon marks 

the lower limit of the capital.

Turning to columns R and S, it is manifest that they 

belong to a completely different decorative vocabulary. Such a 

contrast is readily explained by the fact that, as they only measure 

3 m., any resemblance with the other pair of columns would have 
created an unfortunate visual combination. Therefore they were conr-» 

ceived in a totally different style. They both stand on a square 

base with inverted muqarnas niches at all four angles. Their cylin

drical shafts become wider at both ends when they spread out into 

different patterns. More sophisticated muqarnas niches at the 

top of column S stress the springing of the arch above it.

Both columns are heavily carved with variants of the swastika 

motif; although the shaft of column S is covered with a three

branch swastika, a motif which creates small hexagons at regular

intervals, this less conventional swastika makes it look wider 

than column R and conveys a feeling of great strength. On the shaft 

of column R the swastika only plays a linking part between the doubl 

T bar motif which repeats at right angles. The swastika reappears 
again as a major motif on both parts of the rounded base of column R

and on the lower half of column S. A key fret pattern surrounds that

upper half. Finally the most unusual variant may be noticed at the 

top of both shafts. A double braid makes up all four branches of 

the swastika; they are loosely connected so as to allow space for 

a small square in the middle of every motif; the outer braid of 

each swastika links up with the next one in a bold repeat.

This shape has already been noticed in a different contexu on 
the west portal ( 37) •
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It comes as no surprise that the swastika should be part of 

the decorative vocabulary of the thirteenth century ^ since it has 

a very long history in the Middle-East and appears almost too re

gularly in decorative carvings from the Roman times onwards. Suf

fice it to recall four variants of it amongst which the double T
2bar in the Great Mosque of Diyarbakir and on the minaret of the 

Mugiaffar medrese in Erbil, dated 586/1190-1.^
The flight of sixteen steps leading to the first floor is 

very steep, without a parapet and almost dangerous towards the top, 

where it comes very close to the springing of the last arch (ph.

9*0; there is not enough space for a person to stand upright. A 

deeply cut moulding on several levels, emphasizes the progression 

of the steps; most of it has been recut. At the levels of the eighth 

and twelfth steps horizontal mouldings run across the face of the 

stairs and, under the lower line of these, a niche has been carved 

out, slightly off centre. It is possible that more carving was in

tended around it in a style which recalls the steps leading up
5to the mosques in the courtyards of caravanserais.

Other examples in the same style' appear on the front of tomb towers. It is

significant that up to the thirteenth century the entrance to the
6cenotaph level of a tomb was almost at ground level or, in most

It occurs most in metalwork.

2Amida, 158.
^Reise II, 515, ph.296.
The two'top steps and the bottom one are wider than the others.

5These buildings are usually square and a double flight of steps 
which leads to the prayer hall encompasses a muqarnas niche. Such 
an example may be seen in Agzikara Han on the road from Aksaray 
to Nevgehir, dated 63A/1236, DAK, No. 27.

g
MIAVE, 103, ph.95, for exarcple, the tomb tower of the Amir Salduk 
in Erzerum.
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cases, up a very few plain steps. It seems that a more elaborate

approach to the entrance was devised when access to the grave level

itself changed to an outside door instead of down a flight of steps

from within. Even later in the church of the Virgin in Amaghu-
1Noravank dated 1339 such a style of stairway was adopted. This 

particular architectural feature seems to belong to a purely Ana

tolian and Caucasian tradition and the use of only one single flight of steps in 

the hospital of Divrigi could be one of the first examples if not 

indeed the first one in this new way.

On the other side of the doorway to the stairs, at the same 

height as its longer horizontal moulding, a vast corbel (pi.27) juts 

out of the wall with no greater structural justification than the 
two torches of the miforab. Its platform could conceivably have been 

used as a lampstand; from that height a fair amount of light would 

have spread to the whole court. A series of other ornate but smaller 

corbels (pi.2 7) and coupled roundels (pi.2 3), complete the decora

tion of the central court. If not identical to the corbels in cru

saders' buildings they follow closely the decorative interpretations 
of such examples as in the castle of Tortosa (ph.71). Each window, 

on either side of iwan 38 (ph.93), has a small moulded archivolte 
which is reminiscent of the long Syrian tradition of framing the 

upper part of a building. The churches of Qalat Seman , end ,of fifth 

century (ph.62), and Aghtamar (913-921) are the best known examples 
of such a style.

1
The entrance wall opposite the main iwah is partly framed by 

an energetic moulding (ph.9^); it contains a doorway and the first
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floor window. It echoes the shape of the almost gothic vaulting 

of the central court, and recalls the flattened outline of a rnihrab 

niche. In the same way, it is divided up into a tympanum with its

window and a broad frame with the door. This frame is recessed in

two mouldings which emphasize a smaller ribbed gothic arch with its 
bracket shape lintel over the doorway. The doorways into rooms 3̂ - 
and also have lintels treated in very much the same way, which 

recall for instance the hoods of two fire places in the Khan Nabk 

north of Damascus.^ They can be either carved out of one piece of 

stone as in doors 2g and 3^ (pi.2 3) or be voussoired like the door

way into the hall of the Hospital.

Main iwan
On first examination it seemed from the ground plan that room 

3$ (ph. 96) was a straightforward iwan and could therefore be assimi

lated to other plans of the same kind in northern Syria and Anatolia. 

Closer scrutiny of the hospital shows that in the iwan. the initial 

direction usually given by the shape of the front arch has not been 

respected inside the rest of the vaulting system, which in fact springs 

from the four corners of the iwan in the space left available by the 

three vertical fan-shaped patterns on the three walls (ph.9 7). In 

effect the visual impact of the cross-vaulting stops short of the

central circular decoration of the vault when all four spanning arches
* 2terminate in separate ribbed semi-cone mouldings. Four ukflas with 

complex star carvings, fill the spaces between them. A rough attempt 
has been made at enclosing the circle, its outer octagon and the four

^Damascus I, 30, figs. 37-8. 
2Damascus I II , 17.



*ukglas inside a broader four-pointed star pattern, but the border line 

of one course of stone is too irregular to satisfy the eye at first 

sight, rather one notices more immediately that the spiral motif in

side the circle has been neatly carved and in place it skilfully 

follows the line of the adjusted stones.
Each of the fan motives is finished off by a cable moulding 

(ph.9 8). It runs around it, along its base and half way down its 

length,is slightly involved into a knot. The most spectaculr tie is 

at both ends of the open fan where it encloses the stylised tip of 

the springing of each arch.
The central fan motif (ph.9 6) has suffered most of all from water 

seepage although the carved inscription of the builder picked out ± l 

brownish paint(26-7) is still quite readable. It runs across two 

juxtaposed stones just below the surrounding festoon. The fan radiates 

from a central ûkĉ a of handsome proportions, but very worn in its 

upper half. The motif on each slat resembles an elongated hour-glass 

with a disc in its middle; it is repeated ten times on either side 

of the central one and its size increases as it gets nearer to the 

ground. The bottom stone course is free of decoration. The shallow 

motif of each carving rides astride the join of two adjacent blocks 

of stone as if to divert attention from the join itself. An earlier 

use of this motif is found on the double arch under the larger multi

foil one above the entrance to the Great Mosque in Dunaysir (ph.99)•

It is there more tightly planned and makes up an attractive double 

pattern such as it does not achieve in Divrigi. The 'hour-glass' 

motifs are in relief, the space between each one is a hollow double- 

ended arsrow head, cut in its middle by the stone join, the small 

roundel at the centre has been delicately carved. The motif is repeated 

four times from one arch to the next as it moves from the face of it



1to its mtrados.

The two lateral fans stand out more than the central one (ph.9 6). 

The right fan is the mirror image of the left one to the extent that 

the central fluting of one coincides with the reading on the other.

In the left fan there are nine moulded slats on either side of a 

central one. They all end in a half-moon shape, and in the right hand 

one ten hollow slats fan out on either side of the centre and finish 

in the form of a shell. The base of both fans begins two stone courses 

above the rope moulding. In a simplified form, such fan designs ex

ist as early as the first years of the eleventh century in the Cathe
dral of Ani, and in the upper part of many niches of Armenian churches.

2Georgian, monastery churches in north-eastern Turkey also hove them.

They must all have originated in northern Syria where the traditiont
was carried 011 and given a third dimension in the tympanum section 
of doorways of mosques and medreses, as exemplified again in the Great 

Mosque of Dunaysir. The use of such fan decoration in the main iwan 

creates an unexpected effect; in principle such large shapes should 

open up space, but in fact visually they offer no sense of depth; 

the only feeling of relief comes from the broad angle knottings.

In the same way as inside the main iwan, the decoration of the 

frontal arch starts nine stone courses above the platform level, 
itself being one course in height. The base line consists of a double 

row of stylised acanthus leaves over a thick moulding. Some of the

1Another of this type of pattern may be seen in the Kesik Koprli Han 
dated 66?/l268, DAK, No. 21, phs.106-7.
2M.WINFIELD, "Some early medieval figure sculpture from north«east 
Turkey", Journal of the Warburg and Gourtauld Institutes, 31? 196 8,(phs,
6, 31)
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central leaves and spaces in between, have added carving (ph.100). 

They are a simplified version of those in the Great Mosque of 

Rakka.^ Sarre questioned a.date latei; than the time of al-Mangur 

754- 73, for their carving. Their existence in the Hospital of Div** 

rigi in the thirteenth century cancels his doubts and points to 

the restoration of Mur ad-DTn. In the second course of stone above 

the acanthus frieze, a roundel (pi.24) with its intricate geometrical 

composition stands out on its own on both walls from which springs 

the front arch of the iwan. This latter part is fully decorated al

though most of it has been damaged.

The outer face of the voussoirs is carved (ph.ICO), first with 

an outer band which frames the whole arch; it consists of an inter

locking swastika pattern which outlines Y shapes; each line is fluted 

twice. Then comes a narrower framing band of criss-crossing small 

mouldings. Finally the main theme of this decoration is again a 

swastika, now more involved and framing at regular intervals eight- 

pointed stars and their inner arabesque carving. Here each line of 

the pattern is wide enough to allow space for a central moulding 

with one fluting on either side. The whole conception of this iwan 

is a unique example of decorative and building techniques being 
stretched to fit a most original plan never attempted again in its 

totality.

The inside decoration of the passage leading to the portal of 

Sultan Han near Kayseri (ph.101) should be mentioned in this context. 
In this example,' the entrance arch does not spring to lofty heights 

and the length of the passage limits the size of the decoration of

~*~Reise II, 3&1, fig.336*
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the fan; it takes on instead the appearance of a half-sun with 
fifteen darting rays which radiate from a lobod semi-circle„ Per** 

haps the same pattern was intended for the hospital central fan, but 

was never finished. The same double acanthus leaf frieze over a 

robust moulding also rounds the corner of the arch with the courtyard.

Each of the two lateral iwans has a vaulting system of its 

own unconnected with the front arch. By far the more important of 

the two iwan 59> has a vault divided into two parts (phs.9 5? 102); 

the lower back part consists of a half-dome on five shallow outlined 

squinch arches. The two enclosed corner ones are real squinch arches 
with ten radiating ridges. The left one has a stepped ogee moulded 

frame, the right one a straightforward ogee frame. The centre of the 

vault structure is reminiscent of an octagon, but the stone facing 

looks very rough, while by contrast the clean-cut stone in the for

ward rectangle of the vault, which is one and a half courses higher, 

has been shaped into a close-fitting ensemble. The crossing of the 

arch movement resolves itself into a neat pentagonal key-stone.

Its well-dressed surface shows a stylised pattern of floral design.
The disposition of the first floor across iwan2Q has prevented 

the building of a too elaborate vaulting system below it. It keeps 
to the shape of its front arch as far as the level of the wall of 

the central court. Then it turns into a system of its own; spring

ing from the centre of the back wall, the vault spreads out into 

six elements on either side of two slightly marked arches on 'that 

wall. Both Gabriel's and Ulgen's plans convey an impression of 
complexity for the vaulting of iwan 2§ which does not exist.

pThe central part of the hall vaulting (ph.103) 5s a large four 

pointed star which encloses an octagonal frame. This frame,in turn,

1P1. 6 , no. 3 5.



outlines a band with an arabesque pattern of controlled stylised 

lotus flowers. The very centre of the vault has a star in relief 

within an octagon not unlike the two stalactite stars of the north 

portal. The finishing touch is given by a double moulding which out

lines the junction between the four walls of the hall and the star 

pattern of the vault.

The first floor of the Hospital includes a long hall(pi„7) across 
the front of the building and three small rooms along the south wall. 

The long hall is divided into three partsvhich consist of an almost 

barrel-vaulted iwan on either side of the lower central area (ph. 

lÔ f). The vault in the central area is a recessed circle shaped into 

a spiral pattern, and the four springers of the vault are reduced 
to four pendentives. In the severies over the outer and inner windows 

two adjacent stones have received some unfinished stylised decoration. 

All the other rooms in the hospital aro completely bare, without a 

any decoration and only barrel-vaulted ceilings. This is usually the 

case in medrcses where only the space allocated for public functions 

receives decorative treatment.

Combined plan of the structure

After having considered the plans of the Great Mosque and the 

Hospital as separate entities and found suitable parallels in both 
cases the question arises as to whether the coupling of two such 

buildings was part of a tradition or the beginning of a new one or 
again a. unique example.

In the region of the Upper Euphrates no such composite building 

has survived, if indeed any were built. By tradition, the construct

ion of a Great Mosque - Ulu Cami - came first in any newly conquered 

town. The Great Mosque in Sivas probably dates back to the early



conquest of the Danishmendids at the end of the eleventh century,,

In the same town the earliest remaining hospital is the vast building 

laid out by Kay-Kahus I in 61//1217-8 as a separate entity. There 

would have been' no reason to combine it with a mosque since the 

town was already provided with a suitable one. As for building the 

hospital alongside the mosque, this would not have been a practical 
proposition with such a time lag.'*" For this reason, most towns al
ready having a Great Mosque only required the more recently estab

lished type of religious building such as a medrese or a hospital 

which would have to stand on its own in its own grounds. In Konya, 
the *Alas ad-Dxn mosque was founded in the first half of the twelfth 

century and twice added on to in the second half of that century and 

in the first quarter of the thirteenth century, as the capital grew 

in size. The medreses were built as separate entities beyond the walls 

of the citadel which contained the Mosque and, in fact, more to the 

glory of their founders than to celebrate the name of God.
Only a great lady "likethe wife of Kay-Qubadh I would have teen 

justified in founding a vast complex of buildings in Kayseri: the

Huand Hatun mosque dated 635/1237-8, the modrose with her mausoleum
and baths. It comes as no surprise that this complex had to be built
outside the town walls, presumably for lack of space within them.
The same problem must have arisen for the new complex in Divrigi 

where the Muslim population had outgrown the citadel mosque and a 

new site had to be found extra muros. In both cases of composite 

buildings there is no passage intended between the mosque and the 

medrese or hospital. The mausoleum or tomb chamber is only in physi

cal contact with both parts through one common wall.

There remain in Kayseri three more religious foundations of a

"'"The tradition is to build houses as quickly as possible within 
the neighbourhood of a religious building as is well-known from 
medieval towns.
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dual nature which appear to share the same fagade and roof. Possi
bly the earliest of these is the building which goes by the name of 

the gifte medrese. Gabriel reconstructs the plan "̂ and suggests 

that the first of the two constructions to be created was the Shifaya 

medresti in which he has not recorded a miforab. Its marble inscription 

gives the date of 602/12Op-6 and the name of the daughter of Qxlich 
Arslan III, in whose memory the hospital was built. East of it and 
with a common wall the Ghiyath medrese follows almost the same plan 

of three iwans round a courtyard with added rooms in between. Its 

traditional name suggests that it may have been founded by the sul

tan himself, Ghiyath.^ad-DI'n Kay-Khusraw I, between 601/1204 and 607/

1210. A connecting passage leads from one to the other at the level 
of the main .iwan.

pIn the case of the second composite building, Gabriel calls it a mosque'
3and Sozen a medrese; it goes by the name of Kiiliik. The difference between the 

the two plans resides in'the clearance work done after Gabriel's 

publication. The original plan of a mosque running into a medrese 

has been retrieved; each part has a different arrangement for :iis 

column lay-out, but they both fit under the same roof without any 

separation. Following van Berchem's record, Gabriel gives the date 

of 607/1210-1. Finally a controlled lay-out occurs in a third build
ing known as the mosque and mcdrese_ of Ilaci Kilig dated 6^7/12^9~

30. Here again work in the field lias made possible a better under-
kstanding of the ground plan since the work carried out by Gabriel.

The latest plan shows a better controlled approach to the double plan

VlTA I, 60-2.
2mta 1 , 36-9 .

3AM II, 93-5.
V tA I, 52-4.
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1of a mosque and a inedrese. In this example the area occupied by the 

mosque is slightly larger than that of the med.roso: in the Kuliik,

it is almost identical. A survey of these examples does not make it 

possible to draw any general conclusions as to the various features 

of these related buildings. The orientation, the size, even the pur

pose of their two parts vary from one complex to the next and ulti- 
vmately Divrigi stands as an example completely on its own. Nonethe^ 

less, it may in the event be possible to indicate through these ex
amples a general trend in religious buildings which demanded the
combination of a mosque and a medrese, or a me_dreso and a hospital

2at a time when waqf endowments were the best'mode of expression for

the more recently Islamised Turks and during a period of prosperity
from the middle of the twelfth until well into the thirteenth century A„D.

It is as well to remember that a period of strong govern

ments and hence prosperity, in Syria and in Jaz'i'ra, also made it 

possible for the Ayyubids and the Zangids to promote such institutions 
and up to a point show the way to the more recently settled Turks in Anatolia. 

When Ibn Jubair travelled to Damascus in 380/1184, he mentioned in 
particular two medreses and two hospitals, one cf them being new.

By that time the Mar is tan WurT was already built on a. t hr e e<̂_i wan 

plan, and it is quite possible that it might have had a mosque attached
4 . v .to the south of it, this being the only example parallel with Drvrrgi,,

^G.ONEY, ’’Kayseri haci kilig cami ve medresesi”, Belleten 30, 19&6,
377-87.

J.M.ROGERS, ’’Recent work on Seljuk Anatolia”, Kunsb der Oriens, 6, ii,
I969 134^69, especially 131.
^IBN JOBAIR: voyages, tr„ M„ Gaudefroy^Demonbynes , 6, 3, Paris 1933, 329»
4Damascus 1, 7 °
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CONCLUSION

Although it has been possible to use a combined descriptive 

and comparative method to analyse the various components of the 

Great Mosque and hospital of Divrigi, the fact remains that such a 

method only makes possible a detailed survey which includes the 

identification of borrowed motifs and architectural elements. It 

does not bring forward a better understanding of the building as 

a whole. An attempt must be made to go a step further in the en— 

quiry and try and discover the essence of this most spectacular of 

early Islamic Anatolian stone constructions.

As a first point it is to be wondered why, in most studies 

on Anatolian architecture, stone, the building material, is taken 
for granted after a very cursory review of older stone buildings 

in the area. Furthermore Anatolia as a geographical region never 

is properly defined nor are the mixed religious communities. Only 

when the moment comes to be more precise, as in the specific case 

of Divrigi, one realises through Le Strange^ that the town is in 

fact catalogued in a region called Upper Euphrates.

It follows that a geographical study of the building history 

in adjacent areas to Divrigi may lead to a better understanding 

of its original character. The tradition of stone cutting and build

ing goes back into the early history of Anatolia with its extension
2into northern Syria and northern Mesopotamia; the stone constructions 

of the Urartians, the Hittites and the Assyrians, were an integral

*̂ G. LE STRANGE, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, Cambridge, 1905) H9- 
2A look at the map will show that these two areas combine into the 
upper valleys of the Tigris and the Euphrates,
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part of their culture. Later the Graeco-Roman era witnessed the 
same tradition of stone carving and building for monumental 
structures in a style slightly altered to suit the context.

The Byzantines took over these techniques especially on
the Asiatic mainland away from Constantinople where they also
used rubble bound with mortar and brick bands; the strong
stone fortifications in Melitene and Amida along the border areas
with Islam, are amongst the more complete Byzantine remains of
that period. Very few of their ecclesiastical buildings have been
preserved in Anatolia though quite a number of their fragments
have reappeared in mosques and caravanserais; Byzantine carved
capitals enhance the columns of the *Alaa ad-BTn mosque in Konya.
The Great Mosque in Diyarbakir and the outer walls of the Sadeddin

1Han twenty kilometres north of Konya include large slabs of 
sculptured marble from some earlier local Byzantine construction. 
Nevertheless there still exists some earlier Christian buildings 
which do not link up directly with the Orthodox church in Constant
inople. Setting aside the monastery of Alaran near Mut and the

2complex of churches known as Binbir Kilisse , the main churches 
and monasteries of this next group are situated in an area stretch
ing from the Mediterranean to the region of Mosul, which includes 
the Tur-Abdin in southern Turkey and the monasteries of northern 
Mesopotamia.

Whereas in the area of the Upper Euphrates, the Christian 
Jacobites under Islamic rule could no longer maintain their churches

1BAK, No. 28, phs. 18^-9-
^W.M.RAMSAY and G.L.BELL, The thousand and one churches, London 1909.
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and were dispersed, the Nestorian church in northern Mesopotamia"*- 

managed to survive and accepted as neighbours the drifting Jacob

ites; they even prospered under the Zangids and especially under 

their last atabeg, the Armenian slave Badr»*ad-Dih Lu*lu*who died 

in 657/1259* The second half of the twelfth century A.D. and the 

earlier part of the thirteenth witnessed a true revival of the 

Christian arts in this area which shared its exuberant modes of 

expression with the ‘Abbasid and Zangid courts. Both religions 
north of Baghdad often built in stone and shared the same repertoire 

of motifs and the same masons as can be seen in the church of Mar 

Behnam south-east of Mosul and in the NurT mosque and the mausoleum 

of Imam Bahir,both in Mosul.
Although it did not have the same official position as the 

Nestorian church, the Armenian church was able to keep up its re

ligious buildings under late Sasanid as well as under Islamic rule. 

Here again the long-standing tradition of stone building never 

disappeared and it is sufficient to compare the Manuchihr mosque, 

late eleventh century A.D., and the surrounding churches of the 

site of Ani to understand the close cooperation between the build

ers working under the patronage of the two faiths.

This series of examples shows the constant use of stone 

buildings in Anatolia, Greater Armenia, the Upper Euphrates and 

northern Iraq, be it the pre-Islamic tombs in Syria with their pyra

midal roofs or the churches of northern Syria, the Tur-Abdin, 
Nissibin or those around Erevan or Lake Van. The early link between

~*~MSP, 134. The Nestorian church was tolerated by the Sasanids 
as the only official Christian church.



these areas was the monks of Syriac language who brought 

Christianity to Armenia from Syria and who, for some time, 

after the Armenian church as such was established, provided 

from their own ranks some members of the Armenian higher clergy.

This may explain how it is that almost up to the Islamic conquest, 

Syrian and Armenian churches often shared a similar lay-out such 

as a basilical plan, and decorated their outer walls with much the 

same motifs; the almost omega-shape moulding above the windows 
is a case in point.

After the disruption created by the swift spread of Islam, 

the Syriac link between northern Syria and Greater Armenia com

pletely ceased to exist and the kingdom of Armenia in a last flour

ish of independence, developed its own style of religious buildings 

even more, with its domed cross-in-the-square plan and with the 

final innovation of a new type of narthex, the gavit, in the 

eleventh century. The decoration, at the same time, became more 

ornate than the previous aniconic and sober northern Syrian style 

well illustrated in the churches of Qalat-Seman (ph. 62) or Qalb- 
Loze.

From the time of the collapse of Byzantium at Manzikert in 

1071 A.D. to the rapid ascendancy of the Georgian kingdom under 

Queen Tamar, two new shifts of population, besides their political 

implications, brought about alterations in the artistic development 

of Anatolia. The new kingdom of Lesser Armenia on the shores of the 
Mediterranean attracted those members of the Christian population 

who wanted to escape the Seljuq invasion in north-eastern Anatolia; 

they transferred their culture to Cilicia and in particular their 

building repertoire as can still be ©en in the remains of the church



of Saint Thomas south-west of present day Antakya} Earlier 

displacements of Armenians under the Byzantine emperors Justinian I 

(527-65 A.D.) and Maurice (582-602 A.D.) helped in a way to spread 

their culture through Anatolia and eastern Europe. Under the Mace

donian Leo VI (886-912 A.D.) a whole group of Armenians filled 
the vacuum east of Caesarea abandoned by the Paulicians. The second 

shift of population also occurred from east to west with the sub

stantial influx of Turkic tribes under the leadership of Sulayman 

the Seljuq who penetrated as far as Nicaea after the battle of 
Manzikert.

It seems that around that time baked brick buildings began 

to be constructed in Anatolia. With the additional stucco decor

ation, baked brick had for long been the chief material of eastern 

builders in the Sasanid and Kushan empires; Islamic Persia and to

a certain extent, *Abbasid Mesopotamia continued that tradition
2of building best exemplified in Transoxiana. In Anatolia these 

building materials were sparingly used in mausolea such as those 

of Kay-Ka*us I in his hospital of Sivas and of Melik Ghazi in 

Kemah, to which may be added the long series of brick minarets 

from the Cifte Minareli in Erzerum to the Yivli minaret in Antalya.

1 f fJ. MERCERIAN, Expedition archeologique dans l1Antiochene occidentale, 
Beirut, 1965.

2The use of the words Central Asia in this context would be much too 
vague although Transoxiana still has too broad a meaning. Here it 
is intended to cover the areas of present day Soviet republics of 
Tadzhikistan, Uzbekistan and Kirgistan.

3 "v*0. BAKIRER,"Anadolu’da 13, Yiizyil tugla minarelerinin konum, £ekil
malzeme ve tezyinat ozellikleri", Vakiflar Dergisi 9, 1971, 237**62.
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Early thirteenth century A.D., glazed bricks and faience 
mosaic started to appear in greater quantity to enhance brick or 

stone walls and domes. Faience mosaic was most successfully em

ployed in various mifrrabs from Afyon to Van which are mainly 

datable to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries A.D. and often 

reveal the signature of a Persian craftsman.

Despite its recurrent use in parts of religious buildings, 

brick never superseded stone as a constructinn material in Anatolia 

although it almost did so in the Great Mosque in Eski Malatya, 

built in 6A7/12A7 , where both the main iwan and the mifcrab dome 

were evolved from true Persian prototypes. A reluctance at using 

real brick may be seen in the stone slabs of the portal in the cita

del mosque in Divrigi, which are carved in a manner imitating brick

work. As to the Great Mosque and hospital, not one brick is to 

be seen in the whole monument and the only concession to any alien 
material may be found in the glazed tile revetment of some of the 

tombs (phs. 89 and 9 0).
It should be emphasized that all the earlier monuments of 

the Mangujakids in Divrigi point to a conscdcus desire of the rulers 

to use stone in their official buildings unlike some of their re

latives in Kemah. The tomb towers are completely faced with ashlar 

but the citadel mosque only in its most important elevation around 

the entrance. The rest of the walls are made up of coarse blocks

of stone like most of the east wall of the Great Mosque and hospi-
v .tal. In all the earlier examples of buildings in Divrigi, it 

would seem reasonable to suggest that an average-sized team of 

masons, either locally recruited or from some neighbouring town, 

could have built any one of these monuments on its own. On the 

contrary, it is by now self-evident that no one team of masons could
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/
have dealt with the whole fabric of mosque and hospital with the

]_added intricacies of the decoration. Nevertheless one man must 
have supervised the building of the whole structure and it is 

fortunate indeed that both parts include the signature of the 

same man: Khurshah, son of Mughit from Akhlat (26-7). Whether

he was asked to come from Akhlat specially for this particular 

construction or he and his father had found it wiser to leave
the western shores of Lake Van during the raids of the Khwarazm-

2 „  'Shah, the fact remains that Khurshah1s signature may be read

in the intrados of the arch on the west side of the miforab dome,

admittedly with difficulty; in the hospital, too, the signature

appears but far more clearly across the soffit of the main iwan

at the end of the main axis of that building (ph. 10). Very few

mosques do include within their walls the signature of the builder,

which may explain why on the one hand it isnot easily noticed

and,on the other, the name of Khurshah is more in evidence in the 
3hospital. Inscriptions inside mosques usually relate to some 

specific part of the decoration, be it a faience mifrrab or a 

wood-carved minbar.

The fact that Khurshah included his signature twice under 

the same roof must point to the fact that he was personally responsible

Present day evidence goes against the suggestion that there might 
have been local expert masons readily available especially for 
the stone carving. Whereas in such towns as Akhlat and Mardin 
the stone building tradition is carried on right up to this day, 
it is not the case in Divrigi where even the best houses are 
built of wooden beams and mortar on a rough stone foundation.

2 „Jalal ad-DTn besieged Akhlat twice and finally took it in 1229 A.D.
3The custom is usually to place the signature inscription on the portal 
on some high part of the muqarnas niche or even above it, as in 
the case of the 'Ala* ad-DTn mosque in Nigde (ph. 31).
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for the lay-out of the interior of the mosque as well as for that 

of the hospital with the addition of both complex vaulting systems.
It is to be wondered what term should be used to' qualify Khurshah's 

function. Since the record of L.A.Mayer^ the problem of the archi

tect as such in Islam during the Middle Ages seems not to have re

ceived any further attention, the reasons probably being the very 

few indications given by contemporary literature as far as relevant 

texts have been studied, and the loose meaning of the words applied 

to the man in charge of a construction: mi *mar, banna* or muhandis, 

if ever he was given one,which is not the case for Khurshah,in 

Divrigi. Such terms are not only used in the field of architecture, 

but also in connectinn with the applied arts and it is not unusual
for an architect at a later date to be remembered by a piece of 

3ceramic rather than by his buildings, which were more often than 

not no longer extant.
AIt would probably be wiser to avoid the term architect which 

conjures up the image of a highly professional modern specialist. 

Instead,the term master builder would fit in better with what is
5known of the building scene in the Middle Ages, such a man would 

have been able to understand the "methods of planning and design,

^L.A.MAYER, Islamic architects and their works, Geneva, 1956.

2IA, 25.
3 ■IA, 27* L.A. Mayer illustrates that point by referring to a blue 
and white tea-pot in the British Museum signed by Mahmud mi ̂ mar 
YazdT and dated 1023/16l6. See G. EEh£rV&RI, "An early eighteen 
century Persian blue and white',' Studies in honour of Sir Mortimer 
Wheeler, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1970, 1̂ -0.

L.A.Mayer does question the existence of a true architect in the 
modern sense within the Islamic world, IA, 19.

^J. GIMPEL, Les b&tisseurs de cathedrales, Paris, 1958. Ihe author 
does not use the word architect either.
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s

besides the craft skill of masonry, carpentry or quite often both 

trades".^ There is no doubt that Khurshah, like any other Euro
pean contemporary builder, must have had great practical experience^ 

but, even so, should not be confused with a plain stone cutter

or,carver. On the contrary, the execution of such a programme in 
. v ,Divrigi shows understanding of such problems as load-bearing and

intricate stone-joining. The interior complexities of mosque and

hospital alike point to an experienced master builder, so does the

unusual quality of all three portals, although there is notrace

of attribution on any of them. The signature of one A]jjnad (25),

a name all too common in Islam, does appear on the lesser east
3window but provides no further details about the man himself. He 

certainly could not have been responsible for the three portals, 

in which case it remains to suggest that Khurshah was the overall 

coordinator if not the draughtsman for them and that he supervised 

if not recruited whatever teams of stone-masons and cutters were 

available at the time. They could have come from the hospital in 

Sivas, ended in 6l6/l220, from the *Ala ad-Din mosque in Hi.gde, 

finished in 620/1223, and from the Mas*udiyya medrese in Diyarbakir 

also dated 620/1223.
Whatever the case, the master builder of the Great Mosque 

and hospital of Divrigi must have relied on some knowledge of geo

metry to conceive and bring to completion this complex structure.

1MA, 89.

2m a, 51.
3 It could in fact belong to a skilful stone-mason, although Gabriel 
relates this unfinished signature to that cn the walnut minbar 
(MTA II, 188) and suggests that the same man was responsible for 
both window and minbar which seems improbable as will be seen 
below.
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The question arises as to what concepts were available to

craftsmen at the start of the thirteenth century A.D. A brief

survey of the history of geometry^" shows that the first important 

centre of learning in the Muslim world was the capital of the 

*Abbasid empire, in the first half of the ninth centuiy A.D., 

where influences both from the east and from the vest in fact met.

It suffices to recall the newly founded Bait al-ffikma in Baghdad 

under the caliph al^Ma^mun (198/813-218/833) whom al-gajjaj 
b. Yusuf b. Matar made a second translation of The Elements of 

Euclid; the first one was done for Harun ar-Rashid ca. 790 A.D.. 

Besides, iTi about 210/823, Muhammad ibn Musa al—Khuwarizmr trans

lated the first manual of Hindu Reckoning; the combination of

knowledge of these two series of scientific data would foster,

it seems, a broader understanding and apprehension of space prob*-*
2lems.

Although such symbiosis took place under the last truly 

omnipotent *Abb§aid caliphs, it does not follow that the knowledge, 

thus acquired and discussed by a small body of learned scientist- 

philosophers, ever reached the man ii the street. It must in 

fact have remained very much in the realm of philosophical specu

lation which occasionally led to various applications, in particular
3within the field of astronomy. Such a state of affairs also occurred

1In Arabic, *Ilm al-Handasa, the science of measuring, from the 
Persian andakhtan. It was one of the four propaedeutic sciences 
besides arithmetic, astronomy and music.
2From India appears to have come the so-called Arabic numerals, in
cluding the sign for zero (in Arabic, gifr meaning empty), an all 
important factor for more sophisticated calculation; gifts from 
Byzantium included, amongst other Greek texts, The Elements of 
Euclid, which had made possible at an earlier date the further de
velopment of geometry in the school of Alexandria.

^In Arabic *Ilm a 1-Hay*a, the science of the figure (of the heavens).
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in western Europe during the Middle Ages well into the thirteenth 

century, although by then a distinction existed between theoretical 

meaning speculative, and practical meaning active, geometry.^

Even as late as 1220 Leonardo Pisano, the Italian geometer who 

spent some time in near-western Asia, excluded the practical side 

in his Practica Geometriae, in spite of the title.

The parallel between the Muslim and European worlds illustrates 

it seems, as it still does to this day, the actual dichotomy between 

scientific research and its active implementations in every day 
life. When it does in fact occur, the reasons which have made it 

possible are seldom understood. Thus if practical knowledge of new 

steps in geometry were to be applied to the construction of a 

building, it would be rash to assume that the builder of the early 

thirteenth century in Anatolia would have been literate enough to 

go to the very source of his art and to understand the theory be

hind it. As in all other trades at most times, the craftsman 
could only have mastered the traditions of Us art. The fact that 

new theories were formulated at the time did not lead to immediate 

practical implementation. Only in such specific examples as the 

buildings of the Cistercian monasteries did one have, within a 

few years, the direct utilisation of the building rules set out 
by Saint Bernard of Clairvaux in 113^. The explanation of such

prompt results is no doubt to be found in the high discipline of
2that monastic order and in the use of a measure, the great unit.

"4l?he best examples which implement this geometry are to be found 
in the sketchbook of Villard de Honnecourt in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale, Paris, fr. 19093} 0. 1235 A.D., edited by H.R.Hahnloser, 
Vienna, 1935} especially pis. 3&1 and ^5.

Sb .KOSSMANN; Einstens massgebende Gesetze bei der Grundriss 
gestaltung vo kirchen gebaiiden Studien zur deutschen kunst 
geschichte n° 231, Strasbourg 1925.



More often than not there was a time lag and this may he 

particularly noticed as one tries to understand the gradual de

velopment of Islamic architecture and decoration. It cannot he 

said that Samahid or Buyid art made a clear break away from 

Sasahid traditions. On the other hand the dome chambers in the 

mosques of the Jibal and the medrese plans of the Great Seljuqs must 

have reflected new ideas allowing a fresh approach to space and 

surface; further decorative examples can be found in terracotta 

compositions of their Khurasan caravanserais (ph. 110). By that 

time, although remaining a great centre of knowledge, Baghdad had 

to concede its monopoly"*’to stronger powers who, at the same time, 

took over some of the patronage of the arts and sciences. Very 

soon the result was to be seen in their pious foundations, a spon

soring of new concepts to create a new style, not only under the
2Great Seljuqs but also under the lajimids, the Ayyubids and the 

Ghaznavids.
Early in the thirteenth century, under new sponsors in 

Anatolia, builders adopted current geometrical practices such as 

the use of the square as a basic unit, known as the origin of all 

harmony, and the so-called Persian arch which is calculated from 

a rectangle made up of two contiguous squares. Although no equi

valent of blueprints such as the sketches on plaster floors of
3York minster or Wells cathedral have yet been found for early

^The first time was under the Buyids in 33^/9^5- Then in ^7/lQ55 
when Jughril entered Baghdad and was confirmed sultan by the 
caliph al-Qa?im.

2The Par al-Hikma was founded in Cairo by al-^akim.
HARVEY, The master builders, London, 1971} 33i fig. 16.



Anatolian mosques, it should not he too difficult to 
follow the mental process of the master builder in charge 
of the Great Mosque and hospital in Divrigi. His implements 
could not have been more sophisticated than a ruler, dividers,

'ia plumb-'lme and level.
Given the task of planning a composite building on a 

hill-side, the builder would have avoided the shape of a large 
square difficult to place on an uneven and narrow terrasse.
The next best shape could be two contiguous squares ADFE and 
FEBC (Drawing No.1,206), oriented north-south, the only 
religious direction. The dividing of this rectangle ABCD into a 
mosque and a hospital would therefore be governed by a south 
qibla wall, one or more entrances for the first building, only 
one entrances for the second with its central courtyard. There 
is no rule against a mosque having a square ground-plan, 
although a hospital in that shape would be too wide to allow 
suitable daylight from the central courtyard into convinient 
rooms.Thus the mosque would have to occupy more space than the 
hospital and the latter could only be a rectangle oriented 
east-west, its longer side BG being equal to the v/idth EF.

Once more basic geometry may give the ideal measurement
for the shorter side GC of the hospital.' Since the ground-plan
consists of two contiguous squares, a diagonal can be drawn
between any opposite corners; half the diagonal will give the
measurement^of the width GO of the hospital, in other terms,
its share of the west elevation. The new square CEO’F with 0E=G
covers two—thirds of the hospital surface, from the portal
1 L „ d * ShELBI r^he level and the plumb 1 Ihe"ir, TeclThoTol̂ y'~*arid'" 

Culture, 2, 1961, 127-30.
2 Ttf :is in fact the length of the side of on inscribed square 
within FEBG with^apices in the middle of each side of FEBC. A 
sketch of this figure has been drawn by Villard Ge Bonnocourt 
on his page 20 recto, fourth line, second drawing from the left



to the start of the main iwan and its two lateral rooms GHJC.

The width JB of the remaining third, equals the side of the mibrab 

dome area HK which also corresponds to one-sixth of the total 

length of the ground-plan; the third of the hospital surface also 

equals the combined areas EKHN and LMGF on either side of the 

mifcrab dome area KLMH- Beyond the dome area and its two transepts 

EF, the main part of the mosque lies to the north, within half the 

whole surface of the ground-plan, that is to say the second square 

AEFD. To avoid undue monotony, this square AEFD has been skilfully 

divided into two series of rectangles which enhance the rectangular 

feeling already indicated by the division of the two transepts ENHK 

and LMGF into two in a north-south direction. These rectangles 

either correspond to the areas of vaults eight, thirteen, eighteen, 

twenty-three or to the others. It is remarkable to notice so few dis

crepancies between the ideal ground-plan and the measurements in 
situ, since it is known that well into the Ottoman period the only equip

ment used to mark out the boundaries of a building was nothing more 

sophisticated than a peg and rope.

Besides the clarification of the ground-plan, a further 

group of problems must be examined; it consists in the position of 

the portals and the windows of the mosque in particular, as analysed 

from the inside. They appear to have been planned in the most hap

hazard way and it is only when considered from the outside that the 

logic of their placing is revealed- Thus the hospital portal is 
placed in the middle of the hospital west wall, the west portal to 

the mosque also in the middle of its western wall. That this central 

focal part of the outside of the mosque does not coincide with the 

east-west axis of the inside comes as no surprise, since the



subdivisions of the bays do not follow a grid pattern based on 

the whole area of the mosque, but only on its square portion.

It therefore follows that the regular position of the windows, 

as seen from the outside, cannot make sense from the inside.

The position of the east window in the middle of the east 

elevation is the only one to have been governed by the inside 

structure of the mosque. Had it been sited in the middle of the 

elevation, it would have clashed with the springing of the arch 
between vaults one and six. As it stands now, it does not fit 

either in the centre of the outer wall of vault one or in the centre 

of the east elevation, but by being slightly off-centre, it still 

gives adequate daylight to the mihrab area.

In such an elaborate building as the Great Mosque and 

hospital in Eivrigi, the next step in its planning would be to 

decide what type of portal to plan for the two entrances to the 

mosque and for the only access into the hospital. Emphasis should 

be placed, it seems, on the qibla portal^ which stands at the end 

of the main axis of the mosque. It also faces the citadel, the 

focal point of temporary power. Therefore the qibla portal,with 

Pi’shtaq outline, rises well above the cornice of the north 

elevation and it comes as no surprise to see the richest carvings 

ever to be found in Anatolia on its lavish frame composition. As 

to the west portal, its can only claim to be a subsidiary entrance 
into the mosque, standing as it does at the end of its shorter 

axis. As a result, it has been conceived along more traditional 

lines with new details only in some of the decoration and in the

^This name is usually given nowadays in Turkey to the entrance 
facing the mifrrab panel.



interpretation of the central muqarnas niche. It is integrated 

in the height of the wall which, by necessity, conditions its 

overall size.
In the case of the hospital portal, the height of the wall

governs its measurements since it is one third higher again than

that of the mosque in order to allow room for the additional first

floor. It would have seemed clumsy to plan the hospital portal

along the same lines as the west one when their heights could not

be the samel .consequently the traditional rectangular frame has

given way to a very unusual double arch with its higher keystone
2at the cornice level of the wall.

At this point it should be remarked that only a basic know*-* 

ledge of practical geometry implemented by a ruler and dividers 

is required to draw such sketches and ground-plans. No further 
equipment need be used to calculate their measurements even when 

specific requirements have to be taken into account. In fact it 

is to be wondered why the building under discussion does look any

thing else but banal, which leads one to search for an added factor 

in the planning and decoration of such a monument. This factor is

none other than a basic unit specially chosen by the master builder
3and used by him to compose the different portals and ground-plan.

This vital factor remains the prerogative of the builder, it can 

only be handled by him and could be compared with the tonal key of 

a melodic line; in each separate instance, it is altogether a

1This situation recalls that of columns R and S inside the hospital; 
they were given a completely different treatment from columns T and U 
to prevent any comparison and make coexistence visually acceptable.

2The Ottoman rebuilding behind and above the outline stould not be 
taken into consideration in this analysis.

3It need not be the same one m  every case.



visible and hidden unit which can be best exemplified in the 
hospital portal.

Besides its most unusual double archway, one more surprising 

feature calls for attention and it is in the shape of a puzzling 

mullion-like column CC' in the rectangular window above the en

trance. Further study reveals that the height of the column occupies 
one-fifth of the total height of the portal JZ, with twice its 

height CJ above it and twice its height CZ below it. Consequently 

the height of the portal equals five times the height of the column 

and its width four times. Although the word module with all its 

modern connotations first comes to mind, it has been thought prefer
able to call the measurement of the column by the word unit,- This 

will be the visible basis for all the implied measurements which 

may be found in the elevation of the hospital portal..

The two outer capitals are the only two other visible re

petitions of the height of the column. If the portal were a square 

LMFG, their top would indicate the limit of the height of the portal. 

As it is now, most of the outer arch rests on the top of the capitals 

and spans a space limited by just one more unit in DEML.
The height QX of the rectangular area PQXY below the column 

is twice the unit, its width XY, one seventh more than the unit 

and the height of the inscription PS is also one-seventh of the 

height of the rectangular area. The width of the area left over on 

either side of XY equals one and a half units, GYs=XF. The half 
unit XV gives the width of the plain ashlar frame round the entrance 

rectangle. One unit GW=VF is the width of the composition columnal 

system. The remaining line WV equals two units, which correspond to 

the distance between the centre 0f ' and O' ' 1 of the two outer 

roundels.



The base line GF of the portal equals four units which is 

the general width of the whole portal. It equals also one side 

of an equilateral triangle AFG with its apex in A, the upper point 

of the lowest central five-pointed star of the tympanum decoration.

The. intersection of lines drawn from apices A, F and G to the 

middle of their opposite sides, coincides with the lower side of 

the door pattern in N. One more identical equilaterial griangle 

may be drawn between the centres H and K of the head roundels, 

and the apex J of the front arch, thus triangle HJK equals triangle 

GAF. A smaller equilaterial triangle may be drawn by linking A 

to the centres 0 and O’ of the two inner roundels; 00' equals one 

unit. An identical triangle may be found in 00'A1, A' indicating 

the lowest part of the foundation inscription-

By now it should be evident that the column-unit governs 

the proportions of the hospital portal and at this point no fur

ther purpose would be served by carrying on the demonstration.

However, the duuble archway requires some explanation which may 

again be based on the same unit. WV equals two units, so does O' *0* ’

ihe diameter or base line for the setting out of the keystone for the
1inner arch. It is a four-point arch which means that the two 

radial lines of the keystone must be drawn from two different centres 

along the diameter, one being at two-sixths of its length and the 

other at four-sixths. The outer arch is a more straight forward 
geometrical design: an almost semi-circle with its centre at the 

top of the central column, springing from the outer capitals.

R.SELBY,’’Setting out the keystone of pointed arches: a note on 
medieval Baugeometrie, Technology and Culture, 10, No. *f, 19&9}
537-^8.
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Although the visible appointment of the column as a basic 

unit for the hospital portal has made possible the further analysis 
of the double archway and its enclosed facade, no similar lead 

comes to notice at first sight in the three decorated openings 

of the Great Mosque. The fact that the shape of Islamic portals 

usually follows the same conventions, has already been noted, 

whether it is a pishtag like the north portal or an elongated 

panel integrated in the main wall like the west portal or more 

specifically the east window.

For the non-Islamic observer, these shapes offer neither 

striking details nor suitable material for comparison with better 

known types of architecture. The portals do not conform with stand

ard rules of proportion similar to those of the Graeco-Roman world, 

nor do they produce a satisfying sense of balance for the unin

formed eye. The most disturbing feature is not so much the type
1of arch itself, be it third-pointed or so-called Persian but the 

height from which it springs in relation to the various types of 

columns. Only through methodical if tiresome analysis have certain 

unexpected features been noticed in earlier descriptions, features 

which otherwise would have been lost to the eye ii the general im
pact of the multiple frame arrangement; they in turn may be ex

plained by the concealed geometrical system.

Since the ground-plan of the whole building has been solved 

by the geometrical analysis of its lay-out, it comes as no surprise 

that the lead for the portals should also be found in the same type

^For the geometric, formula of this type of arch, see J. BOURGOIN, 
Precis de l 1art arabe, Paris 1892, 1, pl.l.
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of discussion. Once again the double-square convention has been 

used in the planning of all three openings, although it does not 

refer to the complete outline but governs more subtle proportions 

within the rectangle of the portal. In addition, a further lead 

is often found in a salient decorative feature and,if none can 

be seen,in the foundation inscription which, by all accounts, stresses 

the whole raison d*£tre of a building and acts as a foca] point 
as may be noticed both in the west portal and in the east window 

(drawing no. 3 )- the specific case of the latter, the inscription

is not in the middle of the whole rectangle and furthermore the 

rectangle does not add up to the double-square convention. For 

these very reasons, a new lead must be sought in the series of 

frames which lays emphasis on the opening. By a procedure of suc

cessive deframing^ it then becomes possible to reduce the rectangular 

outline of the window to a true double-square shape. This shape 

can be implemented visually by the emphasis given to it by. the 

inner line of the right angles of the cable spandrels (6 8, ph.39); 

the vertical line is carried right down along the inner face of 

the two pillars. In such a rectangle the inscription is now set in 
the middle of the double-square area. More details such as the un

expected elongation of the double twist on both ends of the cable 

design may be explained by the wish to avoid a visual break halfway 

down the rectangle. It also stresses the elongation of the third- 

point arch and the forty-five degrees muqamas niche enphasises 

in the same way the accent on the elongation beyond the middle part 

of the east window.

1 | ' 
The dearth of terminology in the descriptive field of Islamic
architecture, has once more led to the creation of a new word:
deframing. At this point of the discussion, it is but an attempt
to qualify a visual function and cuuld be replaced by a more
scientific word.
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By deframing the west portal (Drawing No. k) in the same 

manner, the double-square rectangle may be found at the level of 

the fifth frame (3 6 , pi.13) with its central cabochon laying 
emphasis on the upper limit of the rectangle along the middle 

of its larger horizontal band. The shared line of the two squares 

cuts across the middle of the foundation inscription. First a 

circle, then a hexagon, may be inscribed in each square thus 

underlying a variety of intersecting points and interesting angles.

A further revealing geometrical drawing would consist of a complex 

of three overlapping hexagons with the main centre in A and its 

outer limits along the first frame in a, not included in the drawing.

The north portal with its perplexing appearance has already 

been reduced to a series of manageable frames (pi. 9) and the only 
other surprising feature of the decoration is the hexagon above the 

door (Drawing No. 3)»

The geometrical figure of a hexagon has already once been 

used in the west portal to outline it and calculate its focal points 

and angles. In the qibla portal (Drawing No. 3) it stands out as 

the visible lead to its geometrical construction. The diameter of 

the circle which contains it becomes the basic unit; the total 

height of the portal adds up to seven units,when it is measured 
as far as the horizontal moulding in the second frame (3^, pi.11) 

Half the total height coincides with another horizontal moulding 

(3 0, ph.3 ) set as a dividing line between the foundation inscription 

and the upper moulding of the doorway. A circle may be drawn from 
its centre with a radius of three units in which can be inscribed 

a hexagon with its apices at the top and at the bottom of the 

portal. Its vertical sides enclose the outer capitals of the



second frame (3^-3 ) thus indicate the outer limits for 

the shafts of the first frame and their star decoration.

In addition, another circle may be drawn with a radius 

of only two units from the same central point; another hexagon 

may be inscribed inside it. In this instance, its vertical sides 

will join at the centre of the four roundels belonging to the 

fourth frame and its apex will be that of the soffit of the star- 

arch in the fifth frame (^6 ). Thus the vertical lines of the two 
hexagons enclose the first four frames of the north portal as 

if to indicate the limits of the deframing process on this portal.

V/hat now remains in the centre is an area which complies with ;

the double-square rectangle and once again its general outline 

is visible in the uncarved spandrels of fine ashlar (A-3 ) ard 

the vertical shafts of the slender columns (^3 )- The dividing 

line of the two squares is set at the apex of the thematic hexa

gon and the third-point arch becomes the top accent for the whole 

doorway. From such a geometrical plan it is easy to calculate for instance 
the height of the central lotus flower carving: it is the distance
between the apex of the largest hexagon and the limit of the double

square rectangle.

The geometrical plan of the mibrab panel (Drawing No. 6) 

may also be added to the general demonstration. It appears to be 

the only decorated panel based on a square outline. The crossing 

point of its diagonals gives the apex E of the mihrab arch (lll«3» 
ph.8l). A horizontal line drawn from that point will indicate the 
springing of the capitals belonging to the giant torches. The fact 

that all three frames have remained uncarved, makes it easier for 

the eye to apprehend the two-square rectangle ABCD. The side AB
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of the square equals three-fifths of the radius of the in

scribed circle in the large square panel and the three success

ive frames, with the exception of the outer top horizontal 

one, all have a width of one-fifth of the radius.

Although no system of basic geometiy seems ever to have
1been applied to the understanding of Islamic Anatolian monuments,

nonetheless a more architectural approach is to be found in the

recordings of the Timurid buildings of the Soviet Republic of 
2Uzbekistan. But in this case a completely new system of geo

metrical figures is applied, from the middle of the fourteenth 

century A.D., well over a century after the building period of 

the Graat Mosque and the hospital of Divrigi.
It is not within the scope of this study to try to unravel 

the origins and evolutions of geometrical concepts as applied to 

Islamic architecture in Turkey and Syria at the beginning of the 

thirteenth entury A.D.. A first step has been to outline a 

possible geometrical demonstration of the ground-plan and the portals 

in the light of the presumed scientific knowledge of an e;xpert 

master builder of the time. Doubtless Arabic texts are awaiting 

translation which would assist the art historian in his research. 

Meanwhile the present demonstration has shown a surprising con

sistency in the use of specific geometrical figures both in the

1Two attempts have been made in the last ten years to interpret 
Anatolian portals, chiefly based on epigraph!cal and photographical 
evidences: S. OGEL, Anadolu Selpuklulari1nin tag tezyinati,
Ankara,1966, and B. BREND, Composition and decoration of some portals 
in Anatolia in the pre-Ottoman period, London, 1973) unpublished M. 
Phil, thesis.
2For a study of ground-plans and elevations, see G.A.PUGACHENKOVA 
and L.I.REMPEL, Vydayushchiye pamyatniki arkhitektury Uzbekistana, 
Tashkent 1938.



ground-plan and in the portals. Besides the double-square
1 2 rectangle, the use of the hexagon and equilateral triangles

reveals a practical understanding on the part of the builder

which allows him to translate a plan without a scale into an

actual building by the use of a unit-yardstick, alterable from

one construction to the next. A further study of Anatolian

portals would certainly confirm this point and bring new data

to the subject as a whole.
Probably the most constant and specific feature of all

Anatolian portals remains the multiple frame system which brings

to notice and forcefully emphasizes, as it would for a Rembrandt

or a Goya painting, a very precise point, the entrance into an

important building or the prayer niche of a mihrab panel. In
vthe Great Mosque of Divrigi, the treatment of the north portal 

typifies the ultimate stage in. the development of frame decoration 

in use as far east as Uzkend in the entrances of the two mausolea 

dated 11,52 A.D. and 1186 A.D.also in the Magoki Attari mosque 

in Bukhara of the twelfth centuiy A.D.. The list of pertinent 

mikrabs enclosed by a frame system has already been given (111-20) 

for the Jibal, the three Dars and TTzarbaTjan. The four framing 

systems in the particular case of Divrigi offer the best synopsis

"^Whether or not the hexagon was intuitively the prevailing geo
metrical shape in western Islamic Asia before the Mongol conquest 
still remains to be proved, nonetheless an illustration of its 
vital importance as a shape can be found in contemporary America 
in the works of Buckminster Fuller (R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER,"Con
ceptuality of fundamental structures, 66-88," Structure in art 
and science, ed. G. KEPfis, London 1965) ■
2P. FRANKL, "The secret of the mediaeval masons", Art Bulletin, 
March 19V?) -̂6—60, A-8.
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of detailed motifs available by 626/1228-9 for later decoration 

of Anatolian stone monuments,although none of them ever shows 

the same boldness and originality in composition and use of these 

motifs, with the possible exception of the later Ince Minareli in 
Konya"!" Only the west portal as a whole and, to a certain extent, 

the east window, may visually compare with the later series of 

Anatolian portals.

Although the main function of a framing system is to em

phasize the area it encloses, nonetheless, it may claim the added 

functinn of enhancing it as well, by its own decoration. Contemporary 

stone-masons we re well aware of this decorative potential and made 

full use of the available motifs. It is obvious that the rigid 

limits of a frame must condition this decoration, its motifs 

and arrangements in a similar manner to the border stripes of a 

carpet or the margins of a Qur*an. When consideration is given
Vto the complete vocabulary of Divrigi, it becomes clear that its 

frame ornamentation can be dividedinto two groups, not mutually 

exclusive in terms of their motifs and arabesque lay-out: on

the one hand, the purely geometric motifs without embellishments 

and on the other the more three-dimensional carvings which are 

chiefly vegetal in inspiration.
In the first instance, simple geometric patterns are ideally 

suited to fit into any framing system and even the more complex 
arrangements of the west portal and the east window have been 

organised in such a manner as to be conveniently cut off across

1■ An interesting analysis regarding the dating of this monument 
may be found in B. Brend's thesis, 183**̂ , who suggests a date of 
construction shortly after that of the £>atri.b TCta mosque dated

656/1258.
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1 Xthe star repeat (5 6 , ph.31, 68, pl.l^f). The advantage of such 

patterns lies in their infinite capacity to expand. This character

istic was probably noticed and developed at the same time and 

for the same reasons as the new departure from traditional archi« 

tecture by the Great Seljuqs (151). Whereas an inquiry into this 

architectural transformation would, at this point, be out of 

place, a historical survey of the secondgroup of patterns chiefly 

based on vegetal motifs, might explain the transformation of single 

and regularly framed motifs into sophisticated geometrical compo
sitions which reached a climax in Divrigi.

2When decorative motifs and patterns are enclosed by a framing 

device, there exists, of necessity, a relationship between the 

frame and the motif, whatever the medium under consideration, be it 

stucco, terracotta or different kinds of stone. In the Sasanid
■Zstucco patterns of Ctesiphon (ph.106) a visual balance is struck 

between the bud-»and-leaves motif and the^f rame around each one o f 

them. In the frame, beads and rosettes' are round, small, octagonal or 

lozenge-shaped, systematically juxtaposed with no attempt to create 

anything beyond an overall pattern. Although a more elaborate bud- 

and-leaves motif still survives in Samarra when it rises to the

1M. Keene of the Metropolitan Museum of Fine Arts, New York, has 
made a thorough study of J. BOURGOIN, Les elements de l 1art arabe, 
Paris 1879, in his dissertation for the American University in 
Cairo, 196 . He has very kindly identified the east window geo
metrical system as No. 118. As to that of the west portal, it 
is no. 171 and he describes it as ’’perhaps the most natural and 
the single most popular of the Islamic ten-point star patterns”. 
Amongst other examples, he has recorded it in the Dunaysir mifrrab 
dated 1200 A.D._
2Several motifs may be repeated and thus form into a pattern.
3 .Guide-book to the Staatliche Museen in East Berlin, 1970, ph.̂ f. 
Before the sweeping conquests of early Islam, the Sasanid empire 
extended briefly as far west as the Mediterranean at the time of the 
fall of Jerusalem in 6l4 A.D., and as far east as the Oxus in Cen
tral Asia. Some of the decorative motifs in Ctesiphon at that early 
stage, might have come from these eastern borders of the empire.
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status of capital in the ninth century A.D. (ph.109),"^ a new 

order of magnitude intervenes in stucco decoration. Whereas the 

traditional motif-and-frame pattern could be applied to any sur

face, it is now the outer border of this surface which plays the 

part of a master frame whether it is a wall panel, a window de

coration or the soffit of an arch. In turn, the master frame en

closes subsidiary frames of different shapes, often connected to- 

gether with loops , (ph.107). Even greater sophistication appears 

in Rayy, NTshapur^ and Afrasiyab^ in the tenth century
A.D.

The urge to fill the master frame with more striking de

coration, on the outside walls of the buildings as well as on the

inside ones, not only led to the invention of a material capable of
5withstanding climatic changes, but also induced a conscious re

duction of emphasis on subsidiary frames as such, which, at this 

point, harmonize and almost compete with the motifs as to which 

of the two would create the greater visual impact. The stucco de

coration of the Haj jTPiyade mosque in Balkh (ph.108) is a good 

case in point, as is the carved marble slab from the palace in 

Ghazna (ph.109), both examples probably dating from the eleventh 

century A.D..

By the time of the Seljuq decline and the collapse of the 

Ghaznavids in the middle of the twelfth centuiy A.D., two new 
characteristics should be noted. First the subsidiary frames no

^K.A.C.CKESWELL, Early Muslim Architecture, Oxford 1940, II, pi.76c.
2Guidebook to the Iraq Museum, 1966, ph.48.
^E.J.GRUBE ., The world of Islam, London 1966, 49, ph.22.
PR, ph.;04.

^J.M.Rogers has kindly pointed out the new use of terracotta from 
the eleventh centuiy in eastern Persia.
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longer exist or rather their framing function is translated and 
carried by the motifs themselves: the outline of the double-lobed

leaves frames the central bud as in the Rabat-i Sharaf, restored 

in 5^9/115^-5 (ph.110)# It could be suggested that the subsidiary 

frames now become part of the motifs and ,because they are frames, 

they join together as in the earlier ones ofSamarra (ph.^.07).

Such new joining leads to a progressive type of ornamentation: 

the arabesque, which has been noticed in the north portal (pi. 12)„
An extreme case of the combined frame-motif may be seen in the 

three decorative braids of the minaret of dam (ph.Ill), end of the 

twelfth century A.D.. In both latter examples little relief is to 
be noticed in the terracotta, its level remains constant and the 

master frame becomes the only conscious delimitation of the decoration.

The second new characteristic to appear in frame ornamentation 

in the twelfth century A.D. proceeds from the Samarra bevelled 

style in stucco'*' which was carved in deeper relief. After the ninth 

century A.D. this new bevelled style was also developed in other 

media, such as wood on the doors from the mausoleum of Mabmud of 

Ghazna now in the fort of Agra, and marble in the mibrab of the 

shrine of Imam *Abd al-Rabman in Mosul between .576/1180 and 5^9/

1195* Such relief carvings appear as well in the stucco mibrab of
— 2the Zaware Great Mosque (551/1196-7), where the outer frame con

tains its own frame-motif patterns; they, as a whole, generate

■*"R.ETTINGHAUSEN,MThe ’beveled style' in the post-Samarra period", 
Archaeologica Orientalia in memoriam E. Herzfeld, New York, 1952, 
72-83.

p
A.GODARD, "Ardistajn et Zaware, Athar-e Iran, 1936, 2, 283-369,
303, ph.119, 307, ph.20k.



their own frame. It is worth mentioning that inthe same mosque, the 

earlier soffits of some arches (530/1136-7 ) have, in contrast, 

perfectly flat stucco decoration neatly contained in two series 

of frames.

In instances when the master frame has not completely dis

appeared, It is relegated to the background as in the gaydariya 

mosque in Qazv'fn (ph.112)^ where the relief stucco of the third 

frame moving towards the mifrrab niche consists of a succession of 

more or less elongated braided hexagons not -unlike those which rise 

from the base of the minaret of Jam (ph.111). Consecutive groups 

of two or three bud-and-leaves compositions stand out strongly in 

relief and are linked to one another by what appears to be a small 

vase carved over the crossing of the braids. It should therefore 

come as no surprise, on examining the lowest group of carvings in 

the fourth frame of the north portal in Divrigi, that the outer 

lines of a very subdued frame (3 9) (ph.113) should appear in out

line under and behind the arabesque composition carved in relief.
Again in the north portal both high relief carvings and 

frame-motifs combine to create what must be the last stage in a 

rivalry between frames and motifs, when for the last time the re

lief motifs prevail in as much as they exceed any rigid frame 

control and stretch almost beyond their ability, as may be noticed 

in the precarious carving of both giant leaves (ph.19). As far as 
one knows, no such latitude was ever again to be displayed in the 

composition of Anatolian portals and after 626/1228-9 only separate

"^A.GODAHD, "Les anciennes mosquees de l'lran", Athar-e Iran, 1936,
2 , 187-210, 200, pb!36.
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relief carvings were sparingly included in frames, and the rest of 

the low relief decoration recoiled into more rigid, almost normalised 

frames,best illustrated in Sivas and Erzerum. The stucco work in Iran 

under the Il-Khanids, did seek, in a way, to recreate the earlieri
type of framed reliefs as in the Great Mosque in Rezaiyeh or in the 

mifcrab of Oljeytii in the Great Mosque in Igfahan. But the decoration 

had become more stereotyped and it eventually had spent itself by 

the time of the Timurid onslaught. The growing appeal of level 

faience mosaic had taken over from carved reliefs.

Two final points arise from this analysis of carved reliefs 
and frames. First it is to be wondered why such elaboration in the 

sculptural quality of the whole composition on the north portal should 

have been executed on the very side of the mosque which receives no 

sun except in the very early hours of a summer's day. The carving 

could not have been planned to catch the sun at different times of 

the day as would be the case on the west portal of a church; it 
could only have been thought as a challenge per se,meant to super

sede any stone carving or stucco work done up to that time. The 

sheer prodigality of the fourth frame recalls not only earlier 

stucco or terracotta prototypes but also a certain type of arabesque 

from more contemporary illuminated manuscripts such as No. 7729*- 
dated 1209 A.D. in the Matanaderan library in Erevan. The same 

feeling of opulence is noticeable in the development of elongated 

arabesques and many other Armenian manuscripts include vertical en

twining constructions of a similar nature in margins of their pages, 

but usually of a later date.'*'

1A.SH. MNATSAKANIAN, Armanskoe ornamental no iskusstvo, Erevan 1995.
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No sense of relief is ever suggested in such marginal designs 

which simply remain two dimensional drawings, and this very 

characteristic may explain the second point: the flat decorative 

carving within the variable surfaces of the large lotus flowers 

and giant leaves, might unconsciously aim at smoothing out whatever 

relief could have been suggested by the carving, thus tending to 

bring back the whole three-dimensional ornaments to a plan surface 

(ph. 2 3).

In so far as it has been possible to analyse and e:xplain the 

ground-plan of the whole building, its portals and different aspects 

of their decoration, one inherent tendency has prevailed and re

states itself constantly in the very characteristic of two-dimensionality, 

whether it is in the use of plane geometry, the infinite wicker

work patterns or even the flat decorative carving on the variable
1surfaces of the north portal. Yet another group of decorative 

elements may be based on the same principle of flat ornamentation.

It consists of a series of roundels which mark and even emphasize 

focal points of interest in both parts of the building. They may 

be grouped into two different types.

The first type, only to be found outside, stands out from 

the face of the wall under a crescent hood. Two pairs decorate the 

hospital portal and one pair may be seen in the fourth frame of the 

north portal (phs. 19 and 48)„ As mentioned previously (3 8) (ph.24), 

this type has been recorded as far east as the minaret of Jam and 

its decoration belongs more to the geometrical repertoire than to

^It is obvious that beyond the study of Divrigi the magnetic 
attraction of two-dimensionality was irresistible in all decorative 
aspects of Islamic art. It may be seen in manuscript illumination 
or ceramics and metalworkwhere, for the purpose of decoration, the 
bodies are handled as a flat surface and therefore can be submitted 
to this same two-dimensional treatment.
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the vegetal one. In both portals the point stressed by the three 

pairs of roundels seems to be roughly at two-thirds of the 

height of the portal, indicating a staging point in the development 

of the vertical shape and relating it to its geometrical plan.

Whereas the first type of roundel does not appear inside 

the building, the second type, carved in low relief, may be found 

inside as well as on the portals and even on the ashlar walls as 
in the case of the roundel to the left ,of the west portal (ph. 11^). 

A small triangular carving marks the lower part of it and the whole 

composition seems to be placed near enough the muqarnas niche 

above the falcons to attract attention to that outer part of the 

portal. The same type of roundel must have also existed on the 

right hand side of the west portal for the same purpose, since a 

similar small carved triangle is still apparent in the wall."1*

The roundel itself must have disappeared at the time of the Otto*-, 

man ashlar refacing.
There are two more roundels, one beside the other, on the 

far wall facing the west entrance inside the mosque (pi. 27}) and 

placed fairly high up, difficult to appreciate at such a distance. 

One possible explanation for their setting would be to stress the 

second east-west axis cf the mosque. Unlike the exterior low- 

relief roundel, these latter two approach the oval in shape, 

roundel rl is made up of four stone slabs and roundel r2 of only 

two, one above the other. They have no beaded outline, as opposed 

to the west elevation roundels, and the whole impact of their 

arabesque carving seems heavier, not unlike the carving on the side

^On Gabriel's photograph, MTA II, ph.69.
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/
pilasters (ph. 50) by the stone coping of the hospital portal.

On the other hand, they could be compared with an unpublished 

roundel carved in.the soffit of the inner arch of the doorway 

in Sultan Han near Kayseri which is dated a few years later 

than the mosque.^ This may point to the work of local craftsmen 

trying their hand at a new style of carving„

Inside the hospital, the roundels are also carved in low 

relief and may be divided into two groups: the single roundels 

on the inner face of the main iwan (pi. 2k) stand slightly away 

from the wall and are based on an intertwining double swastika 

pattern. In roundel rh2 , the twelve-sided stars outlined by the 

pattern, contain a subdued bud-and-leaves motif which does not 

detract from its whole geometric impact; its border is made up of 

a three-braided plait. In roundel rhl, the border consists of a 

sinuous line interwoven with a scroll. A hexagon in the same spirit 

decorates a face of a capital in the gavit of Makaravank dated 

1207.2

The second group of hospital roundels may be seen above the

doors into rooms 27 aud 28. They are carved out of the stone lintel

and consist of two major roundels on either side of a smaller one

(pi. 25). A double-grooved circular frame links all three roundels

with connecting loops in between them. Besides being a regular
3feature of Byzantine decoration', in their composite form, they 

also fill the marble spandrels of doorways in Aleppo and Konya.

1BAK, No. 26, 90-7.

2AAP, 57) ph.29.
■^Y.DEMIRIZ, "Atabey’deki Ertokug medresesinde Bizans devrine ait 
devgirme malzemey Sanat Tahiri Yilligi, *f, 1970-1, 87-lOCL

^ Damascus II, fig. 85.



The motifs enclosed by the frames, although still strongly geo-/

metrical, are reminiscent of the elongated leaves in the recesses 

of the west portal. Both lintels of the side doors in the hall 

of the hospital have two roundels (pi. 2f>) of prepared but un

carved stone with the different levels already outlined.

Since it can be applied to practically any vacant wall space 

roundel ornamentation is an ideal form of decoration. They are 

often to be seen in pairs on Anatolian portals (pfrj.Vj-^) in the 
thirteenth century A.D.. In a different religious context, a 

borderless star-shaped carving marks the lower part of a pendentive 

in the church of Saint John the Baptist in Ganzasser dated 121£>V56 

A.D. (ph. llfO."^ In the Islamic world, the most impressive com

position of the -roundel type is to be found in Damascus, carved 

in stucco in the Izziya medrese with a waqf dated 62^/1226-7.

It seems hardly necessary to stress any more the simultaneity of 

the decorative vocabulary which extends from the Caucasus to 

central Syria and beyond Damascus to Egypt.

Although it is impossible to describe in one essay the im

mense variety of the decorative vocabulary In the Great Mosque and 

hospital in Divrigi, a last paragraph should nevertheless be 

devoted to the lotus flower, one of the most constant ornaments in 

Asiatic art. As a motif, the lotus flower has a long history in 

Egypt and belongs to the divine attributes of the Achaemenian kings 

for the present purpose it is sufficient to recall that its

■*"B.ARZUMANEAN, Armenian churches, 1970, no No.
2Damascus III, 71, fig.^1.
^Survey I, 867.
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new lease of life in early Islam dates from the beginning of the

eleventh century A.D. when it is used with immense variety and

ease especially in book ornament, particularly in the Ibn al~
Bawwab manuscript.^ Even a cursory look at the diversity of

margin decoration (ph.ll6 ) will be enough to reveal how stylised

the lotus motif already was in Baghdad before 1021 A.D.. By the

end of the twelfth century A.D., Persian manuscripts of the Qur*an
2were written on a background of stylised lotus flowers and

handsome illustrations accompanied texts such as the Kitab al-

Diriyak, written in Mosul, with a great variety of vegetal arab-
3esques as support for the kufic, as well as textile patterns. 

Parallel vocabulary of lotus flower decoration may equally well 

be found in Armenian, Byzantine, Latin Kiigdom and Syriac manu

scripts and it is in the Armenian ones that the best arabesque com

positions with the lotus flower have been preserved (ph. 117).^

Throughout the analysis of and commentary on the monument 

it has been all too obvious that parallel examples,whether in the

realm of architecture on in that of decoration, have had to be
5drawn from an immense range of sources and materials, scattered 

along the Silk Road from Central Asia to Anatolia. Despite end

less fighting between Crusaders, Armenians, Seljuqs, Ayyubids and

^D.S.RICE, The unique Ibn al~Bawwab manuscript in the Chester Beatty 
library, Dublin 1935, pi.9.

2D. and J. SOURDEL, La civilisation de I 1Islam classique, Paris 
1968, pi.11.

•^F.FAREiS, Le livre de la Theriaque, Cairo 1953, dated to 595/H99-
LlA.SH. MNATSAKANIAN, Armanskoe ornamental no iskusstvo, Erevan 1955, 
Mss. 4509, dated 1217, 24, fig.6o

5Chiefly from architectural examples to avoid possible changes of 
emphasis.



many others, regardless of religious and political boundaries, 

this simultaneity of decorative themes in the thirteenth century 

A.D. , brought together in one building, might be expected to make 

the monument look like some other earlier specimen, but in fact 

this did not occur even though there is juxtaposition of already 

well-known components.

The reason for such originality may be explained by the 

eclectic personality of the master builder Khurshah who, by the 

originality of his creative talent, managed to coordinate and 

harmonize in one building a maximum of diverse components. This 

building could easily have been purely Armenian"'' in inspiration, 

since his origins could be traced back to eastern Anatolia. For 

this very reason, it seems most probably that he was directly 

responsible for the complex vaulting system, although the corbels 

(pis. 26 and 27) have a distinctive Latin Kingdom flavour. A good 

example of his eclecticism would be the mihrab dome which derives 

from the Jibal tradition with further development in Dunaysir 
and Silvan; a lesser personality would have simply made use of 

the plainer type of ribbed dome known at the time in the Mama Hatun 

mausoleum of Tercan. Yet it is true to say that the columns in an 

Armenian tradition outnumber by far the only two different ones 

in the hospital which belong to the Upper Euphrates tradition, 

although Khurshah was not afraid to make use of the latter pair 

to create an aesthetic feeling of contrast in the central court 

(phs. 9k and 9,5). As to the portals, it is by now evident that

1There is a reluctance to use the word Caucasian because of its 
racial connotation.
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several teams of masons were drawn from different geographical 

and cultural backgrounds, each of them bringing its own idiom.

Khurshah the master builder orchestrated a multiplicity 

of idioms in a unique composition, only possible, one presumes, 

for a man with his background which made him receptive to the 

many currents of ideas and styles prevailing at the time. Further

more, in such an architectural adventure as the Great Mosque and
Vhospital of Divrigi, it is not enough to plan a composite monument

and build it; both structure and construction must create between

them enough tension to give the monument a specific techtonic 
1

quality and this unique techtonic quality was Khurshah's gift and 

his only. No other building, as far as it is known, has been 

traced to this very special master builder.
It has been often wondered why so many detailed carvings 

have been left unfinished, especially since it is well known that 

religious buildings in Islam unlike Christian ones, were brought 

to completion as fast as the handling of the stone and the subse

quent complex carving permitted, given suitable weather conditions. 

A possible explanation should be sought in the contemporary politi- 

cal scene. Although in the first decades of the thirteenth cen

tury A.D., the richest sovereign in the world was in fact the 
— 3Sultan of Rum it comes as no surprise that one of his vassal

^E.F.SEKLER, "Structure, construction, techtonics", Structure in 
art and science, ed. G. KEPflS, London 1963) 89m 93•

A similar situation occurred in the convent of Mar Behnam (ph.ll8 ), 
south of the road which links Mosul to Erbil. (G.PREUSSER, 
Nordmesopotamische Baudenkmaler altchristlicher und islamischer 
Zeit, Leipzig 1911, ph.7, i). When the Mongols took over Mosul 
in 637/1239 the prepared stone of a doorway was left uncarved 
not unlike the roundels in the hospital of Divrigi (pi.23).

■^C.CAHEN,"Le commerce anatolien au debut du 13eme siecle", Melanges 
d'histoire du moyen-age dedies a la memoire de Louis Halphen,
Paris 1931, 91-101.



princes should have decided to invest his own personal wealth in 

the building of a mosque and hospital. This new construction was 

to look more impressive in certain respects than the remodelled 

'Ala* ad-DTh mosque of the Sultan in Konya.'*'
Up to the time of the total defeat of Jalal ad-DTn in 628 

A.H., the sultan Kay-Qubadh I had been forced to either fight 

and defeat those who did not side with him, like the Mangujakids 

of Erzincan in 622 A.H , or presumably accept with relief the out

ward submission of such nominal vassals as Sulayman Shah of 

Divrigi, whose strength and wealth,depending on mines on his lands 

and the revenue from trade, were not to be challenged at that stage. 

This position of almost total independence in turn would have 

allowed Sulayman Shah, unin’volved as he was, to embark on an import

ant building programme perhaps as early as 623 A.H.. The fact that 

he died soon after this date would explain why, by the time the

inscriptions came to be carved, it was the name of his son A£imad Shah.,

who then ruled over the Mangujakids, which was included on the 

foundation inscription in 626 A.H..

Two years later, Kay.Qubadh I, by now the uncontested Sultan 

of Rum, after his victory over Jalal-ad-DTn, would have required 

total submission from his vassals. Visibly a rushed work (ph. 4), 

the broken inscription on the north portal, the more important of 

the two entrances into the mosque, pays tribute to Kay-Qubadh I.

It must have been done at a time when only the last carvings on

the whole monument remained unfinished and most of the portal had

1IA, 97, 617/1220.
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been completed (32-3 ). As to the deeds, it could be submitted 

that A^imad Shah had to pay a money tribute, not an unreasonable 

demand from a state which could afford such monuments. But this 

in turn must have prevented the completion of the carving on 

the portals and on the mijirab. Possibly another reason for 

the unfinished carving, would have been the compulsory draughting 

of all available craftsmen by Kay-Qubadh I and his entourage for 

the purpose of an intensive building programme. The next fifteen 

years indeed were going to see the construction, of many caravan
serais amongst them the Sultan Han on the Kayseri^Sivas road

V*which contains several features of the hospital of Divrigi, and 

the series of religious buildings in Kayseri itself.

It is hardly a coincidence that within a year of Kay-Qubadh 

I's death in 634 A.D. and the ensuing disruption of the central 

power, A£imad Shah repaired part of the citadel wall with the 

addition of a new gateway’!' the inscription does not mention 

any suzerain. Although by the time A^mad Shah, once more his own 

master, could have been able to complete the unfinished work on 

the building, it would have been impossible to bring together 

again the scattered craftsmen, all the more so at a time when the 

whole country was under the threat of a Mongol invasion. The only 

possible addition to the mosque was the wooden minbar carved in 

638 A.H. by one Â rniad, son of Ibrahim of Tiflis, one year after

1CIA III, 88, No. 31. This type of work does not require specialised 
masons.

2CIA III, 81-2, Nos. 48 and 49.



the sack of Ani by the Mongols. Additional repairs had been

carried out on the citadel in 6^0 A.H.^ when finally the Sultan of

Kum was defeated by the Mongol invaders at the battle of Kose

Dag on 6 Muharram 6^+1/12 June 12^3* A few days later by the

middle of that month, a waqf was promptly set up both for the

mosque and the hospital (28—9 5 phs. 120-1). The last mention of

a Mangujakid is to be found on a tower of the citadel, dated

630/1232. After this date no important monuments were ever

built again in Divrigi and the town itself never regained the

importance it must have had under the Mangujakids (ph.119).

Although it might come as a surprise that in this study

the adjective Sel.juq has not been used in connection with the
v 3Great Mosque and hospital of Divrigi, it is by now quite evident 

that this monument built in the first half of the thirteenth 

century A.D., does not typify as a whole, any particular regional 

or dynastic style, but is a syncretic vision of many scattered 

idioms; yet monuments of the second half of the century, which 

draw heavily on the architecture., and decorative vocabulary of 

Divrigi, could well come under one title: Anatolian art and
ifarchitecture of the second half of the thirteenth century A.D., 

since they can no longer be called dynastically Sel.juq. Mongol

^CIA III, 88-9 , No. 3 5.

2CIA III, 89, No. 3 6.
•3DK, 122-9) Professor D. Kuban in fact adopts the same course 
without making any further statement.
hSuch a title is indeed cumbersome but has the advantage of 
avoiding historic implications which do not always correspond 
to artistic development.



cannot really be used since the Mongol occupation of Anatolia 

did not really initiate a new architectural or decorative 

style. Yet it brought a climate of stability^ which allowed 

the arts to develop in a comparative manner to that of China, 

at the opposite end of the Mongol empire, under the Yuan 

dynasty. 2

In their most western outpost in Asia, Anatolia, the Mongol 

rulers encouraged whatever techniques and decorative vocabulary 

were available at the time of the conquest. It was therefore 

possible for the complete repertoire of Divrigi to be fully used 

and transformed into a typically Anatolian style in such towns 

as Kayseri, Sivas, Erzerum and even Konya. Usually carved out 
of stone the motifs grew duller, the patterns became more stere

otyped and the carving lacked in genuine grace. Even the monu

ments in their planning showed much less enterprise. It was 

not to be until the early days of the Ottoman rule that architect*-, 

ure and decoration in Anatolia regained some originality and 

elegance.

M.ROGERS, "Recent work on Seljuk Anatolia", Kunst des Orients,
6 , ii, 1969, 13^-6 9, 136.

2M.MEDLEY, "Chinese ceramics and Islamic design", The westward 
spread of Chinese influence, Percival David colloquies on art 
and archaeology in Asia, No. 1972, 1 ff.
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PLATES

v
1 . Map of Divrigi m  relatmn to other cultural regions.
2. Sections of the Great Mosque and hospital after the

drawings by A.S.Ulgen, VD, V, 1962: section aa.

3 . sections cc and bb.

4. sections dd and ee.

3. General ground plan.
6. General column and ceiling plan.

7. Plan of upper floor to hospital.

8. North and south elevations.

9. West elevation.
10. East elevation.

11. Outline of north portal with photograph.

12. Fourth frame and analysed pattern on north portal.

13. Outline of west portal with photograph.

l̂ f. Windows in Divrigi in Nigde: sections, motifs of outer
Vand inner bands m  east window of Divrigi.

13. Outline of hospital portal with photograph.
16. Windows a and b in mosque.

17. Vaults 1, 6 , 7 in mosque.
18 . Vaults 2, 17, l8 , 23, keystones to vaults 9 and 23.
19. Columns A, E, F, J,in .mosque.

20 Columns K, N, 0, in mosque.
\ ,

21. Columns U, T, R, S, in hospital.

22. Mibrab: tympanum and section of the mibrab wall.

23. Ornamental roundels rl, r2, in mosque.

2h, Ornamental roundels rhl, rh2 , in hospital.
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23. Ornamental roundels rh3.^.35 rh6.7.8, rh.9 in hospital.
26. Corbels in the mosque, 1-11.

27. Corbels in the hospital, 1-3-
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PHOTOGEAPHS

1. Great Mosque and hospital from the citadel hill.

2 . 1907 restoration carving on east wall.

3. Inscription 1 north portal.
11 2 " »

3 . n west'portal.

6. ,1 hospital portal.
7 . T1 east window.
8 . M cartouche c, roundel b ..

9. n roundel d.

10. n hospital signature.

11. n mosque, column L.

12. M mosque, column K.
13. n mosque, painted'inscription of the QurJan

l̂ f. Nigde, 'Ala1 ad-DTn mosque, minaret.

13. Malatyaj Ulu Cami separated minaret.

16. Divrigi, pattern on minaret.

17. Eski Malatya, Ottoman minaret.

18. Divrigi, minaret.

19. North portal.
20. n M first frame, bottom right.

21. n n first frame, top right.

22. n 11 left side.

23. n n right side.

2k. Jam, roundels on minaret.

23. North portal, central lotus.

26. 11 n star band.
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27. Ani, cathedral.
28. O^k Vauk 958*^66, base of column, detail.

29. North portal, Bismi Allah.
30. M n tipper central part.

31. West portal.

31a. Nigde 'Ala* ad-DTn mosque, portal.

32. Divrigi citadel mosque, portal.

33. West portal, muqarnas.

34. Sivas, Kay-KaJ us I hospital, inside of entrance, detail.

33* West portal', niche inside left.

36. 11 u left falcons and roundel.

37. " right falcon.
3 8. General view, east wall.

39* East window.

40. Citadel mosque, pattern.

4-1. Aleppo, gahiriya medrese, mifrrab.

42. Divrigi, Sitte Melik tomb tower.

4 3. Nigde, 'Ala* ad-DTn mosque, north window.

44. Tercan, Mama Hatun mausoleum.

43. Sivas, Kay-Ka’us I hospital, entrance portal.
46. Maragha, circular tomb tower, 393/H96«7.

47. Great Mosque, 'maqsura1.

48. Hospital portal.

49. M 11 right side.
3 0. M ” detail top left.

31. " ri left side.
32. n n right head.
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53. Sivas, Kay-Ka*us I hospital, right hand head.
54. n • ii • if left hand head.

55- Hospital portal, sketch of left heads.
56. 11 " lotus capitals on right.

57. !t " 'top of double archway.
58. Tortosa (MGRJ, pi. 190 No. 492).

59. ' Hospital portal, left side with lotus capitals.

60. n " doorway panel with column, roundels.

61. Dunaysir, Great Mosque, main portal.

62. Qalat Seman.

63. Pavia, San Michele.

64. Acre, .Saint Andrew. (MCRJ, pi. 5 3, No. 165).
65. Hovhannavank. (AAP, pl.50).

66. Ganzasser, (AAP, pi.79).

67. Ani, Saint Gregory Tigran Honentz.
68. Great Mosque, inside north'portal.
69. " n column J, column k .

70. Ani, Manuchihr mosque, broken vault.

71. Tortosa, corbels (MCRJ, pi. 183).

72. Armenian vaults (AAP\ 'pi. 93).

73. " " (AAP, pi.94).
74. Great Mosque, vault 6 (pi.17).

75. " ” dome, zone of transition and lotus band.

76. n n dome.

77. Nigde, *Ala’ ad-DTn mosque, dome, squinch arch.

78. Silvan, Great Mosque, dome, squinch arch.

79. Tim, Arab Ata mausoleum, squinch. (PR, ph.102)
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80. Gengelli Koy, drum.

81. Great Mosque, Mfcrab.

82. Dunaysir, Great 'Mosque, mibrab.
83. Nigde, *Ala° ad-DTn mosque, mifrrab.

8^. Great Mosque, mifrrab, left torch, detail carving.

83. Mosul, Great Mosque, mihrab, (Reise, III, ph.3).

86. ” n " free standing mihnab, (Reise III, ph.3 )

87. Hasankeyf, stucco mijirab.
88. Tomb chamber, two openings into the Great Mosque.

89. " " tombs.

90. " n lustre tiles.

91. n 11 cupola and squinches.
92. ” n dividing arch.

93- Hospital,'pool.
9^. 11 general interior view of west side.

93. fl vault 38 , columns T and U, windows.

96. M iwan 31 .

97. 11 vault 31.
98. 11 cable moulding, acanthus frieze and roundel.

99. Dunaysir, Great Mosque, entrance portal, detail intrados.

100. Hospital, acanthus frieze and swastika band.

101. Sultan Han, frieze detail.

102. Hospital, iwan 3 8.
103. 11 hall, central vault, detail star carving.
10^. ri first floor, central vault.

105. Sainarra, stucco style b, (Creswell, 19.̂ 0, H ?  pi- 76, c).

106. Ctesiphon, stucco, ( East'Berlin, 1970, ph.4).
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Saraarra stucco style b. (Iraq Museum, 1966, ph.4-8).
Balkh, HajjT Piyade, arch'detail.

Ghazna, palace, marble carving, detail.
Rabat~i Sharaf, restored intrados.
Jam, minaret.

Qazvim, gaydariya Mosque,. (Athar^e Iran. 2 , 1936, ph.136).

Great Mosque, north portal, fourth'frame, lower right carving.
" " west portal, roundel to the left.

Ganzasser, (Arzumanean, 1970),pendentive detail carving.
Ibn al-Bawwab, margin decoration (D.S.RICE, pi.9 ).

Armenian manuscript ornament (A.SH.MNATSAKAN1AM. Mss 4-̂ 09, fig.60). 
Mar Behn.am, prepared stone on doorway (C.' PREUSSER. 19.II, ph.7 ,i). 
Divrigi: general view. .-■ - .
Waqf.

Text of waqf.
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